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INTRODUCTION

The Nature and Meaning of Adventure Therapy
in the International Context
Dr. Christian M. Itin, MSW
Humboldt State University
Dr. Denise Mitten
Ferris State University

In the international context, the meaning of terms such as adventure therapy,
therapeutic adventure, wilderness therapy, bush adventure therapy, and the various
other related terms still form a major part of the discussion of international
gatherings. This is the fourth text to come out from the International Adventure
Therapy Conference (IATC). In each of the earlier proceedings authors from around
the world have contributed and added to defining the nature and meaning of
adventure therapy (Bandoroff & Newes, 2004; Itin, 1998, Richards & Smith, 2003).
One might ask “don’t we have a common definition yet?”
Adventure therapy as a discrete term is only about 25 years old (Gass, 1993)
and people have not professionally used adventure as a part of a therapeutic change
much before 1968 (Davis‐Berman & Berman, 1994; Gillis & Priest, 2003; Kelly & Baer,
1968). How long people have used adventure as a change process is much harder to
determine. Some have suggested that indigenous practices can and should be
conceptualized as a part of adventure therapy (Pryor in this text). Part of the
challenge in exploring the nature and meaning of these terms rests in how broadly
one contextualizes the meaning of both adventure and therapy. It could be said that
almost any activity can be considered as having some level of “adventure” and that
“therapy” is anything that “helps” another person. These very broad interpretations
could lead to the suggestion that many things (perhaps even everything) could be
“adventure therapy.” The challenge here is that when the definition becomes so
broad, coherent dialogue becomes difficult. Part of the reason for definitions is to
allow shared conversation to progress.
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Discussions about the nature and meaning of terms are not new to adventure
therapy or to the international gatherings. There has been an ongoing dialogue about
the differentiation between adventure therapy and therapeutic adventure (Alvarez &
Stauffer, 2001; Gass, 1993, Itin, 2003a; Newes & Bandoroff, 2004; Williams, 2004;
Yamada & San Antonio in this text) that in many ways go back to the beginning of the
field. These definitional discussions usually include the distinction and differentiation
between wilderness therapy and adventure therapy (Davis Berman & Berman, 1994;
Russell, 2001). Other ongoing dialogue has occurred in terms of the role of “nature”
or the “outdoors.” Some have suggested that being outside in nature is the most
important element in adventure therapy (Mitten, 1994). Authors have also
considered the role of ecology or eco‐psychology (Beringer, 1999, 2003 & 2004;
Miles, 1987) and the role of challenge or “risk” (Estrellas, 1996; Mitten, 1985, 1994).
The discussions, conversations, and perhaps even debates have broadened to
include the very nature of adventure and therapy. It is possible that there is little
agreement on a global level about the nature and meaning of adventure therapy. It
could be argued that the debate is irrelevant, especially when one considers it on an
international level, with the multiplicity of perspectives, cultural beliefs, legal
parameters, and other related elements. The very nature of postmodern
conversation and discourse is to challenge the meaning of language. However,
globalization also means that we are in increasing contact across these cultural, legal,
and other previous socially constructed barriers and in a relatively young field the
ability to articulate the practice on an international level becomes even more
important. Failing to engage in this self‐definitional work may leave us open to
further being marginalized by the dominant paradigms and view points, defined by
these external forces, and possibly relegated to a standing as a pseudo profession.
Additionally, growing together with broad international support potentially can make
this profession stronger. At this time the distinct and separate groups within many
countries are engaged in definitional work. There are current negotiations going on
with policy, funding, and aligned bodies in most every country that will help to shape
the definition and nature of local practice. However, every three years the
International Adventure Therapy Conference provides an opportunity to look beyond
local ideas and dialogue to a broader global milieu or perspective. This text
represents some of the dialogue from this international conversation and presents an
opportunity to explore what if any common definitions exist within the international
context about the nature and meaning of adventure therapy.
In Search of a Common Framework
In considering adventure therapy from an international perspective, one might
start with looking at what, if any, areas of agreement exist. Adventure appears to be
at the heart of this form of intervention. The exact nature of what constitutes
adventure both in terms of activities and philosophy is evolving. Just as
Shakespeare‘s observation that “all the world's a stage, and all the men and women
merely players” leads to an inevitable conclusion about all of life being a drama, it is
possible to conceptualize all of life as an adventure. Nelson Chase, the first director
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of the Mental Health Center in the Colorado Outward Bound School in the early
1980s, is known to have quipped that he could do Outward Bound under a table,
questioning the role and meaning of wilderness and activity in the process of what
would today be called “adventure therapy.” While there is a fruitful philosophical
exploration here about existentialism and the meaning of adventure (see Adams, in
this text), for the sake of argument we will focus on the activity side of adventure,
which is where most of the authors in this text focus in their discussions.
There appears to be recognition that adventure exists as one set of activities
under a much broader rubric of experiential activities (Itin, 2001) and perhaps some
agreement that adventure allows people to explore what they “know” about
themselves or better said what they don’t know about themselves. Adventure is
fundamentally about an exploration in the unknown (Gass, 1993; Nadler, 1993). There
seems to be some agreement that adventure in general and adventure activities
specifically allow one to explore oneself and possibly see oneself in a new way and
hopefully in a more empowered and capable way.
In the United States the definition of adventure, in regards to adventure
therapy, has tended to focus on taking people out of the physical environment they
are familiar with and placing them in an unfamiliar environment, thereby creating a
state of “disequilibrium” (Walsh & Golins, 1976). This historical perspective on
adventure activities has included a level of challenge (often physical). More recent
contributions have questioned the generalized usefulness of disequilibrium, or more
appropriately the “stress” that possibly results from this, especially when trying to
accentuate the unfamiliar (Estrellas, 1996; Mitten, 1986).
The role of challenge and “risk” is often played out in the differences and
similarities between adventure therapy and wilderness therapy. Some suggest that
wilderness therapy is a subset of adventure therapy (Itin, 2001), others that
adventure therapy is a subset of wilderness therapy (Powich, 1994), and finally some
see them as separate but intersecting fields (Russell, 2001). There seems to be no
dispute that the fields are related; but the nature of the relationship is open for
interpretation. So while the exact relationship between wilderness and adventure,
the place and need of disequilibrium and the exact modes of dealing with challenges
(physical, mental, emotional, and spiritual) are in question, definitions seem to
embrace exploration of the unknown. Also, the aforementioned domains appear to
be critical parts of this conversation. So while there may not be agreement on how
these elements are defined, there is agreement that they are important elements to
consider. Therefore there is agreement that in adventure therapy and wilderness
therapy that something about the experience will be unfamiliar and there will be one
or more of the following challenges: physical, mental, emotional or spiritual.
A part of the consideration in these various conceptualizations is to sort out whether
or not adventure therapy in its various interpretations and wilderness therapy work
are guided by different philosophies. While there exist debates about other
philosophical elements that inform adventure and wilderness work, that some
element of an experiential perspective are important is not disputed (Itin, 2003b).
Therefore the use of the philosophy of experiential education, including carefully
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choosing experiences where the learners are engaged intellectually, emotionally,
socially, soulfully and/or physically, designing these experiences so that learners take
initiative, make decisions, and are accountable for results, and supporting this
learning with reflection, critical analysis and synthesis so that learners can explore
and examine their own values and apply and generalize their learning to future
situations is a probable area of agreement.
It is also possible to consider a more specific adventure philosophy and
wilderness philosophy are at play. The adventure philosophy tends to emphasize
engaging with challenge and exploring the unknown. Many programs also rely on
“perceived risk” (Miles and Priest, 1999). The wilderness philosophy emphasizes
some of the adventure elements, especially in terms of use of the unfamiliar
environment, actual physical remoteness, and the natural consequences of the
environment (Miles and Priest, 1999). The wilderness philosophy often also reflects
ecological elements such as living in the natural world and living in balance and
connection with the ecology of place. This wilderness philosophy can reflect aspects
of deep ecology, eco‐psychology, and other related perspectives (Beringer, 1999;
Beringer & Martin, 2003; Mitten 2004). However, some elements of the wilderness
philosophy reflect on the physical challenge of the environment because travel in the
wilderness will naturally include times of adverse conditions including weather,
insects, route and the like and some organizations often enhance this by focusing on
a minimalist or survival philosophy. A final confounding consideration in this
exploration of informing philosophies is that some programs seem more reflective of
a recreational perspective, that is to say the objective is for participants to have fun
or re‐create themselves. Some programs are more reflective of an educational
perspective; this is to say they are focused on teaching mostly about the outdoors.
Finally some programs are more focused on team‐building or group development
and might be classified as corporate adventure training (Priest & Gass, 1993).
At each of the International Adventure Therapy Conferences (IATC), the full
diversity of these different perspectives has been present; and this continues to be
evident in the 4th IATC proceedings, guided by the conference theme of connecting
with our essence. The challenge for this international field of adventure therapy
appears to rest in how to celebrate the diversity of ideas about what adventure
therapy is, while at the same time developing the precision of language that will
allow the profession to be seen a professional transnational discipline. We see some
of this clarity developing in the Czech Republic with the development of a bachelor’s
training program in “outdoor adventure education” that includes content on the
therapeutic use of adventure (Kirchner, Hnizdil, Louka , & Martin in this text). The
article by Yamada and San Antonio (in this text) attempts to provide additional
articulation made throughout the years related to the distinction between the term
therapy and therapeutic. These articles continue to raise questions about training
and education (what skills or education the practitioner has) vs. intent (what level of
change is the program aimed at) as the primary characteristic of adventure therapy
vs. therapeutic adventure. Itin (2001) explored the issues of education vs. intent in
the definition of adventure therapy. In reality it may be best to view intent and
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education as inter‐related and intersecting concepts. This is to say that only with
graduate education in an applied “clinical” field and the intent to engage in
adventure therapy can one really be said to do adventure therapy. This raises some
interesting questions as some of the better recognized scholars in the field are not
trained in a “clinical” field. These authors (many of them represented in this
publication) are contributing to the knowledge and practice in the discipline. This
may be a common phenomenon in a young international interdisciplinary field or
even in any field and may represent the movement away from the traditional “silo”
mentality of the historic disciplines. This proceedings points out that training,
education, and definitions and their intersections are still reflected in ongoing
dialogue.
Definitional conundrums play themselves out in many areas within adventure
therapy. In many ways this is to be expected in an international, multi‐discipline
(experts in adventure, therapy/therapeutic, facilitation/process, environmentalism,
etc.) field, with few if any externally imposed constraints. These proceedings add to
the range of ideas of what constitutes adventure therapy but do not clarity of precise
definitions within this field. These definitions continue to vary depending on one’s
cultural background and training. The diversity of ideas in these proceedings truly
reflects the multi‐cultural, multi‐professional, multi‐population, and multi‐approach
reality that is international adventure therapy.
Toward a New Paradigm
It may be time to consider using a different term to aid in the definitional
process. Every conference participant would probably agree that the conference
represented or reflected “adventure” (though some would use “outdoor” or
“wilderness”), and most would view the conference as related to promoting healing
or health. Perhaps it is time to move away from the discussion about therapy and
therapeutic and toward health and healing (Mitten, 2004). Therapy and therapeutic
both reflect a perspective related to alleviating a “negative,” whereas health and
healing reflect the promotion of something to work toward (Pryor, this text). This is
congruent with an alternative paradigm taking hold in many professions from the
strengths‐based perspective in social work (Seleeby, 2005) to the positive psychology
movement (Seigleman, & Csikszentmihalyi, 1996), to the solution‐oriented approach
in therapy (de Shazer & Berg, et al., 1986) and to the broader wellness and
prevention movement. Perhaps the approach of broadening boundaries would
better reflect the range of ideas that are present both in these proceedings and in
the world at large. Rather than attempting to more narrowly define adventure
therapy, the task is to more accurately make room for the range of approaches that
would sit around a table of “Adventure Healing.” Certainly adventure therapy and
therapeutic adventure would be at the table, but so would the use of adventure
recreation with specialized populations, indigenous practice, and more. Rather than
attempting to create a definition of adventure therapy that is broad enough for all
(and thereby not terribly descriptive), perhaps we need to conceptualize our
language more broadly. The usefulness of this approach is that it would probably suit
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the needs of those in the “clinical” fields, as they need/want to clarify and narrow the
definition of adventure therapy to aid in the training, certification, and funding of
certain programs. It also could meet the needs of those in non‐clinical fields as it
would suggest that they are equals at the table of “Adventure Healing.”
However, if we really want to expand the language to be inclusive, perhaps
even “healing” is too restrictive. Healing represents the reparative, rehabilitative side
of the process. If we really wanted to expand who is at the table, perhaps we should
start talking about “Adventure Wellness.” This would add the prevention and
developmental aspects or what often has been referred to as “habilitative” aspects
adventure work (Parsons, Hernandez, & Jorgensen, 1998). This would bring to the
table those practices, programs, and practitioners who engage with clients prior to
or in an attempt to prevent the negative forces that often later lead to clients
needing more rehabilitative programs (Carpenter, this text). It would hold out that all
the fields with their multiplicity of ideas and approaches are a part of using adventure
work while helping people and their communities fully maximize their potential. The
time has come to add leaves to the table so that the richness that exists in the
international community of adventure professionals can continue to inform the
discussion without the implications that exist by staying narrowly defined in relation
to the term adventure therapy or losing all meaning by defining adventure therapy in
too broad a manner. One might begin to see the table of Adventure Wellness the
following way (see Figure 1).
Figure 1: The Table of Adventure Wellness
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The terms adventure therapy and wilderness therapy continue to need
clarification, and this need will not go away through using a broader term, however
using different language will decouple therapeutic adventure versus adventure
therapy debate Decoupling the multiple issues that continue to emerge is an
important part of moving every element of “Adventure Wellness” work forward.
When any form of adventure work is held in contrast to more traditional approaches
to working with people and communities, adventure work is always an alternative or
an adjunct to more traditional approaches. This would appear to be the case in most
countries and a place for all adventure professionals to come together around. All
forms and applications of adventure work will strengthen each other when done
professionally and when informed by best practices. Hopefully, by moving away from
the distinction between therapy and therapeutic and seeing it all as a part of
adventure wellness we can use the shared global commonalities to build a stronger
case for using adventure as a part of the change process. Of course the community
that has been calling itself the International Adventure Therapy Conference would
have to change its vision and name to the International Adventure Wellness
Conference. We hope this might be a part of the conversation at the 5th International
Adventure Therapy Conference being held in the fall of 2009 in Edinburgh, Scotland.
The articles in this proceedings all help build a case for adventure wellness.
While some may challenge the definitions of adventure therapy and therapeutic
adventure, they all fit within a larger conceptualization. They also all celebrate the
richness that one would hope to see in an international proceedings. The diversity of
ideas and perspectives will challenge some, inspire others, and hopefully invite
dialogue and discussion for all. In the end, this document will add to the body of
knowledge that serves to support adventure‐based practice with people and
communities seeking health, wellness, and to maximize individual, family, and group
potential.
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OPENING KEYNOTE ADDRESS
Presented by Dr. Rangimarie Turuki Rose Pere, CBE, CM
TE WAIORA, TE HAUORA
MY TOTAL WELL‐BEING, FROM THE LIVING WATERS,
AND THE LIVING BREATH OF THE CENTRAL SUN, THE DIVINE SPARK.
“Paper 17” re: Te Wheke…Maori Model Of Total Well Being
Ko TAMA‐TE‐RA
(The Central Sun, Divine Spark)
Ka puta mai ko TAMAWAHINE me TAMATANE
(From the Sun comes forth the Divine Mother Energy and Divine Father Energy)
Ka puta mai ko te TAMAITI.
(From the Mother and Father Energies comes forth the Child).
He Atua! He Tangata!
A Divine Being! A Human Being!
He Tangatira mai i a Tama‐Te‐Ra, ara no Ngati Ra.
(An Esteemed Being from the Central Sun, the Divine Spark,
indeed the Living Breath.)
Ara, he rangatira katoa tatau. No Ngati Ra Tau ate tangata.
(Indeed, we are all Esteemed Beings. The whole of humanity comes from the
Central Sun, the Divine Spark)
Powerful imagery has helped me to overcome many challenges. Today it helps me
to honour my total well‐being, and to uphold those traditions that enable me to
do so. My tatla well‐being is not only paramount to me, but it is paramount to my
children, grandchildren, and great grandchildren, because I am a unique being
who links them up with the past, present and future.
I am the one who can share the traditions and teachings of our ancient
ancestors with them. I am the spring of water from whence they came.
Today I want to share some of the sacred teachings in regard to my basic
Divine Rights, my Human Rights, including my total well‐being. Te Wheke (the
octopus) is an ancient symbol that we (the Maori) have referred to for thousands
of years. It is not based on theory, as suggested by other educationalists, who
appear to believe, that like them, I identify with the Western world. The truth is
that I am like an iceberg, who reveals one‐tenth of myself as a ‘jet setter’, with a
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lot of insight into the Western world, while actually practicing ever so much more
from my own cultural traditions and beliefs. Born into the ‘Kohanga’ (birthing
home) and the ‘Kura Huna’ (mystery school) of my ancient ancestors of Te
Aitanga APotiki nad Nga Uri A Maui, I cannot help but identify the way I do.
Are you prepared to walk with me for a time on the ancient path of my ancestors?
The path is well signposted, and gives me the sustenance I need in today’s
changing world. Are you prepared to look deeply into yourself by using the eight
dimensions of the ancient world that I identify with?
You have your own ancient path and your inner universe to help you deal
with an absolutely unique situation. Are you prepared to perhaps use and share
what you learn with others? I am on about helping people remember their own
power and wisdom, if they have forgotten.
WAIRUA (Spiritual Dimension. Spirituality – two waters. I need to
keep myself spiritually safe.)
He Atua! He Tangata! ( I am divine! I am Human!)
From as far back as I remember, both my maternal and paternal
grandparents made me feel very special and always treated me as their equal. For
them, I was born with special gifts, and had my own set of “guardians” to protect
me on this earthly plane. I know how to provide sustenance for my own
spirituality. I do not need religion, or someone else to meditate on my behalf. I
have a direct link to the Source of Life, and the ONENESS of everything that
exists. My Wairua is eternal. There are so many things that are spiritually uplifting
for me. The following are some examples:
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The keening voice of women welcoming and responding in the name of kinship
ties; or farewelling friends and relations who have “passed over,” or paying
tribute to ancestry;
Having a hongi (pressing of noses) in greeting;
Your loved ones being there for you, when you need them most;
The birthing and the loving care of babies, and celebrating the way they just are;
The beaming faces of happy contented people;
Tribal brothers cooking to feed manuhiri (visitors);
Gathering food or rongoa (medicines) in the bust;
Planting, weeding, nurturing, and harvesting vegetables;
Hearing karakia (incantations/prayers), waiata (songs), haka (posture dances);
Walking in the rain, in the bush, or on the beach;
And so the list goes on and on.
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I try to radiate goodness, that is the essence of me, and what I believe is the
essence in everyone else. Should I deviate, or find that someone else does, I have
to work on another approach to reinstate goodness. I resonate to the Divine in a
way that is appropriate to me and so do you, and so does everyone else.
MAURI (The Psychical Dimension. Life force/principle, psychical self, middle self.
How safe am I psychically?)
This next dimension, like every other dimension, is paramount. I believe in
pursuing experiences and people who are positively uplifting. My life force, my
psyche, my mauri came into existence at my conception, and is sacred. Some
people help my life force to wax and not wane. On the whole, these people are
“family,” close friends, and spiritual healers.
If anyone brings negative energy into my space, my presence, I move into neutral,
so that I can move back from the situation that brought us together to find the
solution. I refuse to have people lumber me with their “baggage.” My mother did
not give birth to me, a ‘Miracle,’ just to have someone trample, insult, or violate
me. I deliberately take time out to go into the Urewera bush to recharge my
batteries, as well as to help replenish bird numbers, and to regenerate plants, as
part of a Hapu (subtribal) project I’m involved with. I call this reconnecting with
Papatuanuku, Earth Mother. Her mauri (life force) is precious to me. She gives,
and she gives. How do we reciprocate?
My grandparents, my mentors, always spoke across, not down to me. I was
treated with great respect for as far back as I can remember. As a child I was
referred to as a Kaumtua (ancient being on a spiritual level), and was empowered
by my mentors.
MANA (The Personal Dimension. My vested authority and absolute uniqueness
from the Godhead, and my ancestors. Just how safe is my vested authority as a
traditional Mauri person in this country?)
Taku mana, taku mana, mana motuhake (3x’s)
Taku ihi, taku ihi, taku wanawana (2x’s)
My absolute uniqueness, my vested authority is paramount,
My authority, my life force is awe inspiring.
There has never been anyone exactly like me, and there never will be. I am
a unique being, born with the God‐given right to be me. I have the good fortune
of knowing my whakapapa (genealogy) and the vested authority I have within
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that. I have Mana Atua (Divine Right). Everyone has the same Divine Right, no
more, no less. He Atua! He Tangata! (I am both divine and beautifully human!) I
have a direct line to the Source of Life, and I do not need anyone to mediate on
my behalf. I cannot repeat this enough times. I am from Ra Ngati Ra (the lining
breath from the beginning and the ending of the Central Sun, the Divine Spark)
and so are you.
Again, I will not let negative energy move into my sacred space if I can
possibly help it. I was brought up to believe that I was perfect, unless and until I
compared myself with someone else. I was brought up to believe in and love
myself, particularly in terms of my whanau (extended family), my hapu (subtribe),
and iwi (tribe). I believe in celebrating what all this means. This is the greatest
tribute I can pay to the Atua (god/esses) who begat me.
TAHA TINANA (The Physical Dimension. Again the question of just how safe am I,
physically?)
My physical being is sacred and should be cherished as much as possible.
When I was in my mother’s womb, I was nurtured, protected, baptized, massaged,
cherished, and loved. My parents’ whanau as a whole, including my grandparents and
great grandparents across the board, made sure my mother had the best of food
they could get for her, from both the sea and the bush. My mother told me her
parents and grandparents spoke and sang to me while I was still in the womb. She
formed a closer, greater bond with them, and she also had a very positive attitude
toward the four Tohuna who helped her to give birth to me.
Our country is famous for its awesome natural environment.
Waikaremoana is no exception. I was encouraged to participate in all forms of
recreation and physical exercises to help me develop agility, dexterity, rhythm,
coordination, balance, harmony, poise, stamina, and the sheer joy of being
human. My whole body is sacred, particularly my head and lower body. I was told
to always take very good care of myself and not to let anyone touch any part of
my body. I was encouraged to cover my head as one way of stopping people from
touching it. It is something I practice to this very day. I was put on this earth to be
cared for with unconditional love.
WHANAUNGATANGA (The Social Dimension. Immediate and extended kinship ties
to family, all peoples, including all others living this across Papatuanuku, Mother
Earth, and Ranginui, Sky Father. How safe am I socially in terms of the people I
interact with?)
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I come from a large extended family who believe in embracing and caring
for all peoples. We have never limited ourselves to just immediate kinship groups.
We care for and respect all living things. We care for the natural environment the
same way, as one would care for a parent or child. Papatuanuku is our Earth
Mother, and she is hallowed ground—all of her. We cannot continue to pollute
and violate her, or her “many children,” the way we have done for so long. Our
Divine side has to help us treat each person, each living thing, with the
graciousness and awareness that is befitting one who had the privilege of coming
in alongside other fellow beings in a world we all belong to. We need to celebrate
kinship ties that move in the four directions across papatuanuku, all galaxies, all
universes.
The hongi ( nose press) in traditional Maori greeting, reminds us about
how we interrelate with all living things, as we come face to face with each other.
I know I may be biased, but to me, the hongi is the most sacred greeting that I
know.
•
•

•

•

The eyebrows, remind us of the wingspan of the Great Eagle, and the fact that we
are related to all the birds;
The forehead reminds us of the “crown” of a tree, and the nose the “trunk,” and
again we need to care for the well‐being of trees, in terms of their belonging to
the greater family;
The eyebrows also remind us of the “tail” of the whale, and the nose, its body, is
that all the fish and their importance in terms of whanaugatanga, come into focus
as well;
When we press our noses, we also share the same hauora–Hau O Ra (the breath
from the Central Sun, the Divine Spark)
HINENGARO (The Intellectual Dimension. The Hidden Mother, the Intellect, the
Mind. How safe am I mentally in this country?)
The Mind can be so powerful and can move in infinite directions, and
should not be limited in any way. The mind is very loyal to you and will adhere to
your bidding. As a Traditional Healer, I cannot emphasize the importance and the
influence of the mind enough, in regard to helping people heal themselves. Some
people pollute their minds through thinking negatively about themselves and
others. For example self‐pity is a toxin that can be extremely detrimental to one’s
well‐being.
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My mentors made me think for myself and find the answers to my
questions from within Tamarota, my inner universe. Hinengaro has twin children,
Tumatauenga—the Left Brain, her son—and Rongo—the Right Brain, her
daughter. Tumatauenga is her rational, logical child, and Rongo is her creative
intuitive child; together or individually, these two children can help a person
achieve and experience the aristocracy of the mind.
Mind travel, mental telepathy, intuitive intelligence are “sciences” the
traditional Maori see as a natural part of their makeup. Even as a child I knew that
my Pakeha (European) teachers in the State Schooling system were basically “left
brain” in their learning and thinking. Several of us could “read” the teachers and
exploit them in various ways, depending on what we wanted from them. Their
knowledge of the natural environment, its many resources and their uses was
very limited. We knew how to care for both the vegetable and flower gardens
and were a great credit to the school. All our insight and knowledge came from
our parents and grandparents across the Maori community. On reflection, I could
best describe them as wisdom‐keepers.
TAONGA TUKUIHO (The Cultural Dimension. The cultural treasures and heritage of
my forbearers. How safe is my culture?)
I have interacted with at least 140 nations across the world, and I have yet
to meet a nation that can welcome people the way the Maori can in New Zealand,
when we apply all our rituals and protocols. Both the men and women can bring
imagery, vibrations, and movement into their welcome ensuring that the energy,
the sacredness, the spirit of the occasion is presented and performed at the
highest possible level.
Our rituals, our beliefs are interconnected and integrated with the
“ONENESS of everything that exists.” We have a holistic approach to life and do
not follow a “bits and pieces” knowledge code. Papatuanuku, Earth Mother, and
Ranginui, Sky Father, are concepts that enable us to appreciate and care for the
natural environment and elements. The haangi (food cooked with an earth oven)
is sacred because it is cooked using the four elements: air, earth, fire (symbolizing
the sun), and water. Every breath, everything we see in the natural environment,
reminds us of the importance of taking responsibility for ourselves and our Earth
Mother and everything that she stands for in terms of the survival of humankind.
Intergenerational teaching and learning are an important part of our
culture, so that the extended family are seen as a natural vital part of learning and
sharing together. We also know that learning continues in the womb, and that
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children are born with innate traits and gifts. The assumption we make is that a
child is born with a great sense of knowing. Our culture sees the past, present,
and future as being one and the same. The Maori of New Zealand are still
regarded as the finest conservationists and social scientists in the world, and
those of us who were born into our traditional Maori heritage have a
responsibility to transmit this heritage the best way we can.
WHATUMANA WA (The Emotional Dimension. The ‘ALL SEEING EYE of the HEART’,
the senses, including the intuitive intelligence. Just how safe am I emotionally?)
This dimension is closely linked to the Divine in us. The all‐seeing eye, the
healing eye in us, like our Spirit, is close to The Central Sun, The Divine Spark from
whence we came, and ensures we have a direct link to The Source of the
Onesness of all things. We were encouraged to use all or most of our senses all of
the time and to develop intuitive intelligence to the highest possible level.
Extrasensory perception is seen as second nature to us and is now being
accepted by the Western world as a science. I remember having my elders and
mentors being ridiculed and called “witch doctors” because of the way they
healed us and refused to use Western medicine. This country had an Act in
Parliament up until recently, called the Tohunga Repression Act. Some Maori
leaders in Parliament introduced the Act, which was fully supported by the
“House.” How could any “authority” believe it could repress the spirituality and
the soul of a people?
I am sharing these things because those of us who are Tohuna from the
Kura Huna (the mystery school of our ancestors) are working constantly on both a
temporal and spiritual level to help bring about a lot more understanding
amongst all peoples. We also openly support organizations worldwide who care
for Paptuanuku by:
•
•
•
•

Helping to plant millions of indigenous trees to help heal her
ravaged, scarred body;
Standing up to protect the total well being of all living things;
Helping to heal all forms of pain;
Fighting for the spirit of freedom, justice, and truth.

My life of self‐discipline, true obedience, and insight has upheld my right to
be spiritually, psychically, personally, physically, socially, mentally, culturally, and
emotionally safe. I have had numerous challenges over the years from people in
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authority, trying to make me identify with a Western culture, because they firmly
believed that my culture has no place in today’s world. All I can say is that my
culture ensures that I have “Safety First and Safety Last.”
I AM ONE WITH EVERY PART OF MOTHER EARTH, SKY FATHER, INDEED
ALL UNIVERSES, ALL GALAXIES.

About the Author: Dr. Rose Pere has been strongly influenced by teachings that go back
over 12,000 years. Her book, Te Wheke ‐ A Celebration of Infinite Wisdom, is an
introduction to these teachings. Dr. Pere has lectured throughout Europe, including
Germany, Austria and Italy.
She has represented Aotearoa New Zealand internationally as an educationalist;
written a monograph called AKO: Concepts and Learning in The Māori Tradition; held a
Visiting Teacher Fellowship at the University of Waikato, in Hamilton, New Zealand in
1982; taught from preschool to tertiary; and researched ancient teachings in the
Americas, the Mediterranean, the Middle East, Great Britain, East Asia, and the South
Pacific.
Dr. Pere is a holder of the New Zealand 1990 Commemoration Medal and was
honoured as a Commander of the Most Excellent Order of the British Empire 1996. She
attained a Doctorate of Literature at Victoria University Wellington, New Zealand, 1996.
Dr. Pere has her own consultancy called Ao Ako, which focuses on global learning. She is
also a Director of the Four Winds Foundation—an international body that works with
indigenous and non‐indigenous people.
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SECTION 1: THE ESSENCE

The Power of Place and Practices:
Contemporary Attempts in Bonding With the Land
Among ‘Traditional’ Societies
Takako Takano, Ph.D.
This paper is based on the keynote speech at the 4th International Adventure
Therapy Conference in Aotearoa, New Zealand, and examines attempts to build “a
bond with the land” in various cultures in the context of spirituality and healing to
understand diversity in efforts linked to unique worldviews. It hopes to contribute to
the discussion on the boundary of adventure therapy and to offer a space for each
reader to judge what application there may be for his/her interest.
Shugendo in Brief
Buddhism and Zen are widely known and internationally studied, and perhaps
those who are interested in Japan may be aware of Shintoism, a belief having its
origin in ancient Japan. However, not as many people in the world are familiar with
Shugendo, an ethnic belief indigenous to Japan.
In general Shugendo is a religion for practitioners to gain supernatural power
through a series of training or ascetic practices, often in mountains, so that they can
carry out magical rituals for individuals (Miyake, 1981). It is considered for the welfare
of ordinary people in this present life whereas Buddhism often carries practices for
the dead. Shugendo is based on ancient animism, mountain worship, and pantheism,
influenced by Shinto, Buddhism, and Chinese beliefs such as Taoism (Tanaka &
Masaki, 2004). It was established about 1,300 years ago, and over the years
Shugendo has modified or diversified its structures and roles in society in relation to
governmental policy shifts and societal changes.
Currently, the extent of practices and closeness with the local communities
greatly varies depending on the region. The practitioners used to act as healers,
educators, and shamans who kept evil spirits away. Now some of their roles are
performed by other professionals such as doctors and teachers, yet Shugendo plays
an important role in present Japanese life. Shugendo links healing with experiences
in the wild, which has an implication for adventure therapy, and the belief is infused
with Japanese traditional worldviews.
Relationships with Wilderness Among Shugendo Tradition
In Judeo‐Christian theological tradition, the wilderness was portrayed as full of
physical dangers, spiritual confusion, and an inhospitable environment surrounding
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the Holy Land (Glacken, 1999; Kaplan & Talbot, 1983)1. This idea seems largely to
continue to the present day in the West because the contemporary notion of “wild”
is “often associated with unruliness, disorder, and violence” (Snyder, 1990, p. 5).
Taming wild land by clearing and domesticating animals “defined man’s achievement
as he advanced towards civilisation” (Nash, 2001, p. 9), and civilisation was “virtually
synonymous with the conquest of nature” (Thomas, 1984, p. 25). Spiritual meaning
was found in built environments rather than in untouched natural surroundings
(Kaplan & Talbot, 1983, p. 164).
In Shugendo and Japanese worldviews, mountains are where divine spirits live
(Tanaka & Masaki, 2004). As an ancient belief Japanese exist with millions of deities
and spirits in their daily lives. The natural beings include rocks and trees, which have
awareness and spirits. There is not a clear distinction between inanimate things and
organic beings.
Throughout Japan some mountains are considered sacred, and that is where
the Shugendo practitioners, called Yamabushi in Japanese (Yama means mountains),
conduct their various trainings and practices. In this context nature is the teacher and
the students (i.e. humans) learn from it. Therefore Yamabushi believe that if the
teacher is unhealthy or damaged, students cannot learn properly (Tanaka & Masaki,
2004). This is a logical explanation to link Shugendo with environmentalism.
Yamabushi Training
Yamabushi practitioners go through physical hardships in order to gain
spiritual power as well as to strengthen their minds and to heal themselves or others.
Just like Zen, Shugendo stresses repeating practical experiences rather than
contemplating with theories. In the sacred mountains, they walk very fast and give
prayers at certain sacred places. Explaining why the practitioners go to mountains,
Tanaka and Masaki (2004) say going into mountains is to be one with nature. They
elaborate that “the Yamabushi go into mountains as deities and Buddhas are there.
They walk up the mountains in order to touch the sacred beings beyond humans
through integration with the natural environment” (p. 153). Tanaka and Masaki
explain that just being comfortable embraced with great nature of any mountains
away from the bustle of the cities may heal one’s mind and body, and if one goes into
the most sacred places, the power of healing and toward revival is extremely strong.
Tanaka and Masaki (2004) describe the scene of one of the trainings in the
sacred mountains. The group of the practitioners start chanting loudly at the
toughest part of the steep climb route. The chant repeats “ZANGE ZANGE ROKKON
SHOJO,” meaning repenting one’s sins to the deities and Buddhas, and praying for
purification of the six organs responsible for senses and consciousness. Panting and
sweating, repenting is more real during physical and emotional hardship. Tanaka and
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Masaki (2004) write that in chanting together as a group at the steep slope, one’s
voice melts with that of the others’ and one recognises no distinction between self
and the others. The practitioner feels that the impureness of his mind goes away
together with his sweat. He recognises a sense of purification of six organs by the
sacred mountains. As a “modern” term, Tanaka and Masaki (2004) call this feeling
“healing,” and what heals them is divine spirits existing in the natural environment.
Shugendo involves a series of training about (pretentious) death and rebirth.
In the process of the training, the one ‘dies’ once and revives owing to the deities’
power. In the reviving process all impureness is supposed to be cleansed and a new
self with clean mind and body appear.
The example of the training described above is conducted in late May or early
September, during Japan’s rainy season or typhoon season. The training day can
occur during the heavy rain. The practitioners get soaking wet with a risk of
hypothermia, the rivers along the way flood and cliffs collapse. They feel they are
standing between life and death. Other examples of trainings include standing under
a waterfall in midwinter and a fire walk. The waterfall practices have a function to
purify trainees before they go to a sacred site or deal with sacred or natural power.
Shugendo’s principle is that if one does not yield to physical agony during a
severe training, one’s mind will be purified and liberated. They believe that, as a
result of the severe training, one gains a superpower to chase away evils. Moreover,
when one is to heal or cure someone, a weak mind and body will be yielded by
insanity and viciousness of the disease. Therefore s/he has to go through severe
training to develop mind and body that can persevere the attack from the evil
(Tanaka and Masaki, 2004).
Shugendo and Everyday Japanese
Shugendo is still firmly part of Japanese everyday culture, though its role in
communities has changed over the years (Miyake, 1981). The practitioners are invited
to chase away evil spirits or calm down spirits in many occasions, such as building
new houses, the beginning of the year, or when bad luck continues and after the
funerals to purify the houses.
Japan has a tradition of animism. For example, I was raised to believe that
everything around me is watching me and knows what is going on. Therefore, if I
unnecessarily damaged a tree or destroyed a living creature, I would get punished by
spirits or bad luck would fall on me. In another example, my friend recently said that
he called in a spiritualistic medium to know why his household had come across
unfortunate happenings such as sickness, death, his daughter stopped going to
school, etc. He was told that his family had felled a huge tree in his yard without
properly treating it with respect. Therefore he hastened to call the Shugendo
practitioner to calm down the tree’s spirit.
While Shugendo trainings may appear an extreme, they are situated close to
laypeople’s core belief in Japan. Together with Japanese tradition of animism, it
seems easy for Japanese to accept the concept of nature having magical power.
Shugendo practitioners throughout Japan organise prayer events where they invite
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hundreds of people in the audience to walk on fire at the end of the event. Moreover,
in some areas where they practice standing in a waterfall in winter, they also invite
the public to join. Even if they are not Yamabushi, people tend to believe that fire will
burn the evil spirits and purify their soul once they walk over it, and also cold water
will purify them while they persevere under water, chanting. This demonstrates a
close link between healing and nature experiences embedded deep in the Japanese
mind.
The Japanese worldview described earlier has similarities with those of the
Northern peoples such as Inuit. The following section views the Inuit’s attempts to
build a bond with the land among the young people and what it means to them
based on their worldviews.
Indigenous People and Outdoor Programmes
It is often said that indigenous peoples in general have close relationships
with nature. However, there seems to be a growing trend in “traditional societies” to
restore the connection with the land by establishing the outdoors as a learning
environment (Kushman & Barnhardt, 1999; Rediscovery International Foundation,
n.d.). Why do they need to do so if they already have close ties with nature? In
Nunavut, Canada, it is partly because the community members feel threatened that
such relationships are changing due to historical assimilation policy by the dominant
government and ongoing modernisation (Takano, 2004).
My doctoral research aimed to investigate what these endeavours actually
were, by working with various educational programmes among indigenous peoples
in Alaska and Nunavut that tried to connect young people with the land. This paper
focuses on an Inuit case study. While the terms “indigenous” and “traditional” are
contested (Agrawal, 1995; Hirtz, 2003; Schmink, Redford, & Padoch, 1992) and the
diversity among “indigenous peoples” must be recognized, these terms are used
here in contrast to mainstream Western culture, which has a Judeo‐Christian
background and a highly industrialised society.
Igloolik
Igloolik is one of the 28 communities (including Umingmaktok and Bathurst
Inlet) spread across Nunavut, located on Igloolik Island off Elsmere Island. The
community of about 1,300 residents (in 2002) is still considered “the traditional”
community where virtually every Inuk (a singular form of Inuit) can speak Inuktitut,
Inuit’s language, while in Nunavut 70% of Inuit residents speak the language as their
first language (Office of the Languages Commissioner of Nunavut, n.d.). Morever,
most Igloolik households (84% in one study) regularly participated in harvesting.
People caught seals, walruses, whales, caribou, fish, birds, and bears, and shared the
“land food” in the community (RT & Associates, 2002).
Iglulingmiut, the people of Igloolik, traditionally lived in small dispersed
extended‐family hunting camps, moving seasonally in well‐defined territories. It was
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only around 1970 when people in the area settled in the community. Their memory of
being semi‐nomadic hunter‐gatherers is still fresh.
The Inuit used to have their ways of learning and teaching, and they
addressed the practical and social skills that were necessary in their environment and
society. But assimilation began, and schools and missionaries facilitated the process
by separating children from communities and imposing Euro‐Canadian values (Duffy,
1988; International Work Group for Indigenous Affairs, 2000). School is still
considered to not deliver what the community wants their children to learn, and the
elders are concerned that some young people do not have sufficient land‐skills and
knowledge to live off the land. It is a matter of safety and physical survival because
their economic structure does not generate enough cash for them to purchase all
necessary food, and the land food from the wild offers a more appropriate diet for
the local climate and activities. Moreover insufficient land‐skills matter for future
cultural survival because subsistence living is strongly linked with Inuit identity.
Land‐Skills Training Course and Meaning of Connection
With the background mentioned above, Inuit elders in Igloolik organised a so
called “land‐skills training course,” with the ultimate aim to guide young people to
“be and become an Inuk.” The core of this was establishing a connection to the land.
The elders’ group is called the Inullariit Society and has conducted various projects
over the past ten years or more as part of the land‐skills training course.
Social problems such as alcohol and drug abuse also influenced the
development of land‐skills courses. In selecting the participants, the Inullariit Society
gave priority to those who had little opportunity to go out on the land and had
dropped out of school and/or who had social problems.
A connection to and relationship with the land was at the centre of the
Inullariit Society’s endeavour. They believed that if people have the right attitude and
right relationships with the natural world, they are successful in living on the land.
The “right relationship” determines the success of hunting. The case study
demonstrated that identity was found strongly tied with an awareness of connection
to the land through time, place, and the web of life, including spirituality. People’s
lives were directly involved with the land.
The elders stated that one would learn everything necessary by being on the
land. This should probably be interpreted as “everything necessary to realise the core
values of being an Inuk;” land‐skills, values, knowledge, and other inter‐related
elements that sustain lives physically, emotionally, and spiritually in their land as an
Inuk. The implication is that learning through the land would equip young people to
cope with life and the inherent uncertainties.
Louis Tapardjuk, who was involved in the land‐skills courses in the early stage,
commented how all the ideas around being on the land were interlinked and woven
into the training course:
If you go on a survival programme, you are actually getting trained in
everything from diversity of the land, communing with the land, all the
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spiritual aspect, and … the whole world … you have to be out on the land
in order for you to recognize you are a part of the Earth, you are to respect
the Earth in order for the Earth to provide you with your need. So there are
a kind of the spiritual aspects that in which you have to train the young
people including survival skills. With that comes the pride, dignity and a
sense of self‐worth, so we are working towards the self‐determination how
young people can work on their own with proper coaching from the elders.
(Interview, 23 May 2002)
Being on the Land and Well‐Being
During the study with Inuit in Igloolik, the link between being on the
land and well‐being was expressed in many ways. Ivalu, president of the
Inullariit Society, says “It’s good for your health to be out on the land
because you grow up there… out there. You grow up out there, it’s in you to
be out there.”
The bond with the land food was also shown very strong in the study.
Regarding the link with the land, some mentioned healing, including serenity and
peace of mind. Theo Ikummaq, president of Igloolik Hunters and Trappers
Organization, who was involved in the land‐skills courses, described how each
element was interlinked:
They have created an interest of the land, and what the land offers, not
just animals. The serenity, the peace of mind, what have you... we look at
the environment as a healing process ourselves. For example, things get
too hectic in the community, [we] just take off. Live on the land for a
short bit. And it eases off ... a problem is still here, but when you come
back it seems to have become smaller even though it hasn’t changed. So
again there is somewhat about a healing process being camping. Taking
family out camping. It strengthens the family, the language becomes
better … the language becomes better when they come back, living out
there, where they are required to speak traditional language. (15 May
2002)
The study revealed the strong bond between the Igloolik people and the land,
and subsistence or just being on the land was tied with the people’s identity.
Therefore, getting close to the land was a healing process to be connected with who
they are, and fostered the exchange of stories about the past and present with each
other.
Inuit Land‐Skills Courses and Shugendo Training in the Context of Adventure
Therapy
Inullariit Society’s land‐skills courses and Shugendo training have
commonalities and differences, and both have implications for adventure therapy.
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It is recognised that adventure therapy practiced worldwide embraces a great
range of diversity and efforts have been made among researchers to determine what
adventure therapy is (Amesberger, 1997; Newes & Bandoroff, 2004; Ringer, 2004).
Ringer (2004) states that healing or improvement of various forms of well‐being
appears to be a common theme in adventure therapy in a broad sense, and added
that healing is a culturally embedded endeavour. He identifies five key elements of
adventure therapy, such as outdoor or wilderness setting, adventure activities,
spiritual/cultural elements, psychotherapeutic approaches, and group and
relationship dynamics, while cautioning that the programme does not have to have
all five elements as some elements are culturally constructed (Ringer, 2004).
Both Inullariit Society’s land‐skills courses and Shugendo training suggest that
being on the land or in mountains is connected with healing and well‐being, which is
the primary theme of adventure therapy. Moreover the land‐skills courses and
Shugendo training involve direct experiences with the land as well as hardship in
nature, and in both cases participants work in groups.
In the case of the Inuit group, all who were involved carried a sense of
suffering from long‐term political and economic dependence, living in town which is
radically different from what the old people were used to, substance abuse, suicide
of close relatives and friends, and adjustment to foreign institutions including school.
The elders believed that the young participants needed more self‐esteem and cultural
identity. Living and working on the land with the others appeared to improve the
elders’ health conditions, and seemed to remind the young participants who they are
in a cultural and spiritual sense. The Inuit elders, acting as instructors, were guiding
the spiritual and emotional journey. As for Shugendo, the training signifies death and
rebirth, and its process is considered healing, in addition to the recognition that just
being or working in mountains helps recovery from emotional illness. In the training,
the practitioners have the leading Yamabushi to guide their spiritual journey.
The differences between the Inuit land‐skills courses and Shugendo training
lie in their purposes, approaches, and way of thinking. For example, the Inullariit
Society aimed to contribute to cultural, collective, and ethnic identity through the
land‐skills courses, whereas the training in Shugendo seeks to elevate the
practitioners’ mind and healing power. The Society’s courses certainly entail
hardship, but it was unavoidable in nature and not intentional, whereas the hardship
was planned in and intentional in the Shugendo training.
Though they have implications for adventure therapy to a certain extent,
drawing from the various arguments on adventure therapy or therapeutic adventure,
at least in the Western sense, the land‐skills courses and Shugendo training may not
be considered adventure therapy, because their purpose is not primarily treatment
and it does not involve professional therapists with Western qualification. However,
as Ringer (2004) draws attention to the cultural implications in discussing adventure
therapy, the examples above can also be seen as the “expression of each culture’s
transformation of the power of adventure, group cooperation, and connection with
the earth” (p 11).
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The examples so far in Nunavut and in Japan seem to be culturally specific and
bonding attempts are “opening the channel” or “re‐connection” for those who
already have connection with nature. Some of the lingering questions linked to
cultural perspectives are: Can we determine whether some cultures are or used to be
intimately connected to nature while other cultures are not or have never been? Does
direct engagement with the natural world always provide spiritual experiences to
everyone regardless of the cultural background or does it have more to do with
individuals’ cultural backgrounds? We may only be able to speculate, but further
research would contribute to broadly informed discussions.
Yap Island Youth Cultural Exchange Programme
Clearly, intervention is an important element of adventure therapy. If
adventure therapy addresses personal change in a learning process (Gillis & Ringer,
1999), adventure learning in general shares the same concern of intervention. What is
debated in the field of learning and teaching is distinction between education and
indoctrination whether one calls it education when learning goals are fixed
externally. Also unlike machines, it is hard to determine a direct link between a
certain intervention and an outcome as things vary depending on who is involved,
how the interventions are done, the environment and climate at that time, etc.
Nonetheless, it may be worth questioning to what extent the interventions can be
intentionally designed in the learning process. To offer an example to the discussion,
the following looks at the youth educational programme in which I have been
involved, which focuses on the learning “environment” rather than “interventions”
by instructors or leaders. Though this is intended as an educational programme, not
as a treatment programme, the participants appear to have therapeutic outcomes.
The Ecoplus, an educational charity based in Tokyo, Japan, has organised a
programme since 1992 that brings a group of young people to a traditional village in
an island called Yap for two weeks. Yap belongs to Federated States of Micronesia,
which are located in the Western Pacific, and the society is currently experiencing a
rapid social change from subsistence local economy to a cash‐based economy. When
the programme started in 1992, not many villages had electricity and there were
hardly any private cars. In 2006, most households have electricity, and 4,000 cars are
driven on the island with a population of 6,000. Only one section of the island still
remains without infrastructure, such as roads, running water and electricity.
Under the tropical climate, Yap is surrounded by coral reefs and boasts a blue
lagoon rich in fish and other life, as well as abundant coconuts and fruits on the land.
This is one of the rare places in the world that proves that humans could sustain their
lives comfortably as long as the environment is healthy and people are equipped with
knowledge and skills appropriate to the land. Many villages largely retain their
traditional way of life, going fishing and raising taro as main staples. Many of the
villagers try to maintain values such as respect and sharing. The villages make an
effort to maintain their pebai, a traditional meeting house, and faluw, a men’s house.
The villagers struggle to find time for traditional responsibilities in communities while
having regular paid jobs.
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The island has also been situated in the web of international relationships.
During WWII, the Japanese government occupied the region and U..S military
bombed the islands. Now, Yapese young people are recruited by U.S. military and
sent to Afganistan and Iraq, where some have died in cross‐fire. At the same time,
most cars on the island are second‐hand from Japan, most of which will likely be
abandoned in the bush in several years.
The purpose of the Ecoplus programme is to enhance environmental
awareness in relation to people, to question what “wealth” means, and to provide
elements important to re‐design the participants’ lifestyles and community through
learning from Yapese people and the natural environment. The programme intends
to equip the participants to contribute to a more peaceful and sustainable society.
Usually the participants’ lives are simple during the programme; rain becomes
drinking water; they shower in the rain; they walk in bare feet, sharpening the senses
of their soles; copra and various parts of coconut trees are their fuels, and their toilet
is in the ocean with certain leaves for the buttocks. Any food leftovers are eaten by
pigs, dogs and chickens. The organic materials become fertilizers. There are no
buttons to push or machines to work for them. They need to use their legs, hands,
minds and brain to get their life going. The participants usually get used to it quickly.
The hardest, as they claim, is a life with the others in the unfamiliar and not‐easy
living conditions. Living simply in a traditional village and learning island skills and the
wisdom forces the programme participants to think about the sustainable society in a
global context. The participants question what it means to live, and the experiences
touch their fundamental values.
The programme receives many troubled young people as participants,
including people with learning disabilities, Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder,
eating disorders, communication difficulties, and high‐school absenteeism because of
emotional reasons; however, participants must not require regular medical
attentions. The programme is not tailored to deal with specific medical issues, and
therefore particular interventions for the individual cases are not systematically
designed. That said, what participants say and write toward the end or after the
programme often suggests healing and willingness to become a contributing
member of society, as well as to have better relationships with families and friends.
The data from questionnaires before and after the programme each year indicate
that the experiences during the programme led the participants to higher awareness
linked to the nature, self, and communication with the others. Many also state that
for the first time in their life they had recognised they are consciously living a life.
In one year, a 22‐year‐old woman with an eating disorder was granted by her
doctor to go on to this programme, but she was clear that she was “sick” from the
beginning, and she was anxious if she could adopt the environment and possibly find
something she could eat. To her surprise, she fit in the environment without trouble,
and ate everything she caught, which included the process of killing or filleting by
herself. She wrote after the programme that she felt the area in which she stayed
(without electricity, gas, running water, toilet, cars, roads, etc. that she is so used to
in Japan) was just like her sweet old home, and that she got used to the life of the
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island full of nature and loved the local food. She concluded that she would live
better with the power she gained from the experiences in Yap.
The followings are some comments after the programme in 2005 and 2006.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Human beings are fantastic.
I recognized the power of place and greatness. I learned to respect both people and
nature.
I am amazed myself that I did not care for the mobile phone. I am not good at
relating to people, but everyone in Yap was so kind and I felt healed.
I learnt to accept myself.
Every moment I was actively alive. Everything is connected and circulated. I lost a fear
about the death.
I was laughing much more than before.
I learnt that rules are not something to be given but to build by ourselves.
I look at life differently now.
I have become aware of trash and economy, something I never thought of before.
The experiences in Yap taught me that humans can be so strong.
I was just myself there. I have a family in Yap now.
I realised what is important as a person; wisdom from a life close to nature, respect
and appreciation for the others, to cherish what is important, and to care someone
whom you care for.
In Yap, a flower of happiness blossoms with every little thing such as that the
weather is fine, stars are beautiful, dish was delicious, someone was kind. Happiness
is embedded in daily life.
The instructors of the programme do not have systematic interventions, and the
comments above are not guided feelings or realisations among the participants by the
programme, though the programme aims to touch their fundamental values and
therefore assumes some of these comments may be a result. The programme carefully
selects and organises the environment, and lets the place lead learning through
experiences. The instructors care for cultural and safety issues, and facilitate the
discussion during the programme for the participants to stay focused on the programme
theme of “what the wealth is.” The instructors continue to debate among themselves
how much and what kind of intervention is appropriate to enhance learning important to
the participants’ lives as well as to the sustainable society.
This is an example of an educational programme that is principally concerned
with sustainable society, but subsequently involves therapeutic aspects. Can this be
considered adventure therapy? Another question arises; if adventure therapy
principally targets and deals with individual persons can it, even indirectly but
consciously, address building peaceful and sustainable societies.
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Concluding Remarks
I provided some programme and practice examples that are concerned with
nature experiences, learning and well‐being. The implications they might have for
adventure therapy professionals could be the importance of the power of the place
in designing and delivering the programmes, and not to ignore various cultural
elements inherent to clients. I hope this paper may also contribute to a quest in
exploring the nature of adventure therapy and widen its boundaries and changes it
has the potential to engender in participants.
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SECTION 1: THE ESSENCE

The Promise of Wilderness Therapy
Dene Berman & Jennifer Davis‐Berman

In 1994 we published a book, Wilderness Therapy: Foundations, Theory and Research
(Davis‐Berman & Berman, 1994). At that time, this book filled a gap in the literature in
that it provided one place where readers could learn about the history, theory, and
philosophy behind the use of wilderness as a setting for therapy in the United States.
We also attempted to provide an analysis of the effectiveness of these programs by
critically examining the literature related to wilderness therapy (WT) programs.
Ten years later, we feel that it is time to look back at what the promises of
wilderness therapy were, assess what has actually happened, and speculate on what
the future might hold for this field. Although our experience largely rests with
programs in the United States, we hope that our comments today might inspire
thinking, discussion, and perhaps writing, on a more global scope. In the process of
doing so, we will raise a number of critical issues that confront the wilderness
therapy field. Our aim is to point out notable aspects of programs and directions in
which we believe the field should grow. The title of our presentation, The Promise of
Wilderness Therapy, is intended to reflect both the potential that this approach has
for helping people, as well as the promises we make to others, either implicitly or
explicitly, about the efficacy and safety of this approach.
Public Views of Wilderness Therapy
The reality television phenomenon that has taken off so wildly in the U.S. has
capitalized on the desire of many people to see pain and suffering. American viewers
were glued to the television set this past summer watching Brat Camp unfold.
Actually, the Brat Camp idea is not new and this was actually the second season. The
first season was developed and filmed at Redcliff Ascent in Utah and aired in the UK,
Australia, New Zealand, and on the ABC Family Channel. The participants were
selected in London, were screened by a psychologist, then approved by the project
executives. The major stated goal of the project was to expose parents in the UK to
wilderness therapy as an alternative to traditional approaches to working with
troubled teens. Although great care was taken by the staff to protect the integrity of
the program, some of the staff at Redcliff Ascent have said that the filming had a
large effect on the therapeutic effectiveness of their program. Others have said that
this program created more of a soap opera environment that was not therapeutic for
the participants. Based on the success of this program, ABC approached Redcliff with
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the idea of a sequel. RedCliff denied that request, and the production company
turned to SageWalk (Jones, 2005).
In July of 2005, ABC broadcast in prime time a new series called Brat Camp. In
the U.S., people were riveted to the screen on a weekly basis to see Lauren, Jada,
Nick, Shawn, Heather, Lexie, Frank, Derek and Isaiah struggle with issues like drug
abuse, anger management, grief, depression, anxiety, abandonment—you name it,
the show featured it. All of the participants were voluntary, although some might
argue about the true nature of this consent, given the fact that ABC paid the tuition
of all of the participants. The production staff at ABC had the final decision in
selecting the participants from a group that had been admitted to the program
(Maholland, 2005). The producers also managed to sensationalize the experience by
applying labels to the participants like “compulsive liar” and “angry punk.”
Both of these Brat Camp shows have certainly exposed the public to the
process of wilderness therapy. People seem more interested in this field and might
even be more open to considering it as an option for one of their family members. In
fact, RedCliff Ascent reported that before their Brat Camp exposure, they had
approximately 12,000 website visits per month. Since their television exposure that
number has more than doubled
(Jones, 2005).
Clearly, exposure and publicity work. People now are better informed about
wilderness therapy as a treatment option. But, is this Brat Camp type of exposure the
kind of public relations effort that is good for this field? Does this promote our field in
ways that enhance the promise of wilderness therapy? Professionals in the U.S. in the
outdoor adventure field have commented throughout the months of July and August
2005 via an adventure therapy listserve about the most recent Brat Camp show.
Concerns were raised about the derogatory labels being placed on participants like
“angry punk,” “drug addict,” and “compulsive liar.” Some raised concerns about the
use of Native American names for staff and participants. The issues of privacy and
confidentiality were also extensively debated. Even if the parents consented to the
television cameras, does this mean that the adolescents wanted this exposure? Did
the kids feel pressured to participate, due to the high cost of the program being
covered? Even if they did want to participate, is it clinically and professionally ethical
to do this? These are only some of the questions being debated since the airing of the
program.
Brat Camp is not the only public view of wilderness therapy. Others identify
our field with boot camps where participants are treated punitively, with an attempt
to break them down in order to build them back up again. Deprivation, verbal abuse,
the withholding of basic sustenance, inadequate shelter, and failure to provide for
basics are characteristic of these kinds of programs. A cursory glance at American
daytime television reveals teens being identified as being troubled, forcibly being
taken to boot camps, filmed, then interviewed on talk shows. Often, these teens are
brought back for encore or follow up appearances, as American audiences seem so
fascinated with the boot camp experiences.
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A third way in which the public gets a view of wilderness therapy programs is
via reports of tragedies in wilderness therapy programs. Unfortunately, deaths on
trips, with resulting law suits often garner a great deal of media coverage and
attention, tainting the image of the good we do.

Ethics
Issues of ethics in wilderness therapy programs have been raised by the Child
Welfare League of America. In August, 2005, they issued a letter to the United States
Congress expressing their grave concern about the number of unregulated and
unlicensed wilderness programs serving troubled youth. According to the letter, this
complaint was not directed at SageWalk, but was rather, inspired by the great
interest in outdoor programs by parents following the airing of Brat Camp. The letter
asks the United States Congress to conduct a study of wilderness treatment
programs that serve children and youth to ensure that standards of care are being
met and the safety of children and youth can be assured. Prominently posted on their
website, the president and CEO of the Child Welfare League of America signed this
letter dated August 11, 2005. At the present time, we are not aware of any action take
by Congress in this regard (Child Welfare League of America, 2005). The very
existence of this letter suggests that the research that has been conducted and
published has not been communicated well enough or is not of sufficient quality to
demonstrate the effectiveness of wilderness therapy.
The Promise
When we wrote our book, Wilderness Therapy, we were excited about the
promise of wilderness therapy. As mental health therapists, we were well aware of
the need for alternatives to traditional treatment, and had seen first hand the
powerful effect that wilderness therapy programs could have in the lives of young
people. Although we saw the promise…we also saw some red flags. As wilderness
therapy programs have become more popular, the need for concerns about safety
has grown as well. In order to fulfill the promise of wilderness therapy, we must
ensure the safety and effectiveness of programs.
Keith Russell has written a new article (Russell & Harper, 2006) to be
published this month in the new journal of the National Association of Therapeutic
Schools and Programs. This article summarizes the incident data from OBHIC
programs:
Results show that during the years 2001–2004 the rate of therapeutic holds,
runaways, injuries, and illnesses steadily declined. Restraints showed a steady rate of
use by program staff; occurring approximately once per 3000 days that clients spent
in wilderness environments. Since incident monitoring of field days began in 1996,
three fatalities have occurred in OBHIC member programs after approximately 1
million client field days. This equates to approximately 3.0 fatalities for every one
million user days in the field.
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We do not know, however, how these numbers compare to treatment in more
traditional settings. Also of concern is how these youth have died. In this vein, dying
from unavoidable acts of nature is different from dying of neglect or misdiagnosis.
We also want to applaud the job that Andrew Brookes (2002, 2003, 2004) has
done in Australia in his analysis of incidences in a range of adventure activities since
1996, as published in AJOE. There is another incident reporting, analysis, and
prevention program in the U.S. through the Wilderness Risk Manager’s Committee.
Many organizations, like NOLS, OB, AEE, and WEA are members of this organization
(www.nols.edu/wrmc).
Standard of Care
Part of the issue here concerns the standard of care for wilderness therapy
programs. The standard of care is the level at which the average, prudent provider in
a given community would practice. If treatment for which a recognized specialty
exists is in question, then the standard of care is defined by the level at which an
average, prudent specialist would practice. Care that falls below that level
constitutes malpractice or negligence.
In reality, however, what is commonly done in any particular professional field
may be below a standard of care. That is, just because something is a common
practice does not mean that it meets the standard of care. Some practices are
troublesome because they fall below the standard of care. For some practices, we
need to raise the bar. An alternate way of looking at where to set the bar is to
consider best practices in the wilderness therapy field. This approach was taken by
Crisp (1996) in a monograph that is still frequently referenced. In this study, he
identified and described programs that met high standards of care.
The relevance of this topic for our presentation is that we do not want our
standard of care to be established or even influenced by boot camps or television
producers. And, we do not want common practices to necessarily define the
standard for us. While one might try to use the commonplace as the standard, in that
it is the modal measurement, our goal should be to establish what makes us uniquely
poised to be most therapeutic, not what makes us most like other programs.
In our attempts to set ourselves apart from practices that may be dangerous,
anti‐therapeutic, or even just mediocre, we must identify issues that can be used to
help us set a standard. The following are some of the issues that we believe will help
us define a high standard of care.
Safety
The first principle of any treatment is to do no harm. It is very difficult to get
an accurate picture of the safety of wilderness therapy programs although the
previously cited studies by Keith Russell shed some light on this issue. The research
done by Rob Cooley (2000) indicates that downhill skiing and high school football
practice is more dangerous statistically for young people. There are many other
statistics that are very convincing that the risk to adolescents in outdoor treatment
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programs is quite low. This risk has been summed up by saying that in a 50 day
program with 7 adolescents, there would be one injury, one illness and one
evacuation every third 50 day trip (Cooley, 2000).
This all sounds really great, and is pretty convincing that wilderness therapy
programs are safe. What it doesn’t take into account is that there are large numbers
of unregulated, unlicensed programs out there that are not counted in these
statistics. In 1990, Ken Settler helped draft standards for the regulation of programs
in Utah. He said, “Most wilderness therapy schools operating nationally are probably
safe, but reports of abuse and neglect are not unusual. Unregulated programs can be
magnets for pedophiles and crooks” (Gregory, 2000).
In order to fulfill the promise of wilderness therapy, we must ensure that our
programs are safe worldwide. The previously cited OBHIC projects and the risk
analyses in the Australian Journal of Outdoor Education are good examples of how
we must monitor programs in order to track and improve on the safety of programs.
The safety of wilderness therapy programs is not promoted in the media and
in other information about these types of programs, but accidents or deaths make
for big media coverage. It is unlikely that parents watching Brat Camp will become
better consumers of outdoor programs. There is information on the internet that
provides practical information on the safety of programs and useful information for
parents on how to select a program. Often, information is difficult to access when it
is on the internet, and lack of access to computers and to the internet limit the use of
this information. Of course, the internet is also replete with misinformation, leading
to the conclusion that consumers need more than a computer and TV in order to
make more informed decisions.
Research
Inextricably tied to these safety issues is research: descriptive, predictive, and
experimental. In order for research efforts to proceed, programs must make
themselves transparent when it comes to sharing data. This is not a call for programs
to make their proprietary information public but, rather, for them to open
themselves up to scrutiny when it comes to demographics, outcome data, and other
sources of information that may lead to our programs being safer and more
efficacious. It is through research that it is possible to develop insight into issues
related to the effectiveness of our programs.
Let us just note a few examples of research that moves this field forward:
Keith Russell’s quantitative and qualitative outcome research on OBHIC (Russell,
2003, 2004, 2005) and the meta‐analyses on outcome started by Lee Gillis (Cason &
Gillis, 1992) and more recently carried out by James Neill (2003).
Keith Russell (2004) carried out a review of research studies of WT that
focused on process or outcome data from 1998–2003, by going to three search
engines—PsychInfo, ERIC, and Academic Search Premiere—as well as searching the
Journal of Experiential Education, Journal of Adventure Education, and the Australian
Journal of Outdoor Education.. We followed Russell’s procedure, updating the review
of recent research by two more years, from 2004 through 2005. While Russell (2004)
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also looked at unpublished dissertations, we omitted dissertations, limiting our
search to published, peer‐reviewed journals—a commonly accepted standard for
scholarly works. Instead, we added one study that was reported in an edited
conference proceeding (Mossman & Goldthorpe, 2004).
The outcome of this search was for Russell to find 6 studies that met this
criteria in the period of 1998–2003, while we were able to find 10 published studies
from 2004–2006. Clearly, things are moving in the right direction, but more—and
better—research is needed.
Let us mention one very recent study, published this month, as an example of
the direction in which our research should go. A study by Jelelian and colleagues
(2006) published in the International Journal of Obesity may represent the best
methodological study of wilderness therapy to date. There were 76 adolescents who
were 20 to 80% overweight who were randomly assigned to either a 16‐week
wilderness therapy or an exercise group (both groups also received cognitive
behavior therapy). Measures were taken at the start of the program, at the end of
the 16‐week program, and 10 months after the start of the program. This study
included some of the standard psychosocial measures (e.g., self‐concept), but
another measure that was easily quantifiable: weight loss. The results indicated that
both groups lost significant amounts of weight and performed equally well at the
end of treatment. At the end of treatment, an interaction was noted such that, for
older adolescents, the wilderness therapy group lost four times as much weight as
the exercise group. This study should serve as a model for future wilderness therapy
research due to the rigorous use of control groups, operationally defined subject and
measurement characteristics, as well as data collection techniques.
We would like to conclude this section of our presentation with our summary
of findings that are and are not supported by the wilderness therapy research.
Adolescents who participate in wilderness therapy programs can be expected to
experience gains in:
•
•
•
•
•

Improved self‐concept
Improved social skills
Fewer psychiatric symptoms
Decreased alcohol and drug use
Lowered recidivism in the legal system

•
•
•
•
•
•

The following claims are not supported by the literature:
Wilderness therapy treatment is more effective than traditional modalities
Wilderness Therapy is a prevention for suicide
Wilderness therapy alleviates depression or other psychiatric symptoms
Wilderness therapy increases respect for authority
Wilderness therapy will lead to academic success
Wilderness therapy will give you back your old child
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Coercion
A critical, yet controversial issue concerns the use of coercion in wilderness
therapy programs. One example of coercion is the use of physical restraint as a form
of discipline. Used this way, rebellious youth have been put in restraints until they are
ready to be more cooperative. This practice was brought to light after a number of
deaths occurred in this way in wilderness therapy programs. This has led many
programs to make sure that staff receive restraint training and that physical restraint
is only used to prevent imminent harm to self or others.
An equally controversial method of coercion occurs when youth are
kidnapped—euphemistically called “escorted” —to attend programs. Or, when
parents are told by programs to tell their child that they are going on vacation, only
to be met in a parking lot by wilderness therapy staff who often bodily remove a child
from the car and take them into the program.
Practices such as these lead our participants to be angry, rebellious, and to act
out. Personally, we believe that our praxis defines our philosophy. We would applaud
an industry standard that promotes nonviolence, including freedom from physical
coercion. This should extend to all participants in wilderness therapy programs.
Symptoms
We also need to make sure that we don’t dismiss the concerns and symptoms
of kids in treatment because they have been labeled as troubled teens. In many of
the accounts of deaths in wilderness therapy programs, complaints have been made
against staff for ignoring the symptoms of the participants, or for passing these
complaints off as “faking” or attention seeking. As an example, Aaron Bacon died
from a perforated ulcer on a trip, after staff misinterpreted his symptoms as faking.
Others have supported the concern that youth are considered fakers and this
sometimes contributes to death. According to Cathy Sutton, whose daughter
Michelle died in a wilderness program in 1990, “we have a list of 33 kids who have
died in court‐adjudicated and voluntary programs over a 10 year period” (Kaplan,
2002).
Program Accreditation
In addition to written information, parents can allow the accreditation of
programs to guide them in assuring safety. The Association for Experiential
Education has been a leader in accrediting programs in North America. This process is
not specific to wilderness therapy programs. Each program goes through a rigorous
self evaluation, and evaluation by a team from AEE and a site visit. The Council on
Accreditation likewise requires an in depth evaluation for agencies serving children
and youth. Other organizations such as the Outdoor Recreation Industry Council
accredits programs to ensure their quality. Programs may also be accredited by the
JCAHO, and other state or national licensing boards.
All of these accreditation efforts are certainly laudable, but they don’t
necessarily solve the problem or ensure safety. Accidents, mistakes, and abuses are
possible in even the best programs. The onus is on us to demonstrate that young
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people are not better served in traditional settings where supervision and oversight
are more possible. We’re not suggesting that we abandon wilderness therapy
programs, but that we be open minded enough to at least consider these issues. This
is especially important since the airing of Brat Camp, as this is a fertile time for the
development of new programs. Interest is high, parents are looking for help, and
there are many programs out there to offer that help. This question is also important
in that adolescents are sometimes deceived about the true nature of the program in
which they have been enrolled. Do adolescents have the right to consent to their
own treatment, especially if there have been injuries and/or death associated with
this treatment?
Staff Credentials
When we first wrote Wilderness Therapy, we were criticized for strongly
suggesting that on therapy trips, fully licensed mental health professionals should be
part of the core staff, not those who meet the group on a weekly or twice weekly
basis. Ten years later, our support of this belief is even stronger. Although many
expedition programs do have mental health practitioners as part of their core staff in
the field, many do not. Other programs call themselves therapeutic rather than
therapy programs, thus arguing that mental health professionals are not needed.
We would like to make a logical argument about staff credentials in
wilderness therapy programs in the U.S. by making the following five statements:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

The largest 10 wilderness therapy programs have formed a coalition, OBHIC,
accounting for upwards of 1/3 million patient days per year (Russell & Harper, 2006).
OBHIC attempts to fund program fees, in part, from private insurance
companies.
These insurance companies have standards for levels of care.
Programs advertising themselves as alternatives to traditional care have the
same credentials as is required in more traditional programs.
The case could even be made that more highly trained staff need to be in
wilderness therapy programs than in traditional programs because there is virtually
no opportunity for supervision or consultation in the field and without backup, field
staff must be able to function autonomously.
Changing Characteristics of Youth
Rather than continue the debate about what is therapy versus what is
therapeutic, we would assert that the stressors, symptoms, and treatment seen in
adolescents have changed in the past 10 years and warrant a higher level of mental
health expertise than ever before. These issues are both serious and complex.
In the United States, the gap between the rich and the poor has continued to
increase. The problems of substance abuse invade our most vulnerable
neighborhoods. Violence is often erupting in schools and in neighborhoods. Against
this backdrop, parents are trying to control and direct the behavior of their children
(Breggin, 2000). This is not unique to the United States, but reflects an increased
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pressure on young people worldwide to perform, behave and function effectively in
an often scary, pressure filled world. One response to these challenges has been the
increased use of various psychiatric medications, especially with adolescents.
Concern has been raised in the United States about the use of anti‐depressant
medications in children and adolescents. A federal advisory committee
recommended that anti‐depressants should contain serious warnings about the
possible increase in suicide for children and adolescents taking these medications.
This is an important issue to consider, since in the U.S., in the year 2002, 11 million
prescriptions were written for anti‐depressants. Anti‐depressants now carry the
warning that they may increase suicidal risks. The situation gets even more
interesting when we consider other kinds of psychiatric medications. Estimates
suggest that in the latter half of the 1990’s, stimulant use in children and teens
increased by 23%, SSRI drug use in the under 18 group increased by 74%. In kids
between the ages of 7–12, SSRI’s are up 151% in the latter part of the 1990s. Other
rather disturbing trends include the use of mood stabilizing drugs with children and
teens and the use of antipsychotic medications as mood stabilizers. As an example,
the use of the antipsychotic medication, Risperdal has increased by about 300% in
children and teens. These are not youth who are schizophrenic, this medication is
being widely used as a mood stabilizer (Miller, 2000).
The United States does seem to “lead the world” in prescribing psychiatric
medications to control the behavior of the young. It has been suggested by an
American pediatrician that the U.S. uses 80% of the world’s stimulant medications.
Youth in Europe and Asia use 1/10th of the stimulants used in the U.S., while Canadians
use one‐half as much. Recent research done at the University of London looked at
the use of psychiatric drugs in children and teens in a number of countries. Each
country examined reported an increase in the use of these drugs with youth between
2000 and 2002. These countries included: Argentina, Brazil, Canada, France, Germany,
Mexico, Spain, the U.K., and the U.S. (Murray, deVries & Wong, 2004). The concern
over these increases was articulated in June of 2005 by a researcher in Australia. He
cited the increasing diagnosis and medication of children as young as 2 for ADHD in
Australia. His recommendation calls for the United Nations International Narcotics
Control Board to take a leadership position in examining the worldwide use of
stimulant medications in children and teens (Epilepsy News, 2005). Find out about
the use of anti‐depressants in your country.
This discussion is not meant to imply that psychiatric medications don’t have
an important place in the treatment of children and teens. However, we need to be
cautious and to fully understand the implications of their increased use. First, it may
be difficult to work with adolescents in wilderness therapy programs who are
abusing substances, yet are also taking prescribed psychiatric medications, such as
stimulants. When we raise young people in a cultural context that says it is desirable
to control and change behavior through medication, it becomes difficult to draw the
line between appropriate and inappropriate drugs. Psychiatric medications are also
widely known to have a number of different side effects, some of which are quite
serious. Lack of stamina, appetite changes, sleep disturbances, and metabolic
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changes are all side effects that can become dangerous or even deadly in wilderness
settings. Intolerance to heat, increased thirst and the need for greater amounts of
fluid while on certain psychiatric medications can easily lead to dehydration much
quicker than expected. This is especially important as many of the deaths in
wilderness therapy programs are thought to have been caused by dehydration.
Fulfilling the Promise
If we are to fulfill the promise of wilderness therapy, we must educate
ourselves about the use of psychiatric medications, and we must train and hire staff
who are qualified to work with youth who are on these medications. One of the
safest ways to accomplish this is to rely on the model that we originally suggested 10
years ago. We proposed that when in the wilderness, trained mental health
professionals should be present at all times. This might seem like overkill to some,
but given the complexity of disorders today and the widespread use of medication,
we feel that it is wise. Law suits filed by parents whose children have died on
wilderness therapy trips address the issue of staff qualifications, knowledge and
experience in all areas of mental health.
When we wrote WildernessTherapy, we thought this field was so full of
promise. Today, we still think that wilderness therapy is full of promise. The
challenges are just different and perhaps the stakes are higher. The medical
insurance companies never have wholeheartedly embraced wilderness therapy as a
reimbursable alternative like we hoped and thought they would. Programs continue
to struggle with legitimacy in an era of health cut backs. On the other hand, we
never thought that wilderness therapy would be center stage on television in the UK
and in the USA. Although some say this is exploitive, it certainly is increasing
awareness of and access to programs. It is now up to us to take this increased access
and awareness and use it to continue to fulfill the promise of wilderness therapy.
To fulfill the promise, we must set the bar so that the standard of care is one
in which we do no harm, open our programs to scrutiny for safety and accreditation,
and have staff who are credentialed at a level that allows them to function without
supervision in the field. By committing ourselves to drawing firm boundaries that
distinguish us from programs that do not share our goals, we take the chance of
alienating some who would like to be our allies. While this will inevitably be a painful
task, it is a necessary one that will allow us to separate the ineffective from the
effective, the safe from the dangerous, the treatment‐oriented from the punitive, the
professional from the paraprofessional, and the client‐oriented from the profit‐
oriented.
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SECTION 1: THE ESSENCE

Does Adventure Therapy Have Wings?
Anita Pryor
Abstract
What is the environment of change we seek to create for participants in adventure
therapy? Whilst theory and research provide a reason for participation and a rationale
for risk, it is passion and relationships that invigorate the winds of change. What does
adventure therapy look, feel, taste, and smell like for participants, and what makes the
experience different from other therapeutic modalities? In what ways is our practice
bound to medical, rehabilitative and educational foundations, and in what ways may it
be practised more freely?
This paper seeks to stretch our understandings about the characteristics and
essence of adventure therapy experience, from an international perspective. With
respect for language, ideas, and evidence, this paper will examine the scope of current
practice. In the light of international stories, we will consider how practice continues to
evolve. Along the way we will examine the turbulent and fascinating heart of adventure
therapy experience in order to understand if local perspectives confine us or if
international adventure therapy can fly.

The new jazz is about learning to fly, to fly out of the center…to end the pursuit
of the original, the given, the order, to break that circle, and to pursue instead
the rediscovery of surprise—which is to say the rediscovery of reality, and the
vital.’ (Robert Levin, in describing the Avant‐Garde jazz movement, 1987, in
Selekman, 1997, p. 25)
Global Backdrop
Whilst modern industries and technologies have helped to double our life
expectancy, they have also created disparities between ancient and present ways of living.
These developments may have paved the way for the emergence of new serious diseases
(Maller, Townsend, Brown, & St. Leger, 2002). From causes such as deforestation, Myers
and Knoll (2001) demonstrate that the current loss of species (other than humans) is
around 50 species per day, bringing the Earth to the brink of a major biotic crisis. Current
trends in human lifestyles impact upon the health and well‐being of individuals,
communities, and whole ecosystems to an extent not yet fully understood. Ill health from
this perspective might be seen as a cumulative response passed down through
generations—what Boyden (1996) refers to as cultural mal‐adaptation.
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At a landmark international conference in 1986, The Ottawa Charter for Health
Promotion was developed. The Charter identified the importance of environments
supportive of health, stating that the inextricable links between people and their
environment are the basis for a socio‐ecological approach to health (WHO, 1986). Related
to notions of health, Furnass (1996) believes wellbeing includes: satisfactory human
relationships, meaningful occupation, opportunities for contact with nature, creative
expression, and making a positive contribution to human society. The Australian Institute
of Health and Welfare identifies holistic well‐being as a crucial concept for understanding
health. They nominate seven dimensions of health, including: biological and mental well‐
being, social well‐being, economic well‐being, environmental well‐being, life satisfaction,
spiritual or existential well‐being, and “other characteristics valued by humans” (Australian
Institute of Health and Welfare, 1998). These notions of health and wellbeing have
relevance for therapy interventions across sectors and cultures.
The role and aims of adventure therapy need to be considered against this
backdrop. For international adventure therapy the questions become “What role do we as
a field of endeavour have in enhancing the health and well‐being of individuals, vulnerable
sub‐populations and whole communities, in ways that concurrently sustain the health of
natural environments?” And “What decisions might practitioners make that either
perpetuate or counteract global health trends?”
This paper examines the environment of change we seek to create for participants in
adventure therapy, and aims to stretch our understanding of both the scope and
characteristics of adventure therapy experience. Along the way we will examine if local
cultural perspectives confine us, or whether international adventure therapy may “fly from
the centre” to become a sustainable and sustaining form of practice. Does adventure
therapy have wings?
Personal Background
I write from Kernowek/Celtic origins, from a white female Australian perspective,
from practical and theoretical frameworks that include wilderness and adventure therapy,
with training in outdoor education, drug treatment, mental health rehabilitation, and family
therapy. I recognise my dependence on the land, and the strength of local traditional
knowledge in attempts to live sustainably in the land and with each other. References to
verbal sources within this paper reflect my attempt to value the knowledge and skills of
people who haven’t necessarily written their thoughts on paper.
My practice has centred on the delivery of wilderness adventure therapy programs
with people experiencing difficulties, disadvantage, and disconnection. This has included
integral involvement in a 20‐year‐old outdoor program that 10 years ago became an
“outdoor therapy program.” The Outdoor Experience (TOE) receives government funding
to provide drug treatment for young people aged 15‐24 years, within the state of Victoria
(Australia). In addition to substance misuse issues, participants tend to have in common:
chaotic lifestyles; a range of ill health issues; and almost without exception, a significant
experience or experiences of trauma in early life (Pryor, 2003).
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Figure 1. A clinical checklist for best practice in adventure therapy

A clinical checklist for best practice in adventure therapy

The program:
; Has a clear statement of values the program adheres to;
; Has an identified role, and is clear about intended objectives;
; Has a clearly articulated evidence‐base, and a rationale that explains
how the program model matches intended aims;
; Has transparent promotion strategies, including clearly articulated
therapeutic aims, processes and approaches;
; Operates from a participant‐centred and voluntary approach;
; Operates from a systems approach, integrating a role for support
workers (or significant others) within the program;
; Employs qualified therapists and outdoor educators, with a staff
structure that facilitates a team approach;
; Undertakes individual assessments, and intentional group selection
processes;
; Tailors the program to the identified needs of individuals and the group;
; Facilitates personal goal‐setting processes (prior to, during and post‐
program);
; Provides opportunities for reflection and reinforcement of changes
made for participants;
; Facilitates a community celebration to mark the achievements of
participants;
; Tailors safe ‘closure’ processes for individuals and the group, including
for those who need to finish or depart the program early;
; Provides intentional support and flexible follow‐up options for
individuals;
; Has well‐developed risk‐ and crisis‐ management procedures;
; Provides clinical supervision and professional development for staff;
; Undertakes ongoing research and evaluation;
; Is accountable to a nominated external body.
Since funding for a therapist position was gained in 1996, the program has
developed a practice methodology and approach that is considered safe and
effective from the perspectives of participants, staff, external evaluation, safety
audits, and the drug treatment sector. For TOE, nature provides both the therapeutic
medium and the primary therapeutic methodology, supported by strong anecdotal,
theoretical, and empirical evidence. Measured against Best Practice criteria
developed by The Forensic and Applied Research Group (2001) (and as I’m now
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working elsewhere I feel free to state this!), this program meets a clinical definition
of best practice in adventure therapy. Whilst Figure 1 outlines the criteria upon which
I base this judgment, it is my intention that these criteria be challenged during the
course of this paper. As a result of this “stretching” process, and for reasons that will
become clear, a revised checklist is provided within the conclusion.
Rather than attempting to progress our work, it is my intention to respect previous
work and glean wisdom from cross‐cultural perspectives, in order to sustain and
enhance our current work. Rather than delineating, defining, or confining, I would
like to stretch our understandings of past and future adventure therapy by
emphasising the holistic as well as clinical nature of our work, and by attempting to
honour the rich diversity of work already being undertaken—throughout millennia,
across cultures, in vastly different settings, using a range of methodologies—in what
I’m calling adventure therapy. My intent is to dispel some myths and provide a tale of
connections with people, nature, and adventure. I hope to illuminate the heart of
adventure therapy experience—from my perspective—and along the way I hope to
raise questions about the broadest aims and intentions of our field. How might we
free up and find wings for our best efforts in adventure therapy?

Contemporary Adventure Therapy
We need a list of strengths as powerful and validating as the florid vocabulary of
diseases found in DSM‐IV to combat our national obsession with pathology.
(Wolin in Selekman, 1997, p.8).
The Words We Use
In order to examine the characteristics and possibilities of adventure therapy,
it is useful to return to the cultural roots of adventure and therapy and refresh our
understanding of the meaning and intent of these words. What do the English words
Adventure Therapy tell us about what we’re doing, what it looks like, how to reach it,
to whom it belongs, or who it’s for? How do different cultures make sense of these
words in their own setting?
The word “adventure” comes from the Latin words Ad (a direction toward, an
extension, a motion [p.10]), Venio (a metaphorical movement, to arise, to grow
[p.634]) and Advento (to approach [Simpson, 1991, first published in 1854, p.22], to
proceed onward, and to advance [White & Oxon, 1893, p.18]). Advent for example,
tells us of the approaching birth of Jesus within the Christian story (Jesus is about to
arrive). In the 14th century adventure took a turn to mean “a risk, a hazard, a bold
undertaking” (White & Oxon, 1893, p.9).
These definitions—“movement toward, growth,” and “about to arrive” hint at the
therapeutic potential inherent even within the ancient roots of the word adventure. What
do these early definitions of adventure mean for today’s adventure therapy? Are participants
about to arrive at increased understanding, improved health and well‐being, more effective
behaviours? For Jesuit Ian Dillon, that healthy adventure assists participants to achieve a
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sense of fulfillment, purpose and a finding of hidden promise fits naturally with the results of
an adventurous journey (Personal conversation, Fr. Ian Dillon, Oct 2005).
The word “therapy” has Greek origins, meaning to “wait on, foster, nurture, care,
offer divine service to, tend to,” and “Theraps, an attendant” (Scott, 1889). From this word
was derived the verb therapeuin, “to attend to,” “to administer treatment to” (Ayto, 1990).
Recent definitions for therapy include “curative” and “of the healing art” (Sykes, 1976, p.
1201), restorative, health‐giving, healthy, beneficial, corrective, medical, medicinal (Urdang,
1992, p.501). In adventure therapy, perhaps we are ‘giving attention’, ‘attending to people’,
showing attentiveness to their stories, interests, needs, hopes. Simone Weil believes that
attentiveness is the rarest and purest form of generosity (in King, 1997). For Richard Moss
(1976) the greatest gift you can give another is the purity of your attention. Douglas Steere
believes that to listen another’s soul into a condition of discovery may be almost the
greatest service that any human being ever performs for another (Steere, 1984). What is at
the heart of adventure therapy practice, given these early definitions from ancient cross‐
cultural contexts? (The term Adventure Therapy is abbreviated to AT for the remainder of
this paper)
Ideas We Align With
For Mitten, ‘AT practitioners provide healthcare’ (Mitten, in Bandoroff and Newes, 2004, p.
240). Mitten defines AT as ‘a therapeutic modality that includes the purposeful use of the
natural environment and outdoor or other activities as a way to increase a person’s state of
health or wellbeing’ (p. 241). Neill (2004) stated ‘Adventure therapy uses challenging
experiences and being in natural environments to improve psychological dysfunctions in
emotion, behaviour and life effectiveness skills’ (p.1).
Contemporary international AT supports a range of client groups. Proceedings from
three previous international AT conferences highlight target groups that include:
adolescents, incarcerated adults and young people, perpetrators of sexual offences, those
experiencing mental and physical health concerns (including substance dependency, spinal
cord injuries, traumatic brain injuries and diagnosed mental illnesses) and families (Itin, 1997;
Richards & Smith, 2003; and Bandoroff & Newes, 2004). Perhaps the common threads
underlying AT target groups are experiences such as disadvantage, disconnection, and
trauma (Personal conversations with Karen Field, Dec. 2005).
AT programs operate within a range of contexts, including urban, rural and remote,
and community‐based, through to institutional‐based medical, rehabilitative and educational
contexts. Programs appear to borrow theory, methodologies and philosophies from diverse
sectors and practices. Some programs are brief; others are integrated within the life of a
given community. Some programs emphasise the deficit or ‘disorder’; others focus on
strengths and possibilities. Some practices are more prescriptive and practitioner‐directed;
others emphasise the experiential nature of the program, and encourage participant‐
directed experiences. Some employ large staff teams; others are delivered by a solo worker.
For funding purposes some programs require the measurement or description of
particular outcomes; others emphasise the process, and so long as programs are
physically and psychologically safe, are free to celebrate outcomes in a range of ways.
Some operate within a hierarchical organisational structure; others from a collaborative
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approach. Some use nature as the clinic; others see nature as a co‐therapist, and as having
equal influence in the ‘treatment’ process. Some emphasise the treatment theory, and the
formula for practice; others value the participants’ expertise, voice, language and journey,
and the importance of relationships. At times these differences appear to push AT
practitioners and practice into disparate corners.
For well over a decade there has been discussion about safe AT practice, and what
qualifies someone to facilitate AT, leading to discussions on the differences between AT
and therapeutic adventure (Williams, in Bandoroff and Newes, 2004, pp.195‐208 ); and
more recently, Therapy Vs therapy. Some see the best AT as the marriage of two
professions, adventure leadership and therapy so that AT = Adventure + Therapy (Crisp, in
Bandoroff and Newes, 2004, pp.217‐218). For others this is an over‐simplification of the
diverse aims and practises of AT. For some, alignment with the psychological and/or
psychiatric professions is the only means of ensuring high‐quality, safe, ethical AT practice.
For other practitioners, ecological and post‐modern therapy frameworks such as
narrative, solution‐focused, or systems therapy approaches are considered more
appropriate for use within nature‐based adventure programs. These discussions do not
always take into account the need for specialist sub‐cultural knowledge about the
identified target group; the need for practitioners to be able to build a respectful
relationships with participants; and the need for a philosophical‐, gender‐ and
methodological match between practitioners and individuals engaged in the AT
experience.
It is clear a lot of good work is being done, and due to the confidence and efforts
of some, including authors mentioned above, we are able to access information and
resources to improve the quality and safety of our own practice. Yet excellent
practitioners don’t necessarily write about or present their work. I suspect the diversity of
AT practice occurring is not represented within conference proceedings or published
papers. For our field, I would agree with Brendtro, Brokenleg & Van Bocken (1990) who
identified, for the case of education, that ‘gifted practitioners (sometimes) don’t believe
they have the time or talent to write’ (p. 1).
It appears that several formations of AT are evolving within international AT
practice, with proponents of the various forms beginning to articulate and disseminate
program theories, methodologies and outcomes. Examples of current forms of AT
include: Adventure‐based counselling; Adventure (psycho) therapy; Adventure (family)
therapy; Adventure‐based social work; Adventure (Gestalt) therapy; Adventure (cognitive
behavioural) therapy; Therapeutic adventure; Adventure education therapy; Experiential
adventure therapy; Wilderness therapy; Nature guided therapy; Nature therapy;
Wilderness adventure therapy; Bush adventure therapy; Outdoor Behavioral Healthcare;
Wilderness retreats; and Community‐based outdoor education. An inclusive approach to
AT would see any or all of these forms as falling within the broad arena of AT, and would
also encourage the ‘quieter’ forms of AT to also share their work. Some of the quieter
forms of international AT are mentioned within this paper.
If contemporary forms of AT borrow from existing disciplines and methodologies,
what is ‘pure’ or ‘unique’ in the practice of international AT? Is it a set of processes, a mix of
tools and techniques, a list of guiding principles, a series of sequential activities, a
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philosophy, a formula, a certain kind of client group, a style or methodology? Are we seeking
similar outcomes? Are we as a profession combining the frameworks of others, and merely
orbiting around two useful words? Are there commonalities within this diversity? Perhaps
there exists more than one paradigm within international AT practice.
Priest (1999) outlines two sets of philosophical assumptions, described by Klint
(1988) as positivist and naturalistic paradigms (p.308). The positivist paradigm also goes by
the names scientific, reductionistic, and rationalistic; the naturalistic paradigm also goes by
names such as interpretive, phenomenological, and holistic. These paradigms underlie
different approaches to research and evaluation, and have relevance for understanding
different approaches to international AT.
Figure 2 presents two possible paradigms within contemporary international AT.
Whilst over‐simplified, these lists offer a starting point for acknowledging differences in
philosophy, intent and practice methodology that may need to be respected before AT can
become a consolidated profession internationally.
Figure 2. Current paradigms of adventure therapy practice

Positivist AT paradigm

Naturalistic AT paradigm

Problem identification and Solutions identification
Practitioners attempt to be
o Practitioners acknowledge
objective, unbiased and value‐free
subjective biases and values (a
(a ‘clinical’ approach)
‘relational’ approach)
o Diagnostic / Prescriptive
o Emerging / Evolving (creation of a
(predetermined hypothesis
working hypothesis)
verification)
o Scientific/ Reductionist/
o Holistic/ Experiential / Interpretive
Rationalist perspective
perspective
o More likely a brief intervention
o More likely an integrated
intervention
Practitioner‐as‐expert
o Participant‐as‐expert
Nature as clinic
o Nature as co‐therapist
Adventure outcomes are predicted
o Adventure outcomes are unknown
Outcome‐oriented
o Process‐oriented
o Emphasis on the measurable
o Emphasis on the subjective
(verbal, physical, cognitive and
(relational, emotional, social and
behavioural)
cultural)
Holistic well‐being positively impacted upon
o

For change to happen one needs to be in turmoil, be willing to throw things down, give
things away, be open to new experiences. How do these different paradigms of AT create an
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environment for participants that is fertile, dynamic and challenging enough to invite
healthy change?
The notion ‘to have change, you need to be change’ is useful for examining
commonalities across AT paradigms. Whether from positivist or naturalistic (or other)
perspectives, perhaps AT provides the opportunity for participants to be change. With time
enough, and an environment conducive to change, participants are given the opportunity to
talk about, experiment with, practice, succeed, reinforce and try once again; to live the
change they wish to make. For Gilbert, Gilsdorf and Ringer (2004) ‘the combination of
nature, group and adventure activities provides a rich source of healing potential which in a
number of ways goes beyond what therapy has to offer in a more conventional setting’
(p.31). Unlike many other therapeutic, rehabilitative and educational modalities, AT provides
a whole environment of change that combines an intentional use of adventure, small groups
of people, therapeutic approaches, and nature‐contact, towards a range of health and
wellbeing outcomes.
Evidence We Value
Bronfenbrenner characterises much of recent psychological research as ‘the study of
strange behaviour in unnatural settings in the trivial pursuit of fragmented knowledge’ (in
Brendtro, Brokenleg & Van Bocken, 1990, p. 1).
Good evidence from a positivist approach is based on ‘precise observations that
others can repeat’ (Neuman, 2006, p. 105). From an interpretive approach, good evidence
is ‘embedded in the context of fluid social interactions’; from a critical approach, it is
‘informed by theory that penetrates the surface level’; and from a postmodern perspective,
good evidence ‘has aesthetic properties that resonate with people’s inner feelings’
(Neuman, 2006, p. 105). Perhaps diversity and sustainability – achievement of a
homeostatic state –constitutes good evidence from a naturalistic perspective.
Whilst we may contest such simplifications, for the purposes of examining a general
evidence‐base for international AT within this paper, AT is defined as combining a small
group environment, contact with nature, and the use of adventure, within a therapeutic
framework.
Whilst some programs conduct AT experiences from traditional foundations and a
complex cultural evidence‐base; others work from medical or therapeutic foundations that
attempt to operate from an empirical or clinically‐tested (cause‐and‐effect) evidence‐base.
Some value a theoretical evidence base for programming decisions; others believe
philosophical evidence and intentional authentic relationships carry more weight. Some
recommend that practitioners operating outside of clinical psychotherapeutic practices, or
programs working outside of scientifically‐validated theoretical bases should consider using
words other than therapy. Let us return to ancient definitions of therapy, which remind us of
the range of ways we may ‘attend to’ participants within AT.
Figure 3 presents statements that contribute to a preliminary evidence‐base for
international AT, assuming the common use of small groups, nature‐contact and adventure.
Evidence is from different paradigms and methodologies, including empirical, theoretical
and anecdotal, as marked.
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Figure 3. Adventure therapy is beneficial for human well‐being: Contributing evidence
Element of AT
practice

Health and wellbeing benefits of AT practice based on
Theoretical (T), Anecdotal (A) and Empirical (E) evidence.

1. Contact with People
promotes Health and
Wellbeing:

x
x
x
x
x

2. Contact with Nature
promotes Health and
Wellbeing:

3. Contact with
Adventure promotes
Health and Wellbeing:

Social supports strengthen mental health
Confiding relationships protect against depression
Social connection reduces anxiety
Connected people live longer
Belonging to a social network with mutual obligations, helps
people feel cared for, loved, and valued
x Supportive relationships may encourage healthier behaviour
patterns
x Social networks buffer against stresses
(Victorian Health Promotion Foundation, 2005).
x Natural environments, foster recovery from mental fatigue and are
restorative
x The majority of places that people consider favourite or restorative
are natural places, and being in these places is recuperative
x Observing nature can restore concentration and improve
productivity
x Exposure to natural environments, such as parks, enhances the
ability to cope with and recover from stress, and recover from
illness and injury
x ‘Strong anecdotal, theoretical and empirical evidence suggests
humans gain biological, physiological, mental, social and economic
benefits from contact with nature’
(Maller, Townsend, Brown & St Leger, 2002).
x Adventure programs promote:

self esteem

independence
 confidence
 self‐efficacy

self‐understanding

assertiveness

internal locus of control
 decision‐making
(Hattie, Marsh, Neill & Richards, 1997).

Type of
Evidence
T
9
9
9
9

A
9
9
9
9

E
9
9
9
9

9

9
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9
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9
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9
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In 2004 a group of practitioners from Australia and New Zealand defined AT
practice in the following way: ‘We have changed the title of this gathering of
professionals within this field to the more culturally appropriate term for practice
within the South Pacific region, recognising that (for us) the term wilderness is a
colonising term [implying ‘people‐free’] that ignores the Indigenous presence in the
land. The new title of Bush Adventure Therapy emphasises our relationship with the
natural environment in our work and practice. The word bush is relevant to the South
Pacific region because it encompasses the whole range of environments, from small
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areas to vast expanses of natural bushland and coastal areas. Our understanding of
the term adventure includes activities in mind, body and spirit, for people of all ages
and stages. Our understanding of the term therapy is inclusive of general therapeutic
outcomes and the specific intent of therapy. This definition is seen as a broad
definition open to discussion and feedback’ (Minutes, South Pacific Forum, Tasmania,
2004).
When we contemplate AT, what do we imagine? If we come across AT, what
are we observing? What might we notice that differentiates AT from other forms of
outdoor adventure experience, or other forms of therapy? Forget for a moment who
is delivering the experience –simply consider what differentiates, for an observer, AT
practice from another form of therapeutic, rehabilitative or educational practice.
What makes us certain we are not observing an adventure recreation experience,
adventure training, adventure tourism, outdoor education, community‐based
outdoor education, or a group of peers undertaking a personal adventure? Which
evidence is being valued, and what is the rationale? Who is being attending to, and
what are they attempting to move towards?
Is the heart of our work broad or narrow, holistic or linear, helpful only for ill
individuals or whole communities? Is AT ready to consider growing outwards from
the centre ‐ in scope, spectrum, mixture, colour, language, and diversity? The
combination of nature, people and adventure within AT experiences has been
described as a milieu, an atmosphere, a whole experience of change. Are we, an
international field of endeavour, ready to ‘fly from the centre’ and be change?
Challenging Our Parameters
Psychologist David Hunt challenges researchers to ‘get their ‘little professor’ under
control and abandon the pompous notion that ‘in the beginning there was a
blackboard’ in favour of the idea that ‘in the beginning there was experience’
(Brendtro, Brokenleg & Van Bockern, 1990, p.1).
As a profession AT is young enough to be relentlessly questioning its identity,
yet developed enough to be attempting to differentiate itself from other forms of
therapy. This section seeks to challenge our understanding of the breadth, depth and
scope of AT practice. Along the way I hope to stretch five assumptions that
potentially underlie current international AT.
The History of AT
Some excellent histories of AT have been outlined by Gass (1993); Davis‐Berman and
Berman (1994); Gillis (2005); and Neill (2005). In order to examine the heart of AT, it is
useful to look at where practices have come from within our respective lands and
cultures. We may state that the terms AT and wilderness therapy emerged within the
landscape and culture of the United States, or we may look further back, within our
own contexts, to examine a pre‐existing essence. With this in mind, consider the
following story of one Australian Indigenous culture in south central Queensland, as
described by Tex Skuthorpe, a Ngnoonaburra man (Personal conversations with Tex
Skuthorpe and Anne Morrill, 2003‐2005).
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It should be noted that Tex provided this story, a story from his traditional
culture, exactly as it is written within this paper. He is an initiated law man, which
gives Tex permission to pass the story on in this way. Tex is pleased to tell the story,
and for the story to play a role in stretching our understandings of international AT
(he chuckled saying ‘oh, so that’s what you blokes call it?’). Tex does not pass on
information about women’s practices, experiences that may be equally helpful for
illuminating a potential resonance between ancient Ngnoonaburra practices and
contemporary AT.
Tex is a horseman and traditional artist. In recent years Tex and his partner
Anne have combined small groups, stories, traditional art and intentional cultural
processes (including adventure and contact with nature) towards therapeutic aims
with young offenders and children who have been sexually abused (amongst other
target groups). As an observer, I have considered this a naturalistic approach to AT.
The following story tells of an intervention that operates from an integrated, holistic,
systems‐approach, attending to an identified need for a target‐population, within a
traditional community. The intervention also worked to increase and sustain the
health and wellbeing for other individuals, families, the community, and the land. It is
likely the foundations and early forms of this particular intervention have been in
operation for well over 40,000 years, providing strong evidence to suggest the
model was effective – perhaps a ‘best practice model in AT’ in its day. Participants
were well briefed; transparent, respectful processes were used throughout. The
intervention required a level of readiness for change, assessed by the community,
and participants were expected to encounter risks, dangers, hazards and unknowns
along the way. The experience involved close observation and contact with nature.
At the completion of the intervention, a celebration was held, and participants were
invited to move towards a follow‐up experience. The traditional Ngnoonaburra
intervention is as follows:
To become a man, boys of around fourteen years of age would walk away
from their community, where the women had largely raised them. They carried a
small bag on the back of their neck, and were not permitted to kill an animal or
forage for food. In this way they were completely dependent on people they visited.
They were to remember what they had learned about their personal totem, relate
the lessons back to themselves, and use those lessons as a guide to how to behave
with other people and in the land.
Each boy would walk to the next community, wait to be invited, and live amongst the
community until they had learned the language, traditions and culture of that group.
They were then presented with an item – something sacred for that community’s
beliefs or religion, to be kept by the boy for his whole life – he was responsible for
looking after it. The item became important in later ceremonies, as a way of showing
respect for that community. The boy then moved on to learn the language, traditions
and culture of the next group. Only when they had learned the language, tradition
and culture of each community in the land that surrounded their own country, would
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the boy return home. (Personal conversations with Tex Skuthorpe and Anne Morrill,
2005).
This process took approximately fourteen years, so the boys returned as
twenty‐eight year old men, knowing the language, tradition and culture of all the
people in the surrounding land, respecting their place and the place of others,
including all forms of life, in their country. On coming home, men were asked if they
would like to take a wife, the next stage in their preparation for a fuller role in the life
of their community. Ngnoonaburra women had their own intervention experiences,
including preparing for motherhood, with similar levels of challenge, risk, and
unknowns. These interventions were aimed at reducing the risks and enhancing the
protective factors to promote the physical, psychological, social, cultural and
environmental wellbeing of the whole community. Even without a randomised
control sample, the evidence is clear – their community achieved these aims for many
thousands of years, managing to sustain their language, tradition and culture
through hardship and change. The intervention attended to the needs of both the
individuals and the community, thereby assisting to sustain the land and the broader
society in which they lived. Tex’s family is currently examining a range of community‐
based interventions to assist young people to participate in the economic life of the
contemporary western community.
What Tex is happy to have named an AT experience, was a means of
becoming a man in the Ngnoonaburra community. Although different words,
symbols and images were used to explain their intention, this implied use of AT in the
ancient and recent Ngnoonaburra context perpetuated homeostasis, concurrently
maintaining the health of individuals, families, communities and the land. If we are
willing to be stretched, perhaps this story provides an experience of traditional AT,
addressing the wellbeing needs of individuals, communities and the land – another
form of AT practice.
The Culture of AT
Suzuki (1997) believes we need a new kind of science that approaches the
traditional knowledge of Indigenous communities, and that the search for it has
already begun.
We might see AT as a North American or western construct, or as another
western colonising influence upon other cultures who take it up. We have very briefly
explored the importance of connection with land/country, and an example of AT for a
group of traditional people, but what role might AT play for different cultural groups,
including newcomers to a place or country, or different sub‐cultures within an
established community or society? Let’s stretch our parameters across cultures to
look at an example for newly arrived migrants, and again test our assumptions about
international AT.
A study by Wong on the health and wellbeing benefits of contact with nature for a
group of newly‐arrived migrants found the following effects for participants of the study:
an increased sense of identity and ownership of the country they now live in; a sense of
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integration rather than isolation; reunion with nature (i.e. particularly important for first
generation immigrants who had rural backgrounds); the reawakening of a sense of
possibility; restoration and relief from daily struggles; empowerment, skill development
and the opportunity to participate in caring for the environment (Wong, in Rohde and
Kendle, 1997). These statements have a familiar tone, when considering statements
frequently made by participants of AT experiences.
Taking into account possible trauma associated with experiences of departing an
old country and arriving in a new one, or disadvantage associated with minorities or sub‐
groups lacking support within a mainstream or dominant culture, AT may offer a role for a
range of cultures. By bringing people in contact with one another and with nature, a
facilitated adventure experience has the potential to dissipate barriers and facilitate
cooperation and communication for different cultural groups. If tailored to the needs of
that sub‐group from their cultural experience and expectations, the experience may
become cultural AT – yet another form of practice.
The Target Populations of AT
Literature and research emphasise certain aims and outcomes for AT, generally
based around the ‘problem’ or issue to be addressed, and the ‘treatment’ being delivered.
For example, Staunton defined AT practice as ‘any adventure experience with diagnosed
clients or reporting a specified therapeutic outcome’ (Staunton, in Neill 2004). From
published literature and observations, there appears to be an emphasis on psychological
and behavioural, outcomes, and on practice that has a deficit focus – providing treatment
for individuals with identified ill‐health issues. A newcomer may expect AT to be a form of
treatment intervention attending only to the ill, to offenders, or to those with high needs.
Is AT limited to a role in treatment, or does this practice have a potentially broader role to
play in the promotion of health and wellbeing of humans? Is a specified therapeutic
outcome the only kind of language, message or outcome we wish to convey when
describing AT experiences, or is AT useful for well individuals and for whole populations?
Within public health, both the general population and sub‐populations who are at
risk of or experiencing ill health must be considered within national healthcare priorities.
Measures taken to promote the health of whole populations are considered ‘upstream’
interventions, whilst those targeted to vulnerable, at risk or ill sub‐populations are called
‘downstream’ interventions. Is AT restricted to downstream treatment, maintenance or
care for ill individuals, or does AT have a role to play in the protection of health, the
prevention of ill health, and in the enhancement of health? Perhaps the terms
‘experiential learning’ and ‘personal development’ describe AT with relatively healthy
populations – an equally vital role for AT.
In an attempt to identify the breadth of potential target populations for
international AT, Figure 4 illustrates the use of AT across a spectrum of public health
needs. The spectrum allows practitioners to identify their program in relation to others by
examining the program in terms of program context, program aims, participant aims and
needs, and staff approaches. Within the spectrum, Prevention refers to those
interventions aimed at preventing the onset of the target behaviour or problem; Early
Intervention refers to interventions targeted to high risk individuals who have minimal but
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detectable signs and symptoms foreshadowing a disorder; Deep Intervention refers to
interventions aimed at those individuals who have the target behaviour or problem; and
Continuing Care refers to interventions aimed at assisting those individuals to maintain
and enhance a behaviour change or continue to self‐manage a particular problem or
behaviour. The Spectrum is adapted from Pryor, Carpenter & Townsend (2005), originally
based on the Spectrum of Interventions for Mental Health Problems and Mental Disorders
(CDHAC, 2000).
Figure 4. The adventure therapy health promotion spectrum

Type of
intervention

Adventure Therapy (AT) examples

1. Prevention:

 AT experiences for the general population. For
example, intentional therapeutic training, camps and
activities delivered for schools, scouting groups,
church groups, commercial groups. These programs
may emphasise recreation or education within the
therapy experience.

2. Early
Intervention

 AT programs targeted to higher‐risk individuals. For
example, programs delivered for students dropping
out of mainstream schooling, programs for ‘at risk’
cultural groups, programs for couples struggling
with their relationship. These programs may
emphasise social connection and life skills within the
therapy experience.

3. Deep
Intervention:

 AT programs working to provide standard or adjunct
treatment for people suffering from known
disorders. For example, therapy programs for young
people with substance misuse issues, or sexual
abuse offenders. These programs may work with
early life trauma or the symptoms of psychological ill
health within the therapy experience.

4. Continuing
Care:

 AT programs providing long‐term support, towards a
reduction in relapse and recurrence of health
disorders. For example, programs for adults self‐
managing mental health disorders. These programs
may emphasise self‐management and care strategies
within the therapy experience.
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The spectrum demonstrates the importance within public health of having a full
range of interventions that include preventive strategies for whole populations; early
interventions for at risk communities, families and individuals; and deep intervention
and continuing care strategies for individuals with ongoing mental health
vulnerabilities/ disorders. Perhaps this spectrum provides examples of preventive,
early intervention, deep intervention, and continuing care AT – more forms of
international practice, tailored for sub‐populations.
The Human Well‐Being Aims of AT
As promoted by Vichealth (2005) if we look at individuals we work with limits; if we
consider social and cultural elements, we work together.
From literature and research it may appear that AT is predominantly a mental
or psychological intervention for individuals (Williams 2004, Crisp 2004). Let us step
back and consider the settings of our lives and work. In urban life, and with changing
technologies, it is common for individuals to become disconnected from traditional
roles, supports, and their extended family. Some argue that many of our
contemporary social problems, including unemployment, child neglect, violence and
mental ill health, are symptoms of social ill health rather than a deficit of individuals.
Boyden (1996) sees these difficulties as a cumulative traumatic response experienced
by individuals, and a cultural response passed down through generations.
Is the scope of AT limited to observable, measurable differences made in
psychological areas alone, or do we wish to open up possibilities for broader
wellbeing benefits? Perhaps AT has potential to incorporate aims of physical, social
and cultural wellbeing, becoming a form of practice that recognises the whole
human experience, and the interrelatedness of human wellbeing domains, within the
processes of healthy change.
Participants benefit physically and biologically from contact with nature, even
without the addition of physical activity or adventure. For example, viewing nature
has been found to positively influence immunity and cardiovascular functioning;
reduce heart rate, muscle tension, blood pressure, and skin conductance; and has
been found to reduce self‐reports of headaches and digestive disorders for people
who live or work in confined spaces (such as offices and prisons). Viewing nature has
also been found to improve self‐awareness, self‐esteem, self‐concept, and positively
affect mood state, which has positive flow‐on effects for physiological state (Maller
et al. 2002). Wells (2000) found natural surroundings assist cognitive functioning in
children.
A brief examination of trauma highlights the potential for AT to engage the
whole person in the therapy experience. Trauma is the most extreme form of stress,
and arises from a severely stressful incident or incidents. Where stress persists, the
effects can accumulate to such a degree that an individual’s ability to meet their daily
needs or perform basic tasks is disrupted. Stress to this degree has both
psychological and physical components. Rothschild (2000) believes traditional
interventions that do not address both the traumatised body and the traumatised
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mind will fail to assist these individuals or resolve the effects of their overwhelming
experiences. Estimates suggest ‘At any given time, about 6% of the adult population
has full‐blown or partial Post Traumatic Stress Disorder’ (Smyth, 1999, p. 2) and
consequently carry in their mind and body, a psycho‐physical memory of one or more
traumatic events. In cases where effective AT has been observed, the whole‐of‐body
experience has assisted to ‘re‐program’ participants’ physical and emotional
responses to previous trauma (Personal conversations, Dr Jane Enter, 1999).
AT may provide positive physical/biological impacts, as well as improvements in
psychological wellbeing.
To consider the physical, social and cultural potential within AT may enhance
outcomes, not only for individuals, but (like the Ngoongaburra intervention) impact
upon the whole community, and on relationships with neighbouring communities.
From extensive and wide‐ranging evidence, the Victorian Health Promotion
Foundation describes three prerequisites for health and wellbeing for all members of
society as including: social inclusion, freedom from discrimination and violence, and
access to economic resources. Figure 5 summarises the key characteristics of these
three prerequisites.
Figure 5. Prerequisites for human health and well‐being

•
•
•

Social inclusion:
Supportive relationships
Involvement in community and group activities
Civic engagement

•
•
•

Freedom from discrimination and violence:
Valuing of diversity
Physical security
Self determination and control over one’s life

•
•
•
•

Access to economic resources:
Work
Education
Housing
Money
(Victorian Health Promotion Foundation, 2005, p. 13).

Within AT we have greater potential than many forms of intervention to undertake
an intentionally holistic approach – a bio‐psycho‐socio‐cultural experience of therapy.
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If we are willing to broaden our aims, this becomes an example of holistic AT ‐
another form of practice.
The Role of AT with Non‐Humans
Brown (1996) believes the separation of the health of the environment and
the health of humans is done so at the peril of the human species.
Whilst wilderness therapy identifies a critical role for the natural environment
within the therapy experience (Davis‐Berman and Berman, 1994) some AT literature
and research appears to place minimal emphasis on the natural environment. In
some forms of AT, the experience has little to do with the natural environment, apart
from nature providing the ‘clinical space’ (i.e. setting or context for the therapy).
Take a holistic approach to AT one step further, and consider an approach that seeks
therapeutic aims for humans alongside aims for the natural environment. Such a form
of AT takes not only a social systems approach to the practice (such as
family/systems therapy approaches already take) but also an ecological systems
approach. Such an approach intentionally seeks to reconnect people with nature,
with an aim of enhancing the health and wellbeing of people and nature
concurrently. Interestingly, a study on health promotion and illness prevention in
Chinese elders revealed that the elders believed ‘conformity with nature’ was
considered the key to health and wellness (Yeou‐Lan, 1996).
The Commonwealth Department of Health and Aged Care provide a simple
definition for mental health, seeing it as the realisation of one’s potential, and the
capacity of individuals and groups to interact with one another and the environment
(CDHAC, 1999). Cole stated she has become increasingly certain that there is a side
benefit to wilderness therapy, and that perhaps this is its most significant
contribution to the betterment of the world: ‘I believe it is not possible to spend any
length of time in nature without developing a sense of wonderment and awe about
its magnificence. It is a small step, then, from connection with the non‐human natural
world to urgency about environmentalism. Ultimately what nurtures and heals the
individual also nurtures and heals the planet’ (Cole in Cole, Erdman & Rothblum, 1994,
p. 3). And vice versa.
In order to divert the looming environmental health catastrophe, Boyden
believes significant cultural reform in the dominant cultures of global society is
required, and that nature should once again be placed at the centre of human culture
(Boyden, 1996). Are we willing to expand our understanding of international AT to
include potential benefits for natural environments, and for enhanced human‐nature
relationships? Perhaps this is another approach within international AT practice –
socio‐ecological AT.
Conclusions and Recommendations
‘I don’t lead musicians, man. They lead me. I listen to them and learn what they do best’
(Miles Davis, in Selekman, 1997, p.135)
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AT Offers an Environment of Change
When attempting to differentiate AT practice from other medical,
rehabilitative or educational modalities, it is useful to consider the idea that ‘in
adventure therapy there’s never nothing happening – it’s a whole experience’
(Personal conversation, Jane Conway, 2005).
Returning to the general statement that AT combines small groups, nature‐
contact and adventure within a therapeutic framework, the following section
highlights the views of theorists in answer to the question ‘What is the environment
of change we seek to offer within International AT?’
Nature offers a Restorative Environment. Mental effort, stress, and the demands of
everyday living cause fatigue and affect one’s capacity to concentrate or direct
attention to one particular task. From extensive research into the health benefits of
nature‐contact, Kaplan and Kaplan introduce the notion of restorative environments ‐
settings that foster recovery from this state of mental fatigue (Kaplan, 1992a; 1992b;
Kaplan, 1995; Kaplan & Kaplan, 1989; 1990). According to the Kaplans, restorative
environments require four elements: 1.Fascination (involuntary attention requiring
effortless interest, or curiosity); 2.A sense of being away (temporary escape from
one’s usual setting or situation); 3.Extent or scope (a sense of being part of a larger
whole); and 4.Compatibility with an individual’s inclinations (whether the setting
satisfies the individual’s purposes) (Hartig et al., 1991; Kaplan & Kaplan, 1989). These
elements appear familiar when we consider the feel, sound and experience of AT as
described by participants. AT has greater potential than many interventions to
provide a restorative environment, assisting individuals towards greater curiosity,
insights and vitality.
Small groups offer a Reclaiming Environment. For Brendtro, Brokenleg & Van Bocken
(1990) reclaiming environments recognise the social and political aspects inherent
within a group experience. These environments support changes that meet the
needs of individuals, their community, and the society. For these authors, to reclaim
is to recover and redeem, or to restore value to something that has been devalued.
Among features of powerful reclaiming environments are the following:
1.Experiencing belonging in a supportive community, rather than being lost in a
depersonalised bureaucracy; 2.Meeting one’s needs for mastery, rather than
enduring inflexible systems designed for the convenience of adults [others];
3.Involving people in determining their own future, while recognising society’s need
to control harmful behaviour; and 4. Expecting people to be care givers, not just
helpless recipients overly dependent on the care of adults [others]. AT has a greater
capacity than many interventions to provide a reclaiming environment, assisting
individuals to reconnect with personal agency and a role in their community.
Adventure offers a Transformative Environment. Transformative environments offer
a holistic and multi‐sensory experience that includes body, mind and emotions within
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the therapy experience for participants. Mezirow (1991) believes transformational
learning requires disorienting dilemmas that become catalysts for change ‐
experiences where participants’ pre‐conceived notions are challenged through a
process of critical reflection. Levine and Webb (2005) describe a transformative
environment as one which supports the gaining of grounded hope for participants. AT
is more conducive than many interventions for creating a transformative
environment, assisting individuals to ‘expand their horizons’ via a holistic
combination of context, relationship, challenge and metaphorical journey.
Whether in educational, rehabilitative or therapeutic settings, the intentional
use of contact with nature, small groups, and adventure, provides a unique approach
in the protection of health for individuals with identified health vulnerabilities, and a
potential role in the enhancement of health and wellbeing for communities, cultures,
populations, and natural environments. As demonstrated, AT is not a didactic or
institutional medium, but offers a holistic environment of change. AT is not merely a
clinical conversation for change, nor a cognitive‐behavioural change process, but a
full sensory‐, social‐, cultural experience, embedded with a range of choices, options
and possibilities available to participants. These elements contribute to the unique
milieu found within traditional Ngnoonaburra interventions, and within many forms
of current AT practiced internationally. Inherent in an AT experience is the
opportunity to experience an environment of change ‐ leading potentially to
restorative, reclaiming and transformative experiences ‐ if we are aware of the
possibilities and willing to ‘fly from the centre’ in our work.
Best Practice Principles for International AT?
Perhaps lessons drawn from ancient and traditional communities offer
insights for contemporary AT practice. Perhaps in our breadth, depth, diversity, and
difference there are similarities. In our common aim of seeking to facilitate safe and
effective experiences, AT practitioners involve people in a place, in their body, with
their mind, and in spirit – offering a connecting environment that invites, attends to,
and supports movement towards healthy change. At its best, international AT, offers
a unique environment of change.
So what might the criteria look like for best practice in international AT?
From these beginnings, and with a broader view of what adventure therapy
might become, Figure 6 lists potential best practice principles for international AT.
These principles encompass the breadth and diversity of current practice, and allow
the possibility for AT interventions to span both positivist and naturalistic paradigms
(and everything in between).
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Figure 6. International best practice principles for adventure therapy

International best practice principles for adventure therapy

The program:
; Acknowledges local history, and values the knowledge of traditional
cultural custodians;
; Operates from a socio‐ecological approach, integrating a role for
support workers, families, communities and nature‐contact;
; Tailors the experience to identified needs of a specific population, sub‐
population or cultural community, within a stated geographical context;
; Has a clear set of values that acknowledge underlying assumptions
about humans, human wellbeing, and social change;
; Has an identified role within a given community or population, and clear
hopes for a specified target group;
; Has a rationale for choice of evidence‐base, practice methodology,
program characteristics, staff skills, and evaluation methods, to match
the specified target group and geographical context;
; Articulates the meaning and intent behind specific terms, including
those relating to participants, aims, processes and approaches;
; Employs qualified staff who are interested in developing self‐awareness,
active learning, sharing authentic relationships, and working with others;
; Facilitates self‐assessments that include consideration of vulnerabilities
and strengths relating to physical, mental, emotional, behavioural,
social, cultural, spiritual, economic and environmental wellbeing;
; Is tailored to meet identified needs and hopes of individuals, the group
and an identified community;
; Provides opportunities for reflection, self‐determination and
responsibility;
; Facilitates an integrated pathway into the life of a given community;
; Has culturally‐appropriate risk‐ and crisis‐ management procedures;
; Finds ways to notice the un‐measurable, the anecdote, the ‘test of time’;
; Provides culturally‐appropriate supervision and professional
development for staff;
; Undertakes ongoing research and evaluation based on culturally‐
appropriate methodology;
; Is accountable to a nominated external community.
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We may discover that what differentiates AT from other medical,
rehabilitative and educational experiences is the holistic environment within which
change takes place, and the potential for AT to benefit communities and the natural
environment, as well as individuals.
In addition to facilitating healthy change experiences with participants, we
practitioners may choose to work towards creating a healthy professional
environment of change, within which international AT can develop and mature. Who
is our professional community attending to, and what are we moving towards?
Hopes for International AT
Brendtro, Brokenleg & Van Bocken (1990) believe there has been a growing interest
in building theories from successful practice rather than just trying to put theory into
practice.
We have choices in how we practice AT, and in how we function as a
professional community of practitioners. Instead of a range of forms of AT, perhaps
there is range of cultural perspectives and paradigms that require deeper
understanding. Perhaps it is worth attempting to look beyond our own cultural
blinders and ask ‘When excellent international AT is practiced, what is happening?’
and ‘When healthy and sustaining practice is happening, what does that look like,
smell like, feel like for participants? We may work with individuals, families, or
communities, but are our practices modelling what is needed to promote a safe and
just society? Are we undertaking what is needed for a healthy and sustaining
environment? Are we working to sustain healthy environments for all forms of life?
Within AT we have a better opportunity than many intentional interventions, to
model sustainable approaches.
As soon as we step out of the clinic, the counselling space, the 1 to 1
relationship, and challenge ourselves to do things we’ve never done before, be
together, and to live more closely with natural environments, we enter a unique
therapeutic, rehabilitative and educational milieu. Perhaps the art and science of
adventure therapy involves creating an environment that is safe enough to take risks
in; challenging enough to feel a sense of achievement and strength within; flexible
enough to feel accepted by; enjoyable enough to relax and have fun with; and
exciting enough to ‘have a go’ at.
As Selekman (1994) states, ‘Flying from the centre captures the essence of
how we as therapists can use ourselves to help liberate the (individuals) families with
which we work from their oppressive, dominant problem‐saturated stories’ (p.25).
Flying from the centre of adventure therapy isn’t necessarily about trying to emulate
the old traditions. It requires us to acknowledge the original, to come from our
reason and passion, and to move towards surprise and innovation. Innovation in this
sense is not about movement along a linear pathway of progress, development,
‘better’ or improved, but a spontaneous growth that encompasses the original,
reconnects us with reality, and surprises us with a sense of vitality. How can we
encourage health, healing and attentiveness to each other in surprising ways ‐ in our
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work and within this field? What will we move towards? Perhaps to fly from the
centre in adventure therapy is to stay alert to the adventure within.
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‘Your reason and passion are the rudder and the sails of your seafaring soul.
If either your sails or your rudder be broken, you can but toss and drift,
or else be held at a standstill in mid‐seas.
For reason, ruling alone, is a force confining;
and passion, unattended, is a flame that burns to its own destruction.
Therefore let your soul exalt your reason to the height of passion, that it may sing;
and let it direct your passion with reason,
that your passion may be restored, reclaimed and transformed,
and like the phoenix rise above its own ashes’.
(Adaped from Kahlil Gibran – The Prophet)
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Notes:
1

Passmore (1974) and Oelschlaeger (1991) suggest that in Mesopotamia, people
had already started to transform nature. While some authors portray Greek society as
cosmological and carrying environmental ethics (Nash, 1989; O'Neill, 1993; O'Sullivan,
1999) and claim that the traditional European communities had close links to nature
(Gurevich, 1922; Merchant, 1981; Nash, 2001; O'Sullivan, 1999; Simmons, 1993; Taylor,
1989), others argue that ancient Greek thought is already a source of the dualism
(Callicott, 1983; Glacken, 1967, 1999; Plumwood, 1993; Spelman, 1988; Taylor, 1989)
and the Greeks and Romans caused serious ecological impact (Callicott, 1983; Tuan,
1974).
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SECTION 2: CULTURE & CONTEXT

Shaping Spaces Within Places
Cathryn Carpenter

Abstract
This paper explores ways to explicitly incorporate place, space, and time into
experiential learning and therapeutic programs. Contextualised within the literature
around theoretical and poetic interpretations of the terms, the focus is on
understanding the ways in which time, space, and place are experienced within outdoor
experiential programs.

Shaping Spaces Within Places
For every bird there is this last migration:
Once more the cooling year kindles her heart;
With a warm passage to the summer station
Love pricks the course in lights across the chart.
Year after year a speck on the map, divided
By a whole hemisphere, summons her to come;
Season after season, sure and safely guided,
Going away she is also coming home.
—A.D Hope, Death of the Bird

In Hopes’ poem, the powerful imagery of Nature’s ‘invisible thread’ connecting
places around the world, and the ambiguity of multiple ‘special’ places, captures a
perspective of place with which many can identify. It prompts an examination of
one’s own migration patterns; of regularly leaving and returning to significant places
over the years: places that have engendered a passionate commitment to visit time
after time in mind, body, and spirit; to know the place in all seasons; to revitalise all
senses; to explore the endless possibilities of simply being within that space. In our
memories it is sometimes a safe and timeless space – an environment that has
engendered personal growth and diverse relationships with family and other
community members. When made explicit, this instinctive knowledge of the
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significance of place, space, and time can contribute to a greatly enhanced learning
environment.
This paper will explore the selection of place, the deliberate shaping of space,
and the use of time, within programs to maximise learning and therapeutic
outcomes. The focus is on experiential learning programs that are based either in the
outdoors, or journey through more remote environments. Many of the concepts
explored are also relevant for classrooms, or spaces with walls and roofs, and are
applicable for both educational and therapeutic experiences. These optimal learning
or therapeutic programs use experiential learning as the theoretical context for
enhancing participant‐centred learning – an holistic, integrated, theoretical, and
practical approach to education or therapy.
Learning is human agency; a structuring and potentially empowering process
that becomes more effective with thoughtful facilitation and reflection. The cycle of
experiential learning envisages the creation of an empowered learner who is able to
use learning as a catalyst for change. In the context of this paper; experiential
learning programs are those that implement Kolb’s (1984) original cycle of learning
whereby an initial ‘real’ or ‘concrete’ experience is reflected upon, interpreted,
abstracted, and reconceptualised (p.41). Change is implied in these
“reconceptualised” concepts or the behaviours that are subsequently explored in the
lifelong journey of learning.
The design and implementation of effective programs requires continual
decisions to determine how the spaces within the place will be utilised, and how this
could be experienced subjectively and objectively within the framework of time. What
is meant by the terms place, space, and time, and what are the implications of their
deliberate shaping within a structured experience? Initially this paper will explore
historical and theoretical understandings of place, space, and time before outlining
ways to infuse theory into practice when implementing experiential learning programs
for educational or therapeutic outcomes.
Place: a speck on the map?
The sands are green with a mirage of valleys;
The palm tree casts a shadow not its own.
In the times of Aristotle, the Greek language had two words for place, both of
which have meaning today: topos and chora. Topos is a neutral term denoting a
specific geographical place or point; a point no different to any other, with no
influence on anything. It has reached us in the form of topography and the
topographical maps for the global positioning systems which measure precise
geographical locations on the globe, and with which we are becoming increasingly
familiar. The Greek meaning of chora denoted a more general indication of the
countryside or rural area, and was used to describe a place with its own energy and
power; “able to influence and persuade participants to the common dance of their
life together – choreography is a common term that owes its origins to this word”
(Lane, 1988, p. 39). The chorus of Greek drama expressed “the fears, hopes, and
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judgment of the polity, the average citizens” (Encyclopaedia Britannica, 2008) and
the word still evokes notions of accord and harmony. These two definitions will
provide a basis from which to explore current philosophical discussions about the
meaning of place in our lives.
The word ‘place’ holds a multitude of meanings, however many initial
interpretations of place would correspond to topos, that ‘speck’ on the map with grid
references; the physical, material, definable place. It is in this sense that place “is
primary to the construction of meaning and society [;]… primary because it is the
experiential fact of our existence” (Cresswell, 2004, p. 32). As Creswell suggests, we
need to be in a place – and have a physical interpretation of place – before we can
construct meaning and connections to the rest of our lives. “Place is not just a thing
in the world but a way of understanding the world” (p. 32). In order to fully
understand our lives, a knowledge of our connection to place – which places are
deemed significant and why – is important. A consideration of the myriad ways
people connect to and interpret place can illustrate transitions in understanding.
Similarly, for Massey (1994) place “represents being, and to it are attached a
range of epithets and connotations, local, specific, concrete, descriptive, general,
universal, theoretical, abstract, and conceptual” (p. 9). Each adjective expands our
understandings of the multiple interpretations of the types of places with which we
can connect. Massey emphasises that the physical reality of place – its “being” –
must be acknowledged before we can define the range of meanings place can have
for us. This concurs with Tuan’s (1977) observation that, “place achieves concrete
reality when our experience of it is total, that is through all senses as well as the
active and reflective mind” (p. 56). Only once we have fully immersed ourselves in
the experience of a place, can we truly gain an understanding of the potential
significance of place in our understanding of our world. Place can define us as much
as we define a place, and actively reflecting on the meaning of place can enhance our
understanding of ourselves and others.
Agnew has defined place as having three major components: location, locale,
and sense of place (Creswell, 2004). Location is defined as the physical place, the
topos with which we are familiar. Locale includes a place’s cultural flavour; its social
and local nature. Sense of place, describes the emotional or subjective attachment to
a place. It is the latter, ‘a sense of place’, that is of interest when we try to gain a
deeper understanding of our relationships with place. Originally described by Tuan in
1974, ‘a sense of place’ seems to indicate the range of ways people develop a
connection to the environment they are in, and like the migrating bird in Hope’s
poem ‐ creates a range of sensations and feelings where they can feel at ‘home’. This
echoes the sense of place as chora which we have previously noted, intimating
understanding, harmony, and connectedness.
Our experience of place is also, as Relph suggests, “time‐deepened and
memory‐qualified…a place is an origin, it is where one knows others and is known to
others; it is where one comes from and it is one’s own” (1985, p. 26). The sense of
belonging is created by a layering of multiple visits – where each time one’s
connection is strengthened and like the migratory pull one is constantly drawn in
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some way back to the place. The significance of these experiences and the
relationship of belonging that consolidates over time can be seen to define the
person as well as the place.
According to Wearing (1998), place “has a distinct location which it defines,
place is fixed and implies stability” (p. 133). This suggestion that we are connected to
place in ways which ground and support us is confirmed, and yet simultaneously
challenged, by Tuan (1977) who further delineates our terms by stating that “Place is
security, Space is freedom. We are attached to the one and long for the other” (p. 3).
So what then, is ‘space’, and does our connection to place as security also imply
restrictions? How do we experience space and, more pointedly, what is the
relationship between place and space within therapeutic or learning environments?
Space: a zone of possibilities?
Alone in the bright host of her companions,
Lost in the blue unfriendliness of space.
These poetic lines articulate a common experience of isolation; that despite
being in a place with many others we can feel alone and lost. The continuing journey
of the migrating bird raises questions about the nature of space and experience from
the subjective personal perspective. What is it about the spaces within a place that
determines the nature of our experience? Tuan’s (1977) insightful explorations into
the meaning of space and place are worth investigating further. “The ideas ‘space’
and ‘place’ require each other for definition, from the security and stability of place,
we are aware of the openness, freedom, and threat of space and vice versa” (p. 3).
Only when we are grounded in a ‘place’ can we optimise the ‘spaces’ around us and
understand the diverse ways that the ‘space’ can be used by others as well as
ourselves. Familiarity with ‘place’ enables the opportunity to really explore the ways
in which ‘space’ is experienced.
Our use of the word space has moved away from historic interpretations of its
meaning as emptiness suggestive of a mathematical infinity, to a more socially
constructed definition. Perhaps, as Lefebvre (1991) suggests, we are moving towards
a united definition of space where the “three fields of physical, mental, and social
space are considered as one…the logico‐epistemological space, the space of social
practice, the space occupied by sensory phenomena, including products of the
imagination” (p. 12). This description of space strengthens our idea of space as a zone
of possibilities – an entity we can shape and structure. If space can provide an
inclusive, imaginative, and interactive domain, the development of relationships with
place can be more easily understood.
Wegner (2002) explains Lefebvres’ ideas as considering “a space that is
fundamentally produced by and through human actions, it is not a collection of
things, rather it is an open‐ended, conflicted and contradictory process, a process in
which we as political agents continuously intervene” (p. 13). Space is described here
on the basis of the processes that occur within a framework rather than on the basis
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of its own innate qualities; space can be shaped according to need or desire. It can be
defined by human agency or, indeed, by the lack of it.
Considering space as an entity that can be shaped confirms Tuan’s (1977)
proposition that “if space is that which allows movement, then place is the pause.
Each pause in movement makes it possible for a location to be transformed into
place” (p. 17). This recalls the poet’s image of the migrating bird that moves through
space, and each point of rest in that journey becomes a place, significant as a
location, as well as becoming a living memory of connectedness. Through
understanding the variables of space, the processes that enable, over time, the
development of place become clearer.
A fictional philosopher has declared “wherever we are we experience the
world as a series of processes in time and space… time and space are first and
foremost modes of perception and not attributes of the physical world” (Gaarder,
1995, p. 270). Developing educational or therapeutic programs must also be seen as
participation in the process of enhancing the perceptions of the individual within
those programs; the use of the dimensions of place, space, and time, as well as the
dynamics of human relationships, for the exploration of knowledge and being.
Time: an experience of rhythmic measurement?
Suddenly, without warning, without reason,
The guiding spark of instinct winks and dies.
The ancient Greeks also had two words for time: chronos and kairos.
Chronos is, naturally enough, the source of our present concept of chronological
time; time which is sequential and measured. Much of the western world has taken
on this concept, evident in contemporary language, research, and daily life.
Mechanisation, industrialisation, calendars, and the ‘eight‐hour working day’ are all
manifestations of this concept. Kairotic time, on the other hand, can be described
as more intuitive, reflective of the right or opportune time, intimately related to
nature and the natural cycles. Many indigenous cultures are still attuned to this
concept of time, and live in accordance with the seasons of the year, avoiding the
domination of the watch or clock.
Chronological time seems to rule our world. It determines the contents of
our days – we generally sleep and eat according to the clock, and must work or
socialise according to how much needs to be done and how much time there
‘remains’ in which to do it. As Giddens (1984) suggests, the treatment of “time and
space as mere environments of action and accept unthinkingly the conception of
time, as quantifiable clock time, [is] characteristic of modern western culture’ (p.
110). Educational and therapeutic programs are also generally confined within the
constraints of time, in terms of delivery, content, staffing, and locations. These
chronological boundaries emphasise the limitations of modern Western cultures’
applications of time. These two concepts of time, one precise and structured, the
other intuitive and expansive, are analogous to the previously discussed notions of
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place. Finding the balance between external and internal dichotomies also
challenges us to focus of what is important in meaningful experiences.
Tolle (2001) exhorts us to “end the delusion of [chronological] time”, and
suggests that “the more you are focussed on time – past and future – the more you
miss the NOW – the most precious thing there is” (p. 31). Taken to its logical
conclusion, Tolle’s premise that past and future are illusions and that now is the
only time that is real, denies us the possibilities of establishing parameters through
which time can be interpreted and experienced. Time becomes an assembly of a
multitude of present moments. We can generously interpret his statement as an
emphasis on the need to accept life as it is, and not dwell in the past and the future,
but to ignore the past, and discount our evolution seems to limit the possibility of
the future. To only live in the now in this sense, seems a very fragmented approach
to life.
A complex yet fundamental understanding of kairotic time is elucidated by
Tex Skuthorpe, a Nhunggabarra man from New South Wales, who says: “The
Aboriginal people conceived time not as a movement from past to future, but as a
continuous channelling of consciousness from an intangible to a tangible and
explicit expression” (Sveiby & Skuthorpe, 2006, p. 6). The Nhunggabarra language
does not have a word for ‘time’ and, since the creation stories of its people
occurred in chorus with the shaping of the land, the development of an
understanding of time was not really an issue. When a consciousness of life has
always been present, then our connection to places and spaces are infinitely
stronger because of the timelessness of that relationship. And without a past, all
are living in the present, not as Tolle’s dismissal would have it, but rather in the
sense that the past and the future are also with us in the now.
It is the interconnectedness of experiences of place, space, and time that
provides the richness of life. To ignore, separate, or isolate these components of
experience is artificial and ultimately undermines the potential value of experience.
A theoretically grounded experiential learning framework that integrates both
theory and practice into programs will now be explored.
Designing a program with place, space, and time
The immense and complex map of hills and rivers
Mocks her small wisdom with its vast design.
The design of all experiential programs must start with knowledge of the
individuals or group for whom the program is to be designed, and the reasons for
implementing the program. The objective reality is that the group members and
their explicit aims will, to a large degree, determine the selection of place, the
facilities required, the staff involved, and the number of days committed to the
program. However, if we envisage these criteria as the structural framework of the
program, then there is a lot of flexibility in the ways in which we can shape the use
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of place, space, and time within and around this structure. What follows serves to
indicate the ways we can start shaping the experiences such programs can offer.
No claims are made for the comprehensiveness or definitiveness of these methods
but their potential application to both therapeutic and educational programs is
valuable nonetheless.
The Selection of Place
The place for learning can be anywhere that provides opportunity for holistic
experiential learning. A place that stimulates all the senses! The texture of the sand
between the toes, the smell of wattle blossom, the sight and sounds of water
cascading over rocks, and the salty taste of the ocean breeze, are all sensations we
can relate to best if we have experienced them. Developing a ‘sense of place’
generally entails memories of experiences, stories over time with people relating to
similar or different aspects of the place. As Massey (1994) has suggested, we develop
a connection to the place on a range of levels that become meaningful for us. So how
do facilitators determine the selection of place within programs so the place can
become meaningful for others?
A place must be selected that is a distinct physical location in which we can
immerse ourselves, a place that is accessible and can be revisited a number of times
to build that required sense of familiarity and connection. This could be a precise
location or an environment that has familiar characteristics – for example beaches or
mountain ranges. Learning should be absorbed through all the senses and place can
provide for kinaesthetic, visual, and auditory learners. An integrated learning or
therapeutic environment that encourages the exploration of both preferred and non‐
preferred learning styles and ways of making sense of the world is highly desirable.
The place selected for programs is important and can enhance the outcomes of those
programs.
We, as facilitators, need to ensure that participants have the opportunity to
experience the transition through which a location becomes a place with meaning.
Through a range of experiences over time, individuals and/or the group, can begin to
develop ‘a sense of place’. These experiences may range from walking the physical
boundaries to activating all senses by engaging with the environment through
various activities such as paddling, meditation, photography, or drawing. Ecological
actions that will encourage reciprocal responsibility, such as monitoring the quality of
the water, developing revegetation programs, or mapping the ecological network of
the place, also develop a heightened sense of the place. Interacting with a place on a
number of levels may ensure that the long term benefits of having experienced the
place, and of having a connection to the place, will minimise the impact or potential
damage to the environment from the group being there.
In the selection of place, facilitators should consider the natural
environmental features that strengthen the objectives of the program and could
assume a metaphorical representation of ways to enhance the quality of life.
Mountains and elevated views emphasise the vast scope of the world as well as our
individual insignificance, and they can also provide an opportunity to explore
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aspirations, future possibilities, or human impact on the world. Water often
encourages reflective and contemplative qualities, rivers or streams enable an
emphasis on journey concepts, and oceans can represent the continuity of life. Of
significance in all these natural environments is that each individual will find their
own meaning through their experiencing of the natural cycles around them.
Metaphors have most meaning for those who create them, and as facilitators
designing the experience, we need to ensure that time for reflection in stimulating
natural environments is provided.
Whether working outside or inside, facilitators can achieve more effective
learning outcomes if they select a stimulating and yet secure place from within which
the individual is enabled to sense their opportunity to fully explore learning.
Csikszentmihalyi (1990) has emphasised the need for being grounded in a safe and
supporting environment to be enable individuals to reach beyond their comfort
zones, In many ways the search for an optimal learning environment is a strategy to
enable a learner’s ability to access the ‘flow’ of an optimal human experience. “The
best moments in our lives…usually occur when a person’s body or mind is stretched
to its limits in a voluntary effort to accomplish something difficult and worthwhile”
(p. 3). For facilitators providing effective learning experiences, understanding the
need to provide a physically, emotionally and spiritually safe place from which to
expand participants’ horizons, is fundamental in the selection of place. When
working with marginalised or disadvantaged populations, the provision of this space
becomes even more important. As Berman and Davies‐Berman (2005) suggest,
positive supportive environments are more ethically sound as well as being more
conducive to change.
The place also needs to be isolated from other groups or the passing traffic of
everyday life in order for the group experience to be maintained. To maximise the
potential of environment that facilitate change within an individual it is valuable to
minimise the potential for external distractions. Once people develop a sense of
place, the subjective experience often also results in the development of a sense of
ownership: a territorial sense of safety within that space that may be valuable to
maintain.
The Shaping of Space
Considering the use of space when constructing a learning environment
provides a number of ways for integrating the possibilities to which Tuan (1974, 1977)
alludes. Generally the first action is the development of boundaries so the space is
framed and defined physically and by doing so the space can be clearly and
objectively outlined within the designated place. Yet space is also subjective and
these potential subjectivities must be examined.
Is the feeling created within the space safe and welcoming? Can it be
perceived as explorative rather than competitive? Is there a sense of freedom and
opportunity or does it feel restrained and threatening? Is the space experienced in
the same way by each of the participants? Is the space co‐created and owned by
everyone? How is the space influenced and shaped to optimise the desired learning
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outcomes of the program? Facilitators must ask all of these questions in order to
explore the human or social dynamics at play within the spaces they create.
In the shaping of space, facilitators are initially developing a supportive
environment that is safe emotionally, physically, and spiritually. It is only when the
group has developed a shared sense of space and understanding of what is
acceptable within that space, that the freedom to explore new ways of being comes
into effect. The space can enable individuals to go beyond natural boundaries both
literally and figuratively; space to be alone, space to be with one other person, and
space to be with nature and indeed with one’s own nature. Space to take on a range
of roles and responsibilities; we create the space to explore who we are in this place.
Ringer (2003) confirms that “groups develop reflective spaces in their midst and that
these reflective spaces support effective learning and human change processes” (p.
219). He then goes further, stating:
The existence of a good reflective space results in a climate that supports open and
curious reflection, thinking and experiencing on the part of the participants. The
reflective space supports internal processes of cognition and processing of the effect
that enable participants to derive learning from their participation in the group. (p.
237)
In this sense it is critical to ensure that the provision and shaping of space is
an explicit component when designing experiential programs. It cannot be assumed
that whatever space develops within the group experience will be alright, or
appropriate for the stated learning outcomes, this space needs to thoughtfully
constructed and continually monitored.
In designing educational and therapeutic experiences facilitators are also in
many ways political agents: manipulating aspects of programs to ensure participants
experience a range of potentially catalytic moments that lead to change.
Understanding the key dimensions of the spaces deliberately created within the
places selected, should ultimately enable more carefully‐honed experiences to be
more closely aligned to the desired educational or therapeutic processes and
outcomes.
Therefore, the spaces created must provide a range of experiences to assist
the process of change and the development of the individual participant. Spaces for
groups to explore and challenge ideas, space to share difficult times, space to reflect
on experiences, spaces to consider the unknowable. All these spaces need to be
envisaged as physical, mental, spiritual or social dimensions that can be structured
and designed within the overall plan.
An effective therapeutic or educational learning space is shared by all
members of the group and will reflect the nature of facilitated conversations and
group experiences. Yet the implicit and explicit understandings of the group space,
as well as theoretical or stated definitions of the space, can contradict the lived
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experience. Depending on the desired outcomes a facilitator can shape a
collaborative or competitive space, a group space or an individual space, an
explorative space or one which works to achieve another specific objective. All these
spaces are dependent on the way in which the facilitator relates to and works with
the group. The amount and quality of time allowed to enable the group to engage
with the place is also interconnected, interrelated, and intertwined with the spaces
within and around the place.
The Explorations of Time
Of key importance for facilitators is the matching of what it is possible to
achieve within the boundaries of the time, or number of days, available to run
effective experiential programs. Time should be considered as both a limiting
boundary as well as an opportunity to deepen connections and relationships. A
common and effective practice in programs is to leave the clock or watch behind and
tune into the natural rhythms of the place, if there is sufficient program flexibility for
the leaders to also run the program without a structured timetable. It can however,
be somewhat hypocritical for the group to be deprived of watches when the
program and leaders still need to be functioning in chronological time.
The provision of unstructured time depends so much on the group and the
desired outcomes. There can be a fine line between wanting time to explore and to
just be in the place, and the feeling that “time” is being wasted. Flexibility and an
intuitive sense for the current group dynamic become important elements of the
experience; however, being able to support the needs of the entire group as well as
the growth of an individual is difficult and often requires in compromise.
There are other temporal aspects of programs that can be planned and
embedded into the experience. Selecting the time of the year, the season, length of
the program, and the time allocated to activities within the program, are all
components that can be determined and deliberately shaped. The opportunity to
revisit a place a number of times during the year will also enhance the development
of that desirable ‘sense of place’ – as will spending extended periods of time there.
To effect change in people or to develop and strengthen a relationship or connection
to the natural world requires time. Time is critical in the transitionary process where
a location or venue becomes reconceptualised as place, and also in the development
of an enhanced therapeutic or learning space within that place. Time, space, and
place are integral to the shaping of an effective experiential program regardless of
the content or knowledge that originally led to the development of the program.
Another critical component in the shaping of an optimal learning experience that
should be discussed is the relationship between facilitators, participants, and place
and space.
Insightful Relationships
Developing an effective relationship between the facilitator and the group as
well as the individuals is another critical aspect of the experience when working in the
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outdoors. The unique histories and expectations of the people involved in the
structured experience confirm the need to include diverse activities and approaches to
provide opportunities for individual engagement with the therapeutic or learning
environment. The perceptions of the experience will be different for each: a
comfortable space for one may be uncomfortable for another; the duration of an
activity maybe either too long or too short; and the place may engender a sense of
belonging, or alienation, or all and any of the points in between. The key is to develop a
shared understanding of why the group is together and for the facilitator to be able to
implement a range of diverse pathways that encourage individuals within the group to
continue on the journey. Once on the journey, the facilitator continues to be responsive
to the changing needs of the group and individuals, allowing time for the healing or
learning relationships to occur and then providing experiences of space and place to
enhance the overall experience.
Conclusion
And the great earth with neither grief nor malice
Receives the tiny burden of her death.
The optimal facilitated space should enable learning to develop and evolve
within a context where the natural dilemmas and consequences of being alive, with
other people, and self‐sufficient, are experienced. In the poem which can also be a
metaphor for the journeys within experiential programs, the demise of the migratory
bird emphasises that a natural consequence of life is death, and so highlights the
importance of optimising the time we have. By deliberately shaping the spaces
within place and exploring a range of perceptions of time, facilitators have the
opportunity to engage groups and individuals in a lifelong learning that empowers
through a strengthening of the sense of belonging to the natural world.
The provision of experiences that deliberately connect participants to a
choral and kairotic approach to space, place and time, needs to become the
standard practice. Pragmatic programs that envisage place as just a location, treat
time as a purely chronological scale, and ignore the dynamic opportunities of
space, need to be revitalised to maximise their effectiveness.
Integrated and holistic experiences can create, like the journey undertaken
by Hope’s bird, invisible threads that connect us to other people and special places
within the kairotic rhythm of life. Through understanding the dynamics of place,
space, and time within experiential learning environments, we can maximise the
therapeutic and educational benefits for all.
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Abstract
Owing to the lack of objective toward life, consideration from family, approval of
teachers, or praise from peers, at‐risk youth performed not as well as others on
academic work, life capacity, interpersonal and family relationships. Therefore, it was an
important issue for experts and researchers devoting themselves to explore the
methods to improve and promote at‐risk youths’ individual, academic, and
interpersonal performance. In past years, many researchers around the world dedicated
themselves in the research about the benefits of outdoor education programs.
According to their research results, outdoor education programs brought out positive
benefits for not only intrapersonal self‐concept and interpersonal interactions but also
life effectiveness. Consequently, the purpose of this research aimed to explore the
effects of outdoor education programs (including: PA games, rope courses, hiking, rock
climbing, mountain climbing and river trekking) on at‐risk youths’ life
effectiveness(including: Time Management, Social Competence, Achievement
Motivation, Intellectual Flexibility, Task Leadership, Emotional Control, Active Initiative,
Self Confidence, and Locus of Control).
The participants were 12 dropouts counseled by the school authorities and social
work groups. The qualitative methods of participant observation and in‐depth interview
were practiced in this research. According to the results, the researcher found that the
outdoor education programs brought positive life effectiveness for these at‐risk youths.
This finding was quite consistent with the previous research results, therefore outdoor
education programs could be an alternative for formal education system. In the end, the
researchers also tried to provide the government authorities, school teachers and
counseling institutions an out‐of‐class way to deal with the problems of dropouts and
at‐risk youths.
Keywords: Outdoor Education Programs, At‐Risk Youth, Life Effectiveness, Qualitative Study
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Introduction
Owing to the lack of objective toward life, consideration from family, approval
of teachers, or praise from peers, at‐risk youth performed not as well as others on
academic work, life capacity, interpersonal and family relationships. As a result, at‐
risk youth were incline to escape from the normal education system and became
“dropouts”. In Taiwan, the numbers of dropouts increased from 5,638 to 8,800
during the year of 1999 to 2004 (Ministry of Education Student Affairs Committee,
2005). Therefore, it is important for experts and researchers to devote themselves to
exploring methods to improve and promote at‐risk youth’s individual, academic, and
interpersonal performance.
In past years, many researchers around the world dedicated themselves to
research about the benefits of outdoor education programs. According to their
research results, outdoor education programs brought out positive benefits for not
only intrapersonal self‐concept and interpersonal interactions (Hattie, Neill, Marsh &
Richards, 1997; Priest, 1990) but also life effectiveness (Neill, 1999, 2000, 2002;
Stenger, 2001; Terry, 2002).
Also other researchers (Bruyere, 2002; Cross, 2002; Davis‐Berman & Berman,
1999; Neill, 2001; Russell, 2003; Sachs & Miller, 1992) found outdoor education
programs were positively beneficial to at‐risk youth for improvement in self‐concept,
interpersonal communication skills, life effectiveness and decreasing in the rates of
re‐dropouts. Consequently, the purpose of this research aimed to explore the effects
of outdoor education programs on at‐risk youth’s life effectiveness (including: time
management, social competence, achievement motivation, intellectual flexibility,
task leadership, emotional control, active initiative, self confidence, and locus of
control).
Methods
The participants were 12 dropouts (coded from A1‐A12) counseled by the social
work group, Taipei East Area Youth Service Center. Among these 12 dropouts, aged
from 11 to 17 years old, two were female and ten were male. According to the
outdoor education program designed, these 12 youths participating in a series of
outdoor education activities, including: PA games, rope courses, hiking, rock
climbing, mountain climbing and river trekking during March 3rd to May 6th, 2005.
Also, these activities were incremental in difficulty in order to acheive the purposes
of self growth and social interaction. Qualitative methods were used in this research.
The researchers collected data by participant observation during the process of all
outdoor education activities and by in‐depth interviews after the end of all outdoor
education activities. Before beginning the interviews, the researchers reviewed the
interview questions from Neill’s concept of life effectiveness. Then, the consent
forms for all participants and their parents were filled. All the conversations were
tape‐recorded during every interview. After data‐collection, the researchers followed
the procedures of recoding, analyzing and interpreting the data (Creswell, 1997).
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Results
After extraction of all significant statements from all twelve transcriptions, the
complete duplicate statements were eliminated. The remaining significant
statements about the effects of outdoor education program on at‐risk youths’ life
effectiveness are presented in Table 1.
Table 1 Formulated meanings of significant statements
1. Time Management
(1) On time (ex: participate activities on time)
(2) Do not waste time (ex: keep up with whole group without wasting time)
(3) Pre‐plan how to use time (ex: go to bed earlier the day before activities)
2. Social Competence
(1) Positive communication (ex: speak clearly, no quarrels )
(2) Respect other people(ex: pay attention to others’ opinions)
(3) Take kindly for others’ demerits
(4) Appreciate others’ help
3. Achievement Motivation
(1) Never give up easily (ex: keep on trying new challenge)
(2) Sense of achievement
(3) Do one’s best (ex: devote oneself to the tasks)
4. Intellectual Flexibility
(1) Consider others’ better opinions (ex: do not insist when others had better
ideals )
(2) Adopt success suggestions
5. Task Leadership
(1) Encourage and cheer for others
(2) Lead others to work together
6. Emotional Control
(1) Think calmly(ex: calm down, think carefully and then make decision)
(2) Control one’s temper (ex: do not let temper out of control on impulse)
7. Active Initiative
(1) Help others actively
(2) Be willing to face new challenge actively
8. Self‐Confidence
(1) Gain more confidence (ex: there is a will, there is a way)
(2) Feel like one can do it (ex: as long as one work hard, everything is possible )
(3) Become stronger self confident
9. Locus of Control
(1) Success comes from oneself (ex: success because of hard‐working, not good
luck )
(2) Success has nothing to do with luck
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Discussion
According to the results, the researchers found that this outdoor education
program brought positive life effectiveness for these at‐risk youths. This finding was
quite consistent with the previous research results (Bruyere, 2002; Cross, 2002; Davis‐
Berman & Berman, 1999; Neill, 2001; Russell, 2003; Sachs & Miller, 1992).
In addition, according to the results from researchers’ participation
observation, these 12 at‐risk youth significantly improved especially in “emotional
control” and “self confidence”. Possible reasons are discussed below.
First, in the aspect of emotional control, since these activities were
progressed in the form of small groups in outdoor environments, it provided
opportunities for these at‐risk youth to calm down and control their temper when
facing conflicts, therefore this group of people could finally finished all tasks. Also, all
these outdoor activities might heighten these youths’ perception about risk and
danger (Davis‐Berman & Berman, 1999), therefore these youths had to obey the
team rules and control their temper for the sake of safety. Just as participants A3 and
A5 said in the interviews:
“Since we didn’t know each other at the beginning, it was inevitable for us to have
quarrels. After a period of time, we began to know each other, then, we started to
help each other. Especially when we went mountain climbing, because our fear for
height and for the sake of safety, we had to take care of each other.” (A3, 009)
“…At the beginning, we didn’t know each other well so we quarreled. I easily lose
my temper. After a period of time, we knew each other better, became friends and
began to help each other.…”(A5, 008)
Secondly, these youths’ growth in self‐confidence resulted from the nature of
risk in outdoor environment providing chances for young people to breakthrough
their comfortable zone (Davis‐Berman & Berman, 1999). With the breakthrough of
their limits, these youths achieved successful experiences that helped enhance their
self confidence. Just as participants A3 and A4 said in the interviews:
“After these outdoor activities, my best gain was to breakthrough myself! I
remember best when I went mountain climbing. Though the routes were difficult
and dangerous, I decided to keep on walking…”(A3, 001)
“When in high rope courses, I was scared to death. I was very much afraid of
heights… But I finally tried it and made it. Though I was very scared at that
moment, I think I will try it again next time.”(A4, 018)
Finally, according to the above results, these outdoor education activities provided
not only physical and social environments different from traditional classroom with fixed
time and space but also adventure activities with opportunities to breakthrough the youth’s
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comfortable zone. Therefore, outdoor education programs could be an alternative for
formal education system. Just as participant A5 said in the interviews:
“…I was very glad to participate in these outdoor activities. These activities were full of fun and
enjoyment. Actually, I learned more in these activities than in the classroom. In the classroom,
my teacher only talked about a, b, c, d or useless knowledge…. Through these outdoor activities,
I learned how to deal with others, how to obey the rules, cooperation, teamwork and to help
others! These were what I would seldom learn in the classroom.”(A5, 022)
Suggestions
In the end, the researchers tried to provide some suggestions for the future study
and government authorities.
Future study. According to the results of this qualitative study and previous
quantitative researches, outdoor education activities could provide positive effects on at‐
risk youths’ life effectiveness. However, the future researchers need to find out the reasons
why and the ways how outdoor education activities could have positive impacts.
Furthermore, other benefits outdoor education activities could provide for at‐risk youth
other than life effectiveness also need investigation. Maybe more in‐depth qualitative
methods such as grounded theory or narrative analysis could be taken into consideration.
Government authorities. Under the current system of formal education in Taiwan, at‐
risk youth were considered trouble in the classroom. One possible reason for this
phenomenon might be the curriculum provided by school authorities could not motivate
their at‐risk youths. As a result, these at‐risk youth became troublesome dropouts seemingly
looking for trouble at school. Outdoor education activities because of novel situations,
adventures and challenges, and the need to overcome these with teamwork in this outdoor
environment provided an out‐of‐class way to deal with the problems of dropouts and at‐risk
youths.
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SECTION 2: CULTURE & CONTEXT

Educational Needs and Examples of Outdoor Activities
for Disabled Youth in Poland
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Abstract
The aim of the article was to consider the educational needs of the youth with disabilities
within the great city environment in Poland. The following educational specific needs were
identified through the research : social and personal responsibility, capability of manifesting
initiative as members of a group, ability to communicate effectively within a group, willingness
to behave in a honest manner and respect group’s rules and codes, discipline and respect for
other’s values and opinions, ability to make decisions and desire to permanently learn and
enrich knowledge. The autor of the article also wanted to show examples of outdoor activities
for disabled youth in Poland. The information about outdoor recreation of the disabled in
Poland is scattered; scientific research has also only a regional reach, there is no extensive and
complex data concerning the institutions and program offers.

The aim of this paper was the diagnosis of educational needs of the youth with disabilities
within the great city environment in Poland. The research was conducted in the complexes
of schools for the disabled children in Poznan in June 2004. It was comprised of 192
teachers who work with the disabled youth. The teachers’ task was to identify the
educational needs of the youth they work with and to define the intensity of “how
important “ the particular needs are for them.
When we say educational needs of the young people in a certain community we are
referring to characteristics related to their character, group, and personal skills which they
need to develop in order to be able to integrate to the community, or in order for the
individual to be engage in harmonious relationships with others (Lalak & Pilch, 1999)
The following educational specific needs were identified through the research (Wiza,
2006):
1.
social and personal responsibility
2. capability of manifesting initiative as members of a group
3. ability to communicate effectively within a group
4. willingness to behave in a honest manner and respect group’s rules and codes
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5. discipline and respect for other’s values and opinions
6. ability to make decisions
7. desire to permanently learn and enrich knowledge
The most important needs for the disabled are: social and personal responsibility and
desire to permanently learn and enrich knowledge (see Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Graphic presentation of the percentages of responses to the seven answers
reported.
The results of the survey showed educators believe that disabled youth must be
encouraged to responsible behaviors within the framework of the social group
where they belong. Only 6% of the surveyed believed it is not important to teach
taking personal and social responsibility (see Figure 2).
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Figure 2. The importance of taking personal and social responsibility.
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The surveyed educators indicated that the youth must be encouraged to show
the initiative. Only 10 % of the surveyed think that this skill is not important for young
people possess such a skill (see Figure 3). The lack of initiative in the case of the
youth with mental and motor deficiencies may result from the excessive care taken
of them by their family environments. The decreased self‐dependence of disabled
children, resulting from their handicap, leads to the situations in which parents or
other people taking care of them help them out excessively and sometimes impose
on them the manner of performing given tasks. As a result, the readiness for
displaying their own initiative is rather limited.
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Figure 3. The importance of youth showing initiative.
Surprisingly, only 24% of the surveyed think that in comparison to other
educational needs, the ability to communicate effectively is not important for youth
with disabilities; 31% claim that it is very important and 41 % ‐ that it is important (see
Figure 4)
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Figure 4. The importance of effective communication for disabled youth.
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Most teachers (74 %) indicated that it is important for youth to follow the
rules and be honest. Only 15 % of teachers declare that the honesty of youth was not
important (see figure 5).
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Figure 5. The importance of youth being honest.
The majority of respondents (87%) indicated that it was important for disabled
youth to show obedience and respect for other people (see Figure 6). This is
consistent with other behavioral skills required.
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Figure 6. The importance of showing obedience and respect for the values of other
people.
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The majority of teachers (89%) indicated that it was either important or very
important for youth with disabilities to learn how to make decisions for themselves
(see Figure 7). Learning to make decisions likely is connected to the desire for
teachers to have young people take on greater autonomy
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Figure 7. The importance of youth learning how to make decisions.
Teachers overwhelming indicate that it is important for youth with disabilities
to be encouraged to engage in consistent learning. Ninety two percent indicated
that this was either very important or important (see figure 8).
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Figure 8. The importance of youth being encouraged to constant learning and
enriching their knowledge.
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Figure 9. Evaluation of non‐formal educational needs.
The survey explored the extent to which teachers believed that non‐formal
education is important to meeting the educational objectives indicated in the
previous section. A total of 87% of the teachers indicated that non‐formal education
was an important or very important part of meeting these specific educational needs
(see Figure 9). Non‐formal education in Poland includes various forms of what could
be called outdoor recreation or education. The remainder of this paper will explore
the link between outdoor pursuits and work with youth living with disabilities.
Clearly educators see a need for non‐formal education as a part of meeting specific
educational objectives related to character development.
People with disabilities are participating in outdoor recreation and activities in
large numbers and in a variety of environments and activities. Studies indicated that
people with disabilities participate in even the most challenging of outdoor
recreation and adventure activities. They seek risk, adventure in the outdoors, as do
their contemporaries who do not have disabilities (Anderson, Schleien & McAvoy,
1997).
A number of studies have focused on outdoor recreation and adventure
programs that included people with disabilities and have documented the
psychological, social and mental health benefits that people with disabilities gain
from participation. These include enhanced self concept and esteem, personal
growth, increased social adjustment, enhanced body image and positive behavior
changes (McAvoy, Schatz, & Stutz, 1989; Rob & Ewart, 1987). All activities take place
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within a group context. This necessitates that participants communicate, cooperate
and problem – solve together in order to successfully achieve group goals.
The ways in which educational needs can be fulfilled by using outdoor
activities through what might be called therapeutic adventure is an expanding
practice in Poland (Wiza, 2006):
Horse‐riding, canoe, and climbing camps.
1. Group characteristics: the participants of the camp were young people suffering from
cerebral palsy, autism, Down’s syndrome, partial paralysis of the limbs, and those
who had their limbs amputated.
2. Climbing camps, as well as horse‐riding and climbing and horse‐riding and canoeing
camps have been organized since 1994 by the volunteers from the Spirit Foundation
for the Natural Rehabilitation of the Disabled from Torun.
3. Educational tasks: increasing the scope of self‐independence of the disabled youth,
learning responsibility, taking decisions, showing the initiative in the group, being
willing to undertake new activities.
The idea of including the natural rehabilitation into the process of making
disabled children and youth self‐independent initiated the range of outdoor events
which have been organized for 10 years by the volunteers from the Spirit Foundation
for the Natural Rehabilitation of the Disabled. Initially they organized canoe trips
along the Black Hancza River, then there was a rock climbing expedition. The
founders of the Foundation consulted their ideas with the most prominent
representatives of the Polish Alpine climbing and mountain life‐saving. As a result of
these consultations some methodological basis for therapeutic climbing of the
disabled were established, especially for the paraplegics in the wheelchairs, the
young people after the amputation of the limbs. Wall climbing was used as the
circumstance enforcing a range of natural movements improving the spastic parts of
the organism on the disabled.
Then climbing was combined with horse‐riding therapy (hippotherapy) and
every year combined horse‐riding and climbing camps are organized in the rocks of
Jura Krakowsko‐Czestochowska. Hippotherapy uses special horses of a breed kept by
the mountaineers inhabiting the East Carpathians (Hucul breed). A Hucul horse has a
special built and values for therapeutic activities and its gentleness and balanced
character enable to create some special tights with a disabled person. The
Foundation organizes horse‐riding therapeutic camps also in Augustowska Forests.
The prevailing part of the participants are the blind, the deaf, and young people
suffering from the Down’s syndrome. Camps program includes horse‐riding
exercises, hydrotherapy, rope climbing and canoeing.
A special type of camps are combined canoeing and horse‐riding camps,
where a half of the participants are disabled young people and the other half are
young volunteers. The events take place in Augustowska Forests along the axis
Czarna Hancza – Augustowski Canal. One group of the participants goes by canoes
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and the other group rides horses across the forests. In the evenings both groups
meet at one camping site and in the mornings they set off for the next stage of the
trip.
Outdoor events in Regetów.
1. Group characteristics: integrated group of children and youth at the age 7 – 25,
moving in the wheelchairs because of muscular dystrophy and of young volunteers
(university and high school students).
2. In the mountainous village – Regetow in Beskid Niski – there are camps organized for
the youth with muscular dystrophy.
3. Educational tasks: improving communication skills and decision making skills, as well
as the ability of developing the initiative and showing respect for other people’ s
values, obeying the rules by participation in the defined forms of recreation.
4. The initiator of the camps is Jolanta Łuczak, a biologist by education, who has been
gathering the youth with impaired motor function and consecutive groups of
volunteers around herself for several years. In summer and winter she organizes the
trips to the mountains, to the center (two houses and a chapel) built by the young
volunteers in Regetow. Due to its sightseeing values this is the perfect place for
outdoor recreation. The participants take part in mountain hiking, horse‐riding
therapy, races in the wheelchairs, and various recreational games. Before leaving for
Regetow, there are canoe trips run along a different route each year. They last for
ten days. Both abled and disabled youth spend most of the day in a canoe, learning
how to cover difficult routes, how to cooperate and how to be responsible for
themselves and for the others. Every evening they put up camps in the consecutive
sites on the route, they prepare meals together and then play together by the camp
bonfire. Natural situations integrate the youth, improve the communication skills and
give chance to develop the initiative within a group.
a.

Scout camps in Mielnica.

Scout camps for the youth with impaired motor function have been organized since
1989 on the initiative of P. Janaszak, a surgeon and orthopedist specializing in the
field of physiotherapy. He started the Mielnica Foundation, which initially was to
organize scout camps for the disabled youth and create its own physiotherapeutic
base. The Foundation has been developing all the time. The basic field of its activities
is the enlargement of the Physiotherapy Center for the Youth in Mielnica and
versatile help for the disabled which includes : conducting the research in the field of
physiotherapy with special regard to summer camps, organizing diversified forms of
recreation for the disabled and sports activities such as fencing in the wheelchairs,
weight lifting, rugby, organizing excursions home and abroad and integrative events
like the Picnic of Mielnica Friends or occupational therapy workshops. Complex
physiotherapy is combined with outdoor recreation. Every year on Goplo Lake in
Mielnica the Nationwide Olympiad of the Skills of the Disabled called “ Abilimpiada”
takes place. This is the only event of this type in Poland. For many years the
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Foundation has been cooperating with plentiful volunteers from Poland and abroad
(among others the USA, Canada, Finland, Sweden, Japan, the Czech Republic,
Slovakia, France, Germany, Holland and Belgium). Within the framework of
Volunteers Centre of the Foundation many courses and practical activities take place.
The volunteers learn how to combine therapy with recreation and put their own
ideas into practice. The participation of the disabled in summer camps develops a
range of social skills: effective communication, obeying the group rules, respecting
the values of the others, broadening the knowledge and coping with difficult
situations.
Scuba diving programs for the disabled.
The worldwide authority in recreational diving of the disabled is Handicapped Scuba
Association (HSA ) in San Clemente. Its aim is to propagate diving educational
programs together with instructor courses. In 1999 HSA – Poland was registered,
affiliated with the Board of Underwater Activity. Nowadays in Poland there are 7
branches of Handicapped Scuba Association and the Underwater Tourism Centre
NAUTICA. They organize scuba diving camps , whose aim is to make disabled people
self‐independent by particularly chosen forms of recreational activities. The
peculiarity of water environment allows to influence in diversified aspects both
mental and physical sphere of the disabled. Currently NAUTICA offers three programs
addressed to the youth with different types of handicap:
1. “ Silent World Program” is intended for the deaf and deaf and mute youth. Under
water the communication is limited to the system of signs ‐ the manner which is the
basic barrier in integration with hearing people. While diving the deaf have a chance
to look at their handicap in a different way. So diving gives the opportunity for
broadening the effective communication skills. Undertaking the activities of this type
often means going out of the limits of one’s hitherto capability.
2. “Water Route Program” is addressed to the youth from foster homes and care‐taking
institutions. Learning how to dive gives the young people, who are often lost and
deprived of the aim in life, a chance to strengthen the feeling of their own value and
self‐confidence. The program is based on teaching the self‐discipline, competition
and cooperation. Each dive brings along new impressions, and also in a natural way
strengthens the feeling of responsibility for a partner and for oneself.
3. “Zero Gravitation Program” is intended for the physically handicapped youth. In this
case water not only neutralizes the tension of muscles, but also allows to discover
new motor possibilities of one’s own body. Scuba diving increases the confidence in
one’s own strength and creates the conditions for recognizing one’s own capabilities.
Most schools for disabled children conduct cyclical outdoor events: picnics,
feasts, trips, camps, Olympiads. One of such schools has in its curriculum obligatory
classes in skiing on the artificial slope “Malta Ski” which is available all year round.
Each year students of this school take part in Skiing Competitions organized by the
Association “Fit Together”. The competitions are organized in Korbielowo, a well‐
known Polish centre of winter sports. In reward for taking the first place, the
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students participate in summer or winter sports camps. An exceptional outdoor
event, which caused a stir in Poland, was the expedition to the North Pole in which
participated 15‐year‐old Jan Mela, walking with the help of an artificial limb (after the
amputation of a lower and upper limb). The expedition was organized by a famous
Polish explorer and traveler, a member of The Explorers Club in New York ‐ Marek
Kaminski, who is the first man to reach both Poles in one year without any help from
the outside. Before the expedition Jan Mela did a range of exercises improving both
physical and mental shape. The preparations of the young explorer were supervised
by a team of consultants (a physiologist, a psychologist, a vascular surgeon). Despite
an artificial limb and difficult atmospheric conditions, Jan Mela (together with M.
Kaminski, W. Moskal, W. Ostrowski) crossed the frozen Arctic Sea and reached the
North Pole. He showed the other disabled people that they are able to overcome
their own limitations and consequently pursue their aims in spite of physical
deficiencies. Jan Mela dedicated the expedition to all the disabled , and the North
Pole became a symbol of crossing the borders.
The above examples (Wiza, 2007) have a local character and such is the
peculiarity of outdoor events in Poland. The nationwide reach is typical of sports
events, diversified competitions and contests, Para‐Olympics. The information about
outdoor recreation of the disabled in Poland is scattered; scientific research has also
only a regional reach, there is no extensive and complex data concerning the
institutions and program offers. Outdoor recreation is mainly the domain of
educational institutions (schools for the handicapped children, integrative schools,
universities) as well as associations and foundations (which are non‐governmental
organizations characterized by lawfulness and basing on the work of volunteers). The
volunteers play crucial role here. They cooperate and lend a helping hand to the
professional staff. Recreational events are most frequently organized by volunteers
from the foundations and associations for the disabled people as well as church
organizations for the youth functioning both in small towns and in university centers.
Also students of such specialties as special education, resocialization, tourism and
recreation and physiotherapy organize different types of recreational events during
their placements.
The Non Formal Education through Outdoor Activities Project (NFE Project,
2004; Wiza, 2007). This research was a part of The Non Formal Education through
Outdoor Activities Project (The NFE Project, 2004). The Assembly the Programme for
Youth of the European commission has financially supported the development of
Large Scale European Projects
The project, of two years duration (2004‐2006) involved 19 partner
organizations from 12 European countries: Austria, Belgium, Czech Republic, Finland,
France, Germany, Greece, Lithuania, Norway, Poland, Romania, Sweden, The United
Kingdom. I was one of the participants of The NFE Project.
The overall aim of this project was to bring together experts in the field of
social development and change, educators, social workers, outdoor facilitators,
youth from youth organizations and researchers in order to create a non‐ formal
Education Framework, which constitutes the main element of European Training
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Center of Excellence within the European Institute of Outdoor Adventure Education
and Experiential Learning (EOE).
Outdoor education is a form of experimental education that is important in
our society today. Outdoor education is “an experimental method of learning with
the use of all senses. It takes place primary, but not exclusively, through exposure to
the natural environment” (Priest, 1990, p.4)

Objectives and adjacent activities of The NFE Project:
Objective 1. Identify best practice in the field of non – formal education through
outdoor adventure activities in the area of social integration of underprivileged
youth, disabled, immigrants, minorities groups, youth at risk and unemployed.
Objective 2. Create a panel of experts to select the most valuable experience in the
field of non‐ formal education by taking into consideration problems, which have
both, a transnational and a specific, national or local character.
Objective 3. Creation of a Non‐formal education framework (NFEF), which will be
structured as a social learning programme.
Objective 4. Production of manuals and of an e‐learning (Content Learning
Management System) for the delivery of the NFEF
Objective 5. Creation of a Training Center of Excellence, which in addition to
theoretical preparation will provide high quality practical preparation of facilitators,
instructors and social workers.
Objective 6.Establish the foundation for a benchmarking system for Outdoor
Education in Europe and the guidelines for good practice in collaboration with
National organizations. (NFE Project, 2004)
The target groups of this project included young people who belonged to one
of the following categories: disabled, underprivileged, minorities, youth at risk,
immigrants. These young people more than other young groups lack opportunities to
develop soft skills which are essential for their harmonious integration within society.
The innovative character of this project stems from the fact that it tried to create a
training system for non‐formal education by employing a sophisticated but successful theory
(Festeu & Humberstone, 2006). Learning through experience tries to offer an alternative to
the today’s learning environment in which more and more things are learned about “in
absentia” through mediation, without young people having the chance to touch, smell, feel,
see or hear the real phenomenon. The Project was based on the strong partnership between
Buckinghamshire Chiltern’s University College and European Institute of Outdoor Adventure
Education and Experimental Learning.
The educational intervention is more personal, the content of the learning process is
addressing the social dimension of work and young peoples’ integration within society is
regarded as a personal process, which requires acquisition of knowledge skills and abilities.
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The NFEF’s content is based on developing a set of qualities, which could be associated to
similar values, are promoted through outdoor education.
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Abstract
This paper/workshop focuses on innovative approaches to outdoor and experiential
learning based on the dramaturgy method and turistika activities developed in the
Czech Republic. The Czech educator John Amos Comenius (1592‐1670) believed in
educating the whole person and recognised the importance of experiences achieved by
one’s own senses. The concept of risk in the dramaturgy approach is in itself holistic in
that it is inter disciplinary, considers the relationship between comfort and learning
zones, and emotional, social, psychological and spiritual elements are considered equally
important as physical risk in the planning process. The concepts presented will provide
ideas for creative programming practice and applications to more holistic experiential
courses.

Introduction
The aim of this paper/workshop is to present an experiential discussion of the
dramaturgy approach, demonstrating cultural diversity and an indigenous
perspective involving turistika activities from the Czech Republic. The
paper/workshop is based on research (Martin & Leberman, 2004) and adds to models
of theory and practice for education, training, and adventure therapy programmes
(Leberman, & Martin, 2002, 2005). Art, music, drama and adventure exist as distinct
areas of work, particularly in therapy. Dramaturgy aims to bring these distinct
elements together in the above programmes.
Comenius
The work of the Czech educator John Amos Comenius (1592‐1670), the ‘Teacher of
Nations’ is particularly significant in the foundation and development of experiential
and outdoor education (Neuman, 2004). Comenius concluded that a learning process
began and ended with experience and that teaching and learning must be
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interconnected with experience in nature and must prepare for life itself. He argued
for the importance of the inter relationship between school subjects and
encouraging self‐directed and self‐motivated study and problem solving (Comenius,
1632/1907). Comenius outlined seven rules of games:
Basic trait of a game is movement; movement is a basic manifestation of life
Second trait is spontaneity and freedom of choice
Third trait is the social character of the game
Fourth trait of a game is competition, oscillation between hope and fear produces
enjoyable feelings
5. The game is pleasant when the players follow the rules. The order and rules are the
fifth traits of a game
6. An important trait of a game is learning by doing, players become players through
the game
7. The last important trait of a game is its time limitation
1.
2.
3.
4.

Comenius supported the use of ‘games’ and ‘play’ in achieving educational outcomes
and believed in travelling as a means of completing youth education.
Turistika Activities
The Czech people’s interest in national history and nature in the mid‐19th
century contributed to the creation of the physical education movement Sokol (1862)
as well as the Turistický Club (1888). Turistika activities include games, active
movement (travelling by bike, skis, canoe, or on foot), and outdoor and cultural
activities (learning about nature, local history and sights, life of local people)
(Neuman, 2001a, 2001b; Turčová, Neuman, & Martin, 2003, 2004, 2005). Today many
people also continue traditions of mushroom and berry picking, along with playing
games whilst walking in the many forests of the Czech Republic. Walking and cycling
in the countryside is made easier by an extensive network of well maintained and
signed paths, which link forests, villages and towns. Turistika is often translated as
‘tourism’, but that begins the process of diluting something that is particularly
culturally unique and specific to the Czech context and environment (Turčová et al,
2005).
Dramaturgy
The concept of dramaturgy is a process involving elements of learning
psychology, role play and theatre that concentrates holistically on blending and
weaving physical, social, creative and reflective/emotional learning activities.
Dramaturgy and its stages create a holistic experience and practice that includes
preparing programmes and developing games and experiences that support social
and educational goals. The range of games and activities (including turistika
activities) is carefully sequenced in the ‘dramaturgy wave’ to maintain a balance of
intensity and ‘rhythm’ (Martin, 2001; Martin, Leberman, & Neill, 2002; Martin, Franc, &
Zounková, 2004).
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Figure 1

The Dramaturgy Wave (Martin, Franc, and Zounková, 2004, p. 25)
Peak activities, for example ‘Solo’ for the reflection wave

Social wave

Physical wave
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Creative wave
Beginning of the course
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The application of dramaturgy adds to the established concept of the action/review
approach of the ‘adventure wave’ (Schoel, Prouty, & Radcliffe, 1988).
“Dramaturgy requires that each activity or ‘game’ is part of a whole. The wide range
of powerful learning activities ‘let the mountains speak for themselves’ for a greater
variety of participants.” (Martin, Franc, & Zounková, 2004, p.20).
The reflection component (including reviews), so important to experiential
education, is integrated as part of the dramaturgy. The dramaturgy wave helps push
comfort zones in an atmosphere of physical and emotional safety. This pushing of
comfort zones is related to the individual’s perceived risk of any activity. Each
individual’s perception of risk is, however, different and may be physical, social,
psychological or spiritual (Dickson, Chapman, & Hurrell, 2000), an important factor
which needs to be acknowledged when considering programme design. Participants
may not only produce the most learning when pushed out of their comfort zones
(Leberman, & Martin, 2002). Framing games in fantasy and the use of ‘play’ can achieve
educational outcomes (Martin & Leberman, 2004), which challenges Brookes’ (2004)
critique of character building using metaphorical transfer of learning.
A Case Study
The facilitation of a 3‐day dramaturgy workshop in Wales in November 2005,
for 30 outdoor trainers from the United Kingdom, illustrated the development of the
dramaturgy wave with a range of social, physical, creative and reflective activities
integrated and linked throughout the first two days. The theme on day 1 focused on
creativity and activities: drawing in pairs without speaking, as a group painting an
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abstract mural without brushes, active role play and dance, recreating a masterpiece
(from Van Gogh and Monet) by painting with only noses and toes, and finally
reflective activities involving clay and framing postcard size pictures viewed from
within the large abstract painting. The theme of the second day was an
environmental one with participants in groups making their own environmental
videos, reflecting alone in the forest using land art, playing an active game where
teams had to maintain 3 separate ecosystems, and finally an award evening where
the videos were played. On the final day participants created four new games,
experienced playing them and then applied the dramaturgy approach in planning
their own programmes for both youth and adults in a variety of contexts and settings
(for example, local education authorities and schools; programmes for corporate
clients and marginalised youth). Trainers learnt “new ways to look at activities from
different perspectives (social, physical, reflective and creative)” and “the value of
creative, spiritual and social activities within an outdoor programme”. “I’m inspired
again to return and continue the challenge of creating greater opportunities for young
people.”
Feedback from the trainers indicated that the methods provide opportunities
for expanding the range of options in framing creative programming practice, the
development of experiences involving all the senses, and a holistic approach to a
range of recreational, developmental and therapeutic experiential courses. The
following are typical comments:
[Dramaturgy] has great potential as we can cover a huge spectrum of activities, see the
kids develop over a period of time, and re‐visit issues at a later date if necessary and
with our small numbers we have the flexibility to deal with individuals needs.
What was new and made sense (both as a diagnostic and planning tool) was the idea of
the integrated waves. Also it reinforced the idea of incorporating dynamic reflection
within and beyond activities ‐ in my mind this compliments rather than replaces the
need for dynamic review.
This paper/workshop has illustrated the related concepts of dramaturgy and turistika
activities, which integrate a range of challenges, and help to ground the use of
games, art, music, drama, and adventure, as part of the rich history of activity‐based
experiential group work in the Czech Republic.
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Abstract
The increased use of teams in organisational life is one of the features of modern‐day
society. To assist in their use of teams most organisations make use of teambuilding. In
the South African context an additional trend, namely the contextualisation or
Africanisation of the workplace can be detected. One would suspect that this
contextualisation would also apply to teambuilding interventions. This study provides
some activities or interventions that can be employed to contextualise teambuilding in
the South African environment. It also considers some benefits that can arise from using
experiential activities that can relate more closely with the local context.
Introduction
It would seem that changes and challenges that organisations face facilitated the
increased use teams. Robbins (2003:568) can rightfully state that “organizations are
increasingly relying on teams to accomplish work tasks” while Huszczo (1990:37) says
“today we see a proliferation of the use of teams.” When the South African
organisational context is perused it would seem that an additional point of focus is
evident namely the focus of contextualising the workplace and society in general.
This effort can be termed “Africanisation” which refers to the efforts of the
government and business leaders alike to shed vestiges of both colonialism and
Apartheid. Thus reflecting on the current landscape of business in South Africa it
would seem that a link exists between these two critical trends shaping
organisations‐ on the one hand emphasis on teams and on the other efforts to
Africanise the work environment. One would expect that organisations would take
these two trends in consideration in the interventions they introduce in their
organisations. One such intervention employed by organisations is teambuilding. De
Meuse and Liebowitz (1981:357) define this intervention as “a long‐term, data‐based
intervention in which intact work groups experientially learn to increase their skills
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for effective teamwork by utilising a structured agenda, usually with the aid of a
behavioural science consultant.” As local academic Prof Frans Cilliers (2000, p. 26)
correctly points out: “Nowadays almost all large and many smaller organisations
invest energy in team building.” Given the popularity thereof it can be asked
whether the African context of these types of activities is taken into account
adequately for interventions done in South Africa. Three key current influences seem
to make this question particularly relevant, namely the nature of the workforce,
Ubuntu, and the African Renaissance. The influences to the organisational context of
South African teams provide an impetus and should inform the design and use of
teambuilding interventions.
The Nature of the Workforce
The majority of the workforce in South Africa (reflecting the general
population) comprises of black Africans (Booysen, 1999). In addition, Government’s
policy of Affirmative action and the impact of black economic empowerment with
their focus on addressing discrepancies created by South Africa’s Apartheid past and
to create equal opportunities for all, are destined to extend this trend to the upper
echelons of local business as well. Thus, in time management will also reflect a
percentage more similar than that of the general population (i.e. the workforce will
be dominated by the African component of the workforce on all organisational
levels). The use of teams in organisations should be aligned with this fact and should
allow for emphasis on the African nature of the South African workforce compared to
a more Euro‐centric focus of years past. This demographic fact should also inform the
design and presentation of teambuilding interventions.
Ubuntu
Teams allow opportunity to focus on interpersonal interaction. In the South
African context this allows alignment with the basic tenet of the philosophical
concept of Ubuntu, namely “I am because we are.” (Mbigi, 2000. P. 6). It rests on the
fundamental principle that a person is a person through others and through his/her
relationship and recognition by other people. This interdependence between people
“can be defined as humaneness – a pervasive spirit of caring and community,
harmony and hospitality, respect and responsiveness” (Mangaliso, 2001, p. 24).
Archbishop Desmond Tutu (in Mbigi, 2000) defines Ubuntu as:
Africans have a thing called Ubuntu: it is about the essence of being human; it
is part of the gift that Africa is going to give to the world. It embraces
hospitality, caring about others, being willing to go that extra mile for one
another. We believe that a person is a person through other persons; that my
humanity is caught up, bound up inextricably in yours. When I dehumanize
you, I inexorably dehumanize myself. The solitary human being is a
contradiction in terms, and therefore you seek work for the common good
because your humanity comes into its own in community, in belonging.
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From these statements it is clear that Ubuntu emphasizes human
interdependence and that relationships between people are stressed. As Feldman
(1996) states that “arguably its central theme” is the importance of “collaborative
co‐existence”. The community is viewed as an extension of the family or as
Mangaliso (2001, p. 25) points out that the approach is “supported by an ideology
that reveres the concentric linkages of individual to family, to extended family to
clan, to village, and ultimately to the entire community.” Prominence is given to
teamwork and collective effort through which a sense of belonging is created and
sustained through language and communication. Thus, teams allow opportunity to
embed the principles of Ubuntu (i.e. interrelatedness and connectedness) as
cornerstone of organisational (and societal) behaviour.

African Renaissance
Recent events on the African continent points to a thrust provided by a
“rediscovery” of what it means to be African. This African Renaissance and its
political enactment through the African Union represents in essence an appeal to
Africa and its people to rediscover what had developed from within the continent
and what had been directing the cultures thereof. Thus, it proclaims to instil a
renewed pride in what is the continent’s own and to elaborate on the manner in
which it is woven through the fabric of society. Through this, the interconnectedness
of Africa’s people is underscored and the collective sense of being African is
emphasized.
Problem Statement
A number of different “types” of teambuilding interventions are employed
like “goal setting, role definition, interpersonal process skills, cohesion building and
problem solving” (Levi, 2001, p. 311). Hayes (1997, p. 61) distinguishes four different
“approaches” namely, “interpersonal approach, the role‐definition approach, the
values approach, and task‐based approach.” Yet another approach is the use of
adventure‐based teambuilding interventions (Kriek, 2004). Although there seems to
be an increase in the use of adventure‐based interventions in organisations, research
in this area is relatively limited compared to other fields of study (Wagner &
Campbell, 1994, p. 4; Holden, 1995, p. 22; Badger, Sadler‐Smith & Michie, 1997, p. 318).
The local research arena mirrors the international trend with limited research on
adventure‐based team building interventions in organisations (e.g. Kriek, 2004;
Heunis, 1997). No research on the use of Africanised teambuilding interventions has
been found.
Thus, given the changing contexts of teams in South Africa, the prevalence of
teambuilding interventions and limited focus of research on the field, the research
question addressed by the current study is: What activities can be employed to
“Africanise” South African teambuilding interventions?
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Research Design and Method
A qualitative and exploratory research design was used to determine
participant’s views on what measures could be employed to Africanise teambuilding
activities. Data was collected by surveying first year, Masters in Business Leadership
(MBL) students of the Graduate School of Business Leadership (SBL) of the
University of South Africa. The class of 2005 was surveyed and 338 completed
questionnaires were received. The question “what could be done to Africanise team
building interventions?” was posed and the responses analysed. The method
proposed by Tesch (in Cresswell, 1994, p. 155) was used as descriptive analysis. The
following steps were employed:
•
•
•
•

The responses were read to determine trends
The underlying meaning of the response was consider and noted in margin
Topics were clustered as major topics, unique topics, and left‐over topics
Descriptive words were turned into topics and refined until final categories and sub‐
categories arose.
Relevant literature was analysed after completion of the analysis to
recontextualise the data and to enhance the classification process. In particular local
research (popular and scholarly) was scrutinised to find descriptions of interventions
that are used in the South African context. The categories that were identified
through the research don’t use “traditional” adventure activities (e.g. ropes courses
and river rafting) as a separate category. It rather assumes that they are used locally
and the study includes the Africanisation thereof by identifying specific efforts to
localise these more “traditional or Western” interventions.
Results
The following categories were identified:
South African Games
Local games and especially games that are played by local kids can be used as
teambuilding activities. These activities can provide a link with the “Lebensraum” of
the participants and they can be used to affect a variety of purposes. These include
use as ice‐breakers, to simulate the workplace or particular issues in the team, or to
assess processes operative in the team. A variety of games can be used, adapted or
devised by facilitators. Examples that can be employed include:

•

Clay‐oxen: requesting team members or teams to use of clay to sculpt or build
figurines can be used in teambuilding. This activity which is common with children on
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•
•
•

•

•

farms and in rural areas can be used to move the teambuilding into the symbolic
realm and to provide additional information on the team;
Wire car (“draadkar”) or wooden box car (“kaskar”): These toys are made of wire
or wooden planks and are pushed to move. Teams can be asked to construct a
“draadkar” from material provided but teams can also compete in races or relays.
Tyre balancing: this game that is played by South African kids requires a stick (or
two) to push a tyre by inserting the stick in the wheel to ensure force.
“Kettie” or “kleilat”: In the first game a device that is made out of a mikstok and
elastic or rubber is used to shoot at birds. Clay‐stick (“kleilat”) consists of the use of
long branches of trees with mud put on the one end and then it is propelled at a
target. Both games can be adapted to focus on attaining a target and to assist in
visioning or reaching objectives;
Sport: Although sport has a more universal appeal sporting activities can be
arranged with members representing local clubs or unions or individuals can
impersonate specific players or stars. Rugby, cricket or soccer matches can be
employed for this purpose.
Board games: Marabaraba.
Balancing
A very familiar sight of everyday‐life of specifically the African rural areas is
that of women carrying containers and other material by balancing them on their
heads. Both alone and as part of groups, women will be found carrying various
vessels, containers and material (e.g. firewood) on their heads. Although this
behaviour is often a manner of necessity (for example due to distance to drink‐water
or transportation), it remains a typical African phenomenon. This special African
practice can be employed as teambuilding intervention with teams having to balance
objects individually and/or complete competitive balancing activities. This activity can
be used to focus on balance (e.g. alignment of the team with larger organisational
objectives) and it can also be employed to illustrate various values like co‐operation
and support.
Celebrate Cultural Diversity
The wealth of cultural diversity in South Africa can be employed as
interventions and experiential activities to Africanise teambuilding. Examples include:

•

Culinary variety. Food and the preparation thereof can be used in a number of ways
to serve as a teambuilding activity. For example, members or teams can be asked to
prepare and serve a meal of their own culture or one represented in the team or to
prepare meals of cultural groups than their own (e.g. mnqusho, braai, biltong, curry,
snoek). In addition, it is not necessarily limited to cultural or racial diversity but also
include geography as determinant in preference (e.g. “waterblommetjie” and
seafood from the West Coast, lamb in the Karoo and “pap” in the Northern
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•

o
o
o
o
•
o
o
o
o

provinces). The experience can be enhanced through the use of drinks like traditional
beer, Mampoer, or wines.
Dress: Members of teams can be expected to wear locally manufactured clothes or
for each team to have a certain number of members that must wear traditional
clothes. Examples could include:
The Limpopo province can be represented by someone wearing a ‘xibelani’ (a
traditional outfit worn by Tsonga women),
Traditional Hindu dress from Kwa‐Zulu Natal or
‘Velskoene’ and Khaki from the Free State.
Modern examples could be to ask members to wear sports teams they support:
examples like Kaiser Chiefs or the Blue Bulls.
Customs: Local customs could be used as interventions. Examples include:
Face‐painting,
“Dolosse” (traditional healing methods),
Use of blankets
Greeting styles.
Celebrate South Africa
The uniqueness of living in South Africa can be used to devise teambuilding
activities. In this regard the connections with the African continent and its peoples
can be highlighted and used in interventions. For example members can:

•
•
•
•

•

Share with the group their favourite South African place and explain the
significance thereof to each member;
Discussion on the impact of South African history. Specifically Apartheid and the
changes that have occurred since 1994. For example members can be asked to define
the most significant personal moment before or after 1994;
“Trivial Pursuit” competitions with South African questions and topics;
Build a puzzle of South Africa, Africa or their fauna and flora. A map of South
Africa/ Africa can be used and cut up for this purpose or members can be asked to
use the outline of South Africa/Africa and build or sculpt its content with material of
their choice;
Research on various regions in South Africa with presentations during the
teambuilding. Focus on the human aspects of the region and indicate how it impacts
on the team. This activity can be combined with activities to celebrate cultural
diversity.
Dance, Music, and Musical Instruments
The power of music as a teambuilding tool is probably underdeveloped in the
South African context and opportunities to use the African (or cultural) context to
enhance the experience thereof can be explored. In this regard the use of music
and/or the performing thereof can be used in a number of ways. Examples include:
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• Music
o Team members can each be requested to bring his or her favourite piece of music
and to elaborate on the meaning that each one attaches to the music;
o Various types and genres of music can be played and people can reflect on the
impact that it has on members;
o Music can be used to influence the mood of participants or to denote the start of
activities in interventions;
o The impact of diversity can be illustrated by show‐casing as many as possible local
music styles.
• Playing music
o Making or playing of music is another manner in which local music can be used as
teambuilding activities. The most often used example is that of drumming that is
used by a number of service providers. This famous African medium of music and
communication is used allow members to share in the experience and to illustrate
harmony, interdependence and support within the team. Typically a drumming
session would entail some sort of demonstration followed by members of the team
each drumming on his or her African drum.
• Dance: Music and dance often go hand in hand and dance can be used in
teambuilding by:
o Gum boot dances: traditionally worn by mine workers and perfected to an art‐form;
o Modern African;
o Cape Minstrels (Kaapse Klopse)
o War dances;
o Toi‐toi: a dance associated with the Struggle, strikes and go‐slows;
o Camp‐fire or traditional dances.
Interchange of Domicile
One of the most obvious legacies of the history of Apartheid in South Africa is
the fact that people were forced to live apart in separate townships and suburbs. The
obvious effect thereof was that the limited interaction precluded most citizens from
knowing and understanding the contexts and living environments of others. A
teambuilding intervention that can and is being used is to allow members to “enter
into each other’s worlds.” This allows team members to live in suburbs different from
their own for some time and to experience the world of colleagues first hand. An
example thereof is the innovative “Vuka” project of one of the leading banking
groups in South Africa that ran a project where employees were requested to change
their homes for a period of time (e.g. few days or a weekend) with other colleagues.
People from traditionally white suburbs were asked to live in Soweto, for instance,
for a weekend and to make use of public transport (and of necessity South Africa’s
taxi’s).
Traditional Ceremonies
With the imperative of sensitivity to the valence attached to cultural
ceremonies, some can be used and included in teambuilding interventions. The
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•
•
•
•
•

manner in which rituals form part of the cultural web and paradigm of an
organisation (Johnson & Scholes, 1999) can be used to link some of the current
rituals of the organisation and enhance that with specific localized content. For
example:
Beer drinking or pipe smoking ceremonies
Lekgotla
Slaughter
Praise singer
Dance
Adapt Existing Teambuilding Interventions
Another way to Africanise teambuilding is to use existing activities and
interventions and link that more directly to the African context. This requires some
innovation and specific intent from the facilitator. The total teambuilding experience
or specific activities could be reframed. For example:

Total intervention: The teambuilding activity can be seen as a Gestalt and used provide a
specific organisational message. This can be done by devising the intervention
around a specific theme like experiencing service or illustrating commitment to
clients. This can be Africanised by using a modern African theme of which an element
can be to drive the participants to the venue in taxi’s playing Kwaito or traditional
music.
Specific activities: Most activities can be made more aligned with the local context by
adapting the reframe that introduce the activity or by debriefing the activity to is
local (and business) context. A good example is the use of metaphors where
participants can be asked to use local or African examples to depict themselves, their
team or their organisation.
Creative Activities
Instead of traditional, problem‐solving activities to facilitate teambuilding
(e.g. Spider’s Web and tyre‐shuffle) members can be asked to perform activities that
have local focus. Thus, these activities can also be reframed as adventure activities
and debriefed as such:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Making a fire like the San (rubbing two pieces of wood together)
Beading: Especially Kwa‐Zulu Natal and/or Zulu activities.
Weave grass mats
Making African clay pots
Making grass brooms
Cooking soap
Practicing rock art
Making a knob‐kierie (traditional walking stick).
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Excursions
Natural environment. South Africa is blessed with wonderful natural beauty and
wildlife that can be used in devising teambuilding activities, including:
•
•

•

Hiking or outward‐bound experiences: hiking trails, climbing a mountain, a walk along
the beach;
Learning from the wild and animal behaviour: Get an expert to illustrate animal
behaviour and relate that to teamwork. For example a pride of lion and the
teamwork required to survive in the wild can be used to depict role clarity, focus and
quest to learn (Morgan, 1994, p. 62); wild dogs and their hunting behaviour illustrate
the multi‐skilling (Frost, 2001, p. 26) while herd animals like buffalo illustrate the
power of synergy as well as leadership and followership (Frost, 2001, p. 26);
Star gazing: An expert can accompany a team to watch the stars and to illustrate
some elements of the night sky. For instance the constellations that are commonly
used can be interpreted differently by African groups (e.g. the San) to what is taught
elsewhere. To illustrate the constellation of Orion is regarded as part of another
narrative by the San. It is told that a hunter (“Aldebaran”) once left his wives (“The
Pleiades”) with bow and arrow (“Orion’s sword”) to hunt some zebra (“Orion’s
belt”). On approaching the zebra he shoots an arrow but unfortunately misses. It is
then that he realizes that a lonely lioness (“Betelgeuse”) is watching procedures and
poses a threat to him if he should try to retrieve his arrow. Thus, a completely
different, yet eminently African narrative to illuminate the same fixed set of stars.
This can be used to illustrate diversity, multiple reality and different perspectives and
the way it influences team behaviour.
Cultural environment. Excursions to highlight the shared African history and the rich
diversity of its people could be undertaken. Examples include:

•
•
•

Archaeological sites
Museums (e.g. Apartheid museum or Robbeneiland), zoos and botanical gardens
Cultural villages
Discussion
The study provides a variety of activities that can be used to emphasise the
Africanisation of teambuilding interventions in South Africa. It highlights some
activities, traditions and customs of South Africans that can augment “traditional”
teambuilding interventions as part of adventure programming. It is obviously not the
idea of this paper that since an activity is local that it is therefore more effective.
Apart from the fact that measurement of effectiveness of teambuilding interventions
in general is still a debated topic (De Meuse & Liebowitz, 1981; Guzzo & Dickson,
1996), the effectiveness of localised interventions or comparisons with “traditional”
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interventions should be studied still. The study rather tries to explore ways to
enhance teambuilding interventions and to expand the range of activities used
currently. It therefore supports current theory and practice regarding effective use of
experiential learning in the teambuilding process and stresses the importance that
activities suggested in this study could be used in exploring the learning and
transference opportunities they can reveal. The paper also does not suggest that
because an activity is local therefore it would be acceptable to all or even more South
Africans. The South African society is complex and diverse and care should be taken
with the use of activities as part of teambuilding interventions. For example, modern
South African business people could regard some activities referring to traditional
customs and culture as negative or paternalistic. Care should also be taken to be as
inclusive as possible with the use of cultural differences. For example, the history of
South Africa determines that it could be perceived negative by different race groups
to be exposed to different cultures. Thus, the teambuilding could have a negative
and unintended effect on the team. It is also true that the very notion of
Africanisation is experienced differently by different segments of South African
society. For example, some regard Africanisation to refer to black South Africans
exclusively which could be experienced as exclusive by other race groups.
Although these concerns merit serious consideration, the use of activity‐based
teambuilding interventions that are adapted to the local environment offer a number
of benefits, namely to:
• Address reasons for failure of teams
o A number of the reasons for team failure in the South African context identified by
Steinmann and Martins (2002, pp. 36‐38) could be addressed by the used of
experiential teambuilding activities that are adjusted to suit the African context.
Among those mention lack of trust (e.g. addressing diversity through cultural
understanding), no focus (e.g. target reaching with clay‐stick (“kleilat”), poor
interpersonal skills (any number of problem‐solving activities) and lessons and
mistakes not acknowledged (e.g. through repeated efforts to construct a cultural
artifact). It must be stressed that the use of activities must be to support the overall
teambuilding and that the facilitation and debrief of the activity must relate the
activity to the workplace.
• Support a model/s of teambuilding
o A variety of teambuilding models exist that can be used to facilitate teambuilding. It
is not within the scope of this study to compare these models or to express a view on
the relative merits of different models. In addition, it has not been proven that
Africanisation of teambuilding activities contribute to any model. However, the
activities introduced in this study could be used to support generic aspects of
teambuilding like problem solving processes, ice‐breakers, and cohesion building.
• Provide a research context
o Opportunity to design and present Africanised teambuilding interventions provides
excellent context for research and study and could assist in the development of a
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theory on teambuilding that would be appropriate and successful in the South
African context.
Conclusion
This study explored the use of activity‐based teambuilding interventions in South
Africa and discussed three forces influencing the use thereof. It concludes that
challenges and changes in the workforce, Ubuntu, and the thrust provided by the
African Renaissance provide opportunities to Africanise teambuilding interventions.
It provides a number of techniques and activities that can be used in this regard and
points out benefits of introducing activities aligned with the local context.
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Abstract
As adventure therapy (AT) evolves internationally, more explicit definitions and
standards of practice are presented. Considerations for cultural, socio‐political and
economic factors influencing and guiding the development of adventure therapy within
any particular nation need to be recognized. Canada has a strong history of adventure
and wilderness travel through its diverse and expansive terrain, although no
formalisation of AT in Canada has occured. Six Canadian programme models presented
at the 4th International Adventure Therapy Conference are reviewed and discussed in
consideration of influences and realities which have determined the current state of AT
in Canada. Themes taken from these programme models indicate AT programming in
Canada is generally (a) connected to governmental or government‐funded non‐profit
organisations, (b) facilitated with developmental and psycho‐educational foci, (c)
delivered through collaborative relationships between therapeutic and adventure
professionals, and (d) involves meaningful wilderness expeditions steeped in historical
and epic lore, often integrating First Nation’s people and early explorer travel practices,
history and ritual. Current initiatives, research and infrastructure needs and
implications for the future of AT in the Canadian context are also discussed.
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Therapeutic wilderness programmes have provided meaningful experiences for
adolescents within youth justice and social service fields in Canada for more than 30
years. Increases in adolescent mental health issues nationwide have heightened the
demand for innovative and effective interventions (Health Canada, 1995; Statistics
Canada, 2004); the most notable interventions being those utilizing community‐
based partnerships with government (i.e., integrated) which more readily satisfy
political and socio‐economic influences and issues of licensure and accreditation.
The British Columbia Ministry of Children and Family Development (2004) provide the
following provincial example of national trends in Canada by suggesting integrated
approaches and early intervention and treatment of adolescent mental health
concerns:
By working in collaboration with organisations and institutions in the
community that routinely interact with and influence children, the mental
health system’s capacity to intervene early and help children overcome or
avoid a serious mental illness is significantly strengthened (p.14).
The majority of therapeutic wilderness and adventure programming in Canada
are delivered within judicial, mental health, social service, and medical service fields
through integrated service delivery models, most often funded directly or indirectly
by governmental sources. This collaborative approach reflects Canada’s social‐
democratic tendencies in that social programmes and services are seen by the
general public as the responsibility of government and made accessible to all
Canadians in need.
Programmes and services using wilderness for therapeutic ends tend to
provide developmental, whole‐person, and harm‐reduction approaches to a wide
variety of clientele; conventional psychotherapeutic practices are more often utilized
within communities or institutional phases of these integrated programmes. It is the
aim of this paper to articulate key elements of Canadian AT programmes and their
relationship to other international expressions of AT; contending the need to
recognise the plurality of adventure therapies internationally.
A brief historical and cultural overview provides context for understanding
current therapeutic adventure and wilderness programming in Canada. A Canadian
adventure philosophy and six Canadian AT programme models are presented to
demonstrate diversity in clientele served, integrated service delivery systems, and to
highlight commonality and key programme features. A discussion of the current
state of AT in Canada, conclusions and speculation for the development of the field,
and current needs and recommendations is also offered.
Canadian Context and Therapeutic Wilderness and Adventure Programmes
Canada is the second largest and northernmost country in the world
(including magnetic north!). With almost 10 million square kilometres of land,
200,000 kilometres of coastline, and geography ranging from deserts to mountains
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and prairies to Arctic tundra, Canadians have always had access to wilderness areas.
Notably, more than two‐ thirds of the country’s population live within 160 kilometres
of its southern border adjacent to the United States, leaving the majority of Canada’s
landmass uninhabited.
Such vast uninhabited tracts of land stretch northward from most
communities, creating an inexplicable draw to venture northward out onto the land
(Potter & Henderson, 2004). This mythical presence, the allure to travel north,
pervades most Canadian educational and therapeutic wilderness and adventure‐
based programmes. There is a long and colourful history of wilderness explorers, fur
traders, geographers, and entrepreneurs that young Canadians grow up studying,
including the stories of travel and trade between First Nation’s peoples and the
Voyageurs’; groups of hired men who shuttled trade goods and animal pelts from the
heart of the country by canoe to supply the demand for the fur trade in Europe.
Summer camps, outdoor educators and therapeutic wilderness programmes often
blend elements of grand voyages, First Nation practices and lore into their
programmes (e.g., the iconic role of the canoe to wilderness travel). A second
prominent feature in Canadian wilderness programmes is the focus on connection to
wild places and the opportunity to re‐connect with the land (Drengson, 2004; Potter
& Henderson, 2004). Generally, Canadian outdoor adventure therapists search for as
wild a nature as possible for their clients, an area of few human constructs, within
which they can provide meaningful experiences and expose participants to the ways
of Canada’s well‐storied landscapes—landscapes from which tales of Canadian
exploration and settlement begin. It is here, in relatively wild spaces, that Canadian
therapists strive to help the land echo with personal experience. They challenge
clients to find a personal and collective adventure; a real and metaphoric journey in
pursuit of intra‐personal and inter‐personal growth and a reconnection with ‘wild
nature’ (Potter & O’Connell, 2006). This approach places the connection “to” and
“with” the land and wilderness travel as key programming elements in Canadian AT
practice.
Socio‐Political Influences on AT in Canada
Canada has strong social‐democratic underpinnings and a reputation, at least
in North America, for its social programmes, including universal healthcare, and
liberal‐leaning values as observed on issues of same‐sex marriage and the
decriminalization of marijuana. Trends described here may be similar to other
socialist “welfare state” nations but assist in understanding national influences.
Each of Canada’s ten provinces and three territories is responsible for its social
programmes and, quite unique internationally, has a provincial collective tax‐base
larger than the federal government. While federal initiatives are often adopted by
provinces and territories, opting‐out of federal initiatives is possible, and not
uncommon. As such, it is often the case that an attempt to develop a national
programme or network is thwarted by bureaucracies at the inter‐provincial level.
One societal nuance of the current socio‐political scene in Canada is that the
concept of user‐pay health or mental health service is not readily accepted by the
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majority of the general public. The notion of two‐tiered systems of care have
repeatedly been discussed but most often discarded in a society that places high
value on equal access and quality of care regardless of one’s ability to pay. Socialist
principles within a democratic state maintains a view close to anti‐capitalist and anti‐
authoritarian platforms creating strong and consistent expectations for government
provision of services in education, healthcare and most other sectors (Canadian
Democratic Movement, 2006). Relative to the significant development of the
wilderness therapy industry of the United States (see Russell, 2003), it is reasoned
that for a similar service‐delivery system to develop in Canada, a significant shift in
societal values would need to take place, and a corresponding shift in political climate
to occur. This is not to say that the approach is not feasible, rather that it would not
have the resounding support that is afforded government‐sponsored programmes,
nor general public acceptance as a user‐pay programme.
Developmental, psycho‐educational and harm‐reduction approaches are
present in many Canadian health and mental health programmes and services. These
approaches are often driven by early intervention philosophy with preference for
strengths‐based and whole‐person approaches favoured over deficit‐ and diagnosis‐
based approaches to therapy. In relationship to therapeutic wilderness and
adventure programming, therapy or conventional treatment practices are more
often undertaken in community or institutional settings rather than during
wilderness expeditions.
For example, Canadian youth have been participating in court‐ordered
residential and expedition‐based wilderness programmes for over 30 years (Church
Council on Justice and Corrections, 1996; Harper & Scott, 2006). These programmes
integrate psycho‐educational programming and positive youth development
principles (e.g., Catalano, Berglund, Ryan, Lonczak, & Hawkins, 2002) in addressing
risk factors and increasing protective factors rather than adopting conventional
psychotherapeutic approaches (see Russell, 2006b). Here young are provided with
social, psychological, medical and psychiatric (if necessary) assessment and
treatment during their time in the justice system. However, wilderness camps and
programmes do not tend to offer these services. In this regard, youth are involved in
a system of care in which wilderness programmes focus on building strengths and
restructuring anti‐social or pro‐criminal thinking through psycho‐educational and
developmental approaches while psychoanalytical and conventional therapeutic
services are provided by therapists, doctors, and other mental health professionals of
the correctional and probationary systems.
Canadian wilderness programmes, in general, have provided many
opportunities for educational, developmental and therapeutic opportunities for a
diverse range of people, including those with emotional, behavioural, psychological
and physical disabilities (Potter & Cuthbertson, 2002). Current developments in
collaborative treatment models include an increase in clinical team approaches to
therapeutic adventure and wilderness programme services, but more often through
the integration of distinct professions and organisations—mental health and
adventure—rather than within stand alone organisations. Wilderness and adventure
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programmes not providing a clinical approach (i.e., assessment, treatment,
outcomes) would be described by current AT literature as therapeutic adventure, and
not adventure therapy (see Williams, 2004). Other depictions of integrated
approaches include adjunctive (Gillis et al., 1992) and multi‐modal (Crisp, 1997). While
acknowledging distinctions, this paper will not attend to the details of these
semantics. While Canadian health, judicial and mental health programmes utilize
clinical treatment teams and practices, this approach is less often observed during
the wilderness and adventure programming phases in integrated programme
models.
Strong criticism was launched against the 3rd International Adventure Therapy
Conference (IATC) held in Victoria, Canada by Crisp (2004). The author referred to
the conference as “amateurish” (p. 212) and having a “predominance of non‐therapy
language and conceptualization of the field” (p. 217). His evaluation of the
conference presenters and papers suggested a lack of demonstration of AT as an
“integrated profession” (p. 213). Canadian practitioners and academics presenting at
the 4th IATC may expect a similar response if a such a review was contrived; Canadian
presenters were primarily adventure experts (only 4 of 14 Canadian delegates were
therapists) who work in collaborative programme models with conventional
therapeutic professionals. Most “therapeutic” partners were not in attendance, they
tend to attend their own professional gatherings (i.e., social work, counseling,
psychiatry, addictions, corrections). This reality merely reflects integrated AT
practice in Canada, and is not, in the authors’ opinion, a question of value, imbalance
or lack of professionalism as suggested by Crisp. Further, the suggestion of dual‐
trained AT practitioners may be ideal in theory, but as the Canadian programmes
presented here demonstrate, wilderness expeditions demand high levels of
professional credentials for adventure professionals, while therapeutic treatment
planning is guided by mental health partners. Expeditions commonly involve ocean,
river and lake paddling, extended mountain and backcountry travel demanding
proficiency in wilderness guiding and safety management. Maintaining significant
industry standards for wilderness leadership is a contributing factor to the
professional collaborative relationships described in this paper. It is our contention
that well‐trained teams of adventure professionals and therapists offers an equally
valid, and often more pragmatic alternative to Crisp’s assertion of the need for dual‐
trained practitioners. As AT develops in Canada, adventure‐programming will need
to gain further recognition with professionals in health, mental health, judicial and
medical professions, and acceptance in the eyes of the general public for its value‐
added and inherent therapeutic contributions.
Six Canadian AT programme models presented at the 4th IATC are shared to
explore AT practice in Canada, highlight themes and increase understanding of AT in
this nation’s context.
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Six Canadian Models of Practice
Power to Be: Discovery Programme
Founded in 1998 in British Columbia, Power to Be has been following its
primary goal to enhance the health and quality of life for youth and families living
with special needs. The Discovery Programme is designed to deliver wilderness
experience programmes in collaboration with conventional adolescent mental health
services. The primary aim of the intervention is to enhance therapeutic outcomes of
partnering community agencies in their work with adolescent clients. Unique
community relationships were established to enhance the continuum of care
between agencies to address growing needs of adolescents with mental health
disorders: (a) A First Nation’s child and family service agency, (b) a First Nation’s
alcohol and substance abuse programme, (c) a children’s hospital eating disorders
programme, (d) a child and family counselling association, (e) a community outreach
programme, (f) a residential programme for at‐risk deaf adolescents, and (g) an at‐
risk girls’ programme from a local school district. These governmental and
community mental health agencies provide clientele, guide therapeutic case planning
and work collectively with Discovery Programme staff to adapt and deliver specific
programme elements to meet the unique needs of each client group. Specifically,
the depth of psycho‐educational and psycho‐analytical intervention is determined
and facilitated in collaboration between professional mental health staff and
industry‐qualified wilderness programme leaders. Discovery Programme staff clearly
articulate and maintain their role in the therapeutic process—that of a catalyst for
change, creating and supporting an environment for mental health professionals to
increase the therapeutic potential of their work with clients through intensive
communal living, and participating in experiential and physically challenging
wilderness activities. Approximately two‐thirds of the adolescent participants have
been First Nation’s youth, and although presenting a range of mental health issues,
over half were identified as having substance abuse issues (Harper & Hine, 2006).
The Discovery Programme consists of 15 days of programming over six‐
months, including two days of team building and outdoor skill training, a five‐day sea
kayak expedition, with a six‐month aftercare programme reuniting groups twice each
month for one‐day adventure or experiential education programmes. Youth are
taught basic wilderness travel and survival skills, problem solving, decision‐making,
positive risk‐taking, conflict resolution, group work, and emotional competence
through individual and group counselling processes relative to treatment planning
for each group. Additionally, each youth maintains pre‐existing therapeutic
relationships with mental health professionals throughout and beyond the Discovery
Programme intervention. In this regard, the Discovery Programme supports the
continuity of care for adolescents and their primary mental health service provider’s
therapeutic and educational objectives. The improvement of client‐therapist
relationship, or therapeutic alliance, was found to be highly valued by mental health
professionals and youth who participated in the Discovery Programme (Harper &
Scott, 2006).
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Enviros Wilderness School Association / Alberta Alcohol and Drug Abuse Commission
Alberta Alcohol and Drug Abuse Commission (AADAC), founded in 1951 to
assist Albertans in achieving freedom from the harmful effects of alcohol, other
drugs, and gambling, expanded its youth services to offer a residential wilderness
treatment programme in 2005. Enviros Wilderness School Association (Enviros) is a
non‐profit organisation committed to enhancing the quality of family life through
engaging children, youth and families in experientially based opportunities to learn
and develop skills that foster independence. Missions, visions and experiences of
both agencies facilitated the initiation of a collaborative relationship to provide
wilderness‐based residential treatment for Alberta youth. This venture was
undertaken to support teens requiring intensive treatment for difficulties with
impulsivity, lack of community support, or other challenges that day‐treatment
environments cannot address. Enviros’ isolated wilderness base camp and staff,
utilized in this collaborative effort, have provided youth justice and social service
clients with isolated residential facilities and expertise in delivering one‐ to fourteen‐
day adventure‐based and wilderness experiences including canoeing, skiing, climbing,
hiking, solo and challenge course programming since 1976. Enviro’s wilderness
programming aims are to complement therapeutic goals of clients while providing
intense physical challenges in support of increasing positive perceptions of self,
improving health, and learning alternative leisure lifestyles to using alcohol and
drugs. Programme content, training and support are developed collaboratively
between the two organisations with over 50 years of collective experiential learning
and adventure programming history.
The programme utilizes a family‐centered approach with AADAC and Enviros
Counsellors providing residential, family and community components. The
programme consists of twelve‐weeks, divided into three stages: (a) Introduction
stage, (b) Treatment component, and (c) Transition stage. During the introduction
stage, clients begin to engage in treatment, develop skills to self‐manage in group
settings and understand the value of treatment. As clients demonstrate readiness,
they move into the treatment component to explore factors making substance abuse
difficult to manage. Clients develop and work toward treatment goals. The final
stage of the programme focuses on transition; clients receive aftercare from other
AADAC programme areas based on individual needs. The main process factors of the
residential treatment programme are individual and group counselling, psycho‐
educational group work, wilderness and adventure experiences, experiential
learning, school, and integrated family and community components.
University of Quebec / Community of Chicoutimi, QC
The University of Quebec in Chicoutimi has provided therapeutic adventures
to the local community for more than 25 years. The University provides wilderness
and adventure experiences as unique educational and/or therapeutic approach to
special needs population such as youth‐at‐risk, physically or mentally disabled, high
schools dropouts, drug and alcohol abuse, and youth welfare services.
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This unique approach was developed with the intent to give a wide variety of
people opportunities for wilderness expeditions and to experience the educational
and therapeutic potential of nature. As part of an outdoor leadership and adventure
education course, students and faculty work collaboratively with social and human
service organisations in the community. Wilderness camping and adventure
experiences vary between three to ten days utilizing activities such as hiking,
canoeing, climbing, snowshoeing, skiing, and dog sledding, dependent on season and
specific participant needs
Now after much involvement and close collaboration with the community, a
new initiative has been undertaken by the University of Quebec’s Social Service
department and the Outdoor and Adventure Baccalaureate programme, the creation
of a youth‐at‐risk intervention certificate programme of which adventure therapy is a
significant component. Educational and therapeutic interventions in outdoor and
adventure settings teach community partners experiential and therapeutic adventure
approaches. Half of the students are from the social work department and half are
from the Outdoor and Adventure programme. Students are under the supervision of
the course professor, graduate students in the adventure field working on master’s
degrees in social work, education or psychology, as well as collaborating social and
health service professionals.
Approximately 10 therapeutic wilderness and adventure projects are designed
and delivered each year within the community. This collaboration has led to the
creation of an interdisciplinary research team in adventure therapy at the University
of Quebec in Chicoutimi, including the fields of social work, psychology, education,
ritual and symbolic anthropology, and outdoor and adventure leadership.
Additionally, this momentum has led to graduate students being actively involved in
adventure therapy developments, the research team, On the Tips of the Toes
Foundation and the INAQ co‐operative.
On the Tips of Toes Foundation
The mission of Quebec’s On Tips of the Toes Foundation is to help adolescents
living with cancer regain self‐esteem and a sense of pride through participation in
therapeutic wilderness expeditions. Wilderness expedition experiences aim to
change the image of cancer for both participating youth and the general public.
Expeditions take place in remote wilderness locations in Canada and may include
hiking, sea kayaking, dog‐sledding, snowshoeing, canoeing and snowmobile travel.
Born out of a passion for teenagers, healing, and outdoor adventure, the
Foundation was established in 1996 to serve adolescent girls and boys living with
various types of cancer. The physical aspect of the cancers is, of course, treated in
hospital; however, the psychological aspects of this disease, which is as equally
devastating as the cancer itself is often forgotten, particularly at the age and
developmental stages of children and adolescents.
Each expedition strives to meet the following five objectives: (a) Therapeutic
objective: To change the perception and image of cancer for teenagers living with
the disease, their families, and the general public, (b) Physical objective: To overcome
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physical limits to generate self‐esteem and regain hope for the future, (c) Cultural
objective: To meet new people and discover other cultures for mutual growth and
new ways to perceive life and disease, (d) Geographical objective: To explore new
destinations that challenge the physical self (e.g., reach a summit, cross a lake), and
(e) Educational objective: To take advantage of each expedition to teach history,
geography, flora and fauna, climate and geomorphology, and to raise awareness of
the importance of interactions between humans and nature.
Parent and youth testimonials provided anecdotal evidence and increased
interest in empirically understanding the success and long‐term benefits for
participants. Stevens et al. (2004) identified positive physical and psychological
outcomes in teenagers with cancer who participated in a Foundation wilderness
expedition. The authors described the changes experienced by youth as improving
their health‐related quality of life, which is a key factor in the fight against cancer.
A medical team is on hand for all expeditions: a doctor (oncologist or
emergency specialist), a nursing specialist, and a special education teacher /
counsellor. A medical committee establishes the criteria for the selection of
participants according to the difficulty of each wilderness expedition. The committee
sends recommendations to representatives at oncology centres across the country,
which then initiates the selection process. Wilderness expeditions are led by
qualified guides to maintain the highest levels of safety and leadership to
participants. Particular conditions and client needs are attended to collaboratively
between referring doctors and Foundation staff, maximizing the potential benefits of
this therapeutic adventure.

INAQ: Quebec Adventure and Outdoor Programme Co‐operative
Founded in 2005, the Quebec Adventure and Outdoor Programme Co‐
operative’s (INAQ) mission is to provide high quality outdoor and adventure
programmes for a diverse range of at‐risk and disabled youth. INAQ collaborates
with a growing number of public institutions, schools and community organisations
to serve these populations. Working as a non‐profit social co‐operative, INAQ strives
to provide service to collaborating organisations regardless of their ability to pay.
Flexible subsidizations, diverse populations served and an entrepreneurial spirit
maintain INAQ as a viable, 100% member‐owned entity. Co‐op members are (a)
Users: psychologists, social workers, and institutions and organisations, (b) Workers:
facilitators, adventure guides, and youth workers, or (c) Supporters: private
organisations, sponsors and professional associations. All members are united in
their efforts to bring together organisations and adventure programme professionals
to develop effective adventure programming in a local, secure and sustainable way.
Profits subsidize staff training and programmes, and maintain the co‐operative
infrastructure.
INAQ primarily designs developmental and ‘adjunctive’ therapeutic adventure
programmes to serve adolescents with the following issues: Substance abuse,
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hyperactivity, learning disabilities, low self esteem or involvement with the youth
justice system. Positive youth development principles and the wilderness
experience are primary focuses guiding the development of most INAQ programmes
along with user‐members’ needs to best reach desired benefits of each population
served.
Programmes are one to four months long and include assessment, a sequence
of indoor and outdoor experiential activities, expedition preparation, wilderness
expedition, debriefing sessions and follow‐up activities. For example, INAQ works
with a public youth‐at‐risk rehabilitation centre for adjudicated youth. In the past the
centre had difficulty actively involving parents in their children’s rehabilitation and in
re‐establishing positive relationships between them. In response, INAQ facilitators
and therapists of the Centre developed a unique programme taking intact families on
structured wilderness expeditions, providing them with rewarding and challenging
experiences while advancing family cohesiveness. INAQ’s facilitators worked with
the University of Québec, Chicoutimi to make this intervention programme as
efficient as possible and to adapt tools to measure programme outcomes based on
family relationships. Following positive evaluation results, this programme is now
integrated into the Centre’s regular therapeutic continuum of services.
Boundless Adventures: Young Families Programme
The mission of Boundless Adventures is to improve the lives of disadvantaged
children and youth‐at‐risk through a unique combination of counselling, community
supports and outdoor adventure/education. Working in partnership with community
agencies in Ontario, the programme strives to deconstruct pro‐criminal beliefs,
promote alternatives to substance abuse and strengthen community and family
bonds ravaged by poverty, violence and mental illness.
The Young Families at Risk programme for parents and young children aims to
(a) strengthen family bonds, (b) improve parenting skills and identify and develop
resources to support families, (c) facilitate seamless, ongoing long‐term community
support and linkages, and (d) reduce crime and other socioeconomic problems. The
Young Families at Risk programme strives to provide parents with greater parenting
confidence and satisfaction, and increased emotional support. Children and youth
are encouraged to develop and practice social skills, increase emotional competence,
decrease aggressive and maladaptive behaviour and increase positive beliefs and
expectations. Family functioning is improved through increased family recreation
time and positive child‐parent interactions in a supportive therapeutic environment.
Family participant profiles may include impoverished living conditions, single
parents, mental illness, victims of violence, refugees and immigrants, substance
abuse, severe cognitive and behavioural problems. The programme is delivered in
partnership with children's aid societies, shelters for victims of violence, children's
mental health centres and local community service agencies.
The programme is delivered in two phases: Phase one is a five‐day recreation
retreat at a wilderness base camp where initial assessments of family needs take
place and where the process for building peer group support among parents begins
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utilizing adventure‐based activities and group counselling. Phase two is delivered
over a 12 to 24 month period in the families’ home communities. During this
community phase Boundless Adventures offers psycho‐educational parenting
workshops. Family therapy and counselling, undertaken by the Boundless family
therapist, maintains a regular caseload of approximately 10‐15 families. Educational
supports for children underachieving in school are provided (i.e., in‐class assistance
and in‐home tutoring) along with educational assessments to identify learning
disabilities and convey this information to school officials and develop appropriate
linkages and supports. Last, weekly outdoor recreational activities are provided
where parents continue to practice positive parenting with their children while
engaging in constructive and healthy family endeavours.

Discussion
Key Elements of Canadian Programme Models
Key elements present within the six Canadian programme models include (a)
collaborative endeavours between therapeutic professionals and adventure
professionals, (b) the use of wilderness expeditions or wilderness areas to achieve
significant programming goals, and (c) developmental and psycho‐educational
approaches primarily utilized during wilderness or adventure phases of
programming. While not uniform in practice, these elements may help define
Canadian AT and assist in establishing guiding philosophies, recognizing traditions
and understanding social, political, and cultural influences. It is yet to be determined
how Canadian practitioners and academics move AT into the awareness of the
general public and increase its understanding as a viable and effective therapeutic
approach for such broad‐spectrum clientele.
Common to Canadian AT practice is the integrated nature of its services,
offering clients a diverse range of educational and therapeutic opportunities to
address health and mental health concerns. Focusing on developmental approaches
(i.e., strengths rather than deficits), therapeutic wilderness and adventure
programmes in Canada are described as using whole‐person approaches rather than
a diagnoses‐driven treatment model. This approach may prove effective in the long
run for clients receiving additional clinical intervention in institutional, home and
community settings.
Larson, Hanson and Moneta (2006) found specific developmental gains varied
across organized youth activities. The authors identified differing developmental
benefits from a multiple activities focus suggesting that diverse developmental
programming by design has greater likelihood to address a broader spectrum of
developmental factors. Growth in positive psychology and positive youth
development movements (see Larson, 2000; Seligman & Csikszentmihalyi, 2000)
have been relatively unexplored in the AT realm and warrant further investigation
(e.g., Berman & Davis‐Berman, 2005). In the interests of making significant gains in
client psychosocial growth (Catalano et al., 2002), developmental and positive
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psychology approaches rely on building protective factors (e.g., social skills,
initiative) and reducing risk factors (e.g., life stress, negative attitudes), while not
directly addressing underlying issues that cause dysfunction. The need for
psychotherapeutic intervention is thereby reduced.
Potential Issues in AT Development in Canada
Licensure and accreditation of programmes have been prominent factors in
attempting to differentiate between legitimate effective and ethical wilderness and
adventure therapy programmes, and seemingly similar programming models such as
Boot Camps, with which they are sometimes classified (ASTART, 2005; Russell,
2006a). While predominately an issue in the United States, Canadian programmes
are being developed and operated independently of governmental funding and
standards which require elements of licensure and accreditation. Current
government‐funded wilderness programmes follow stringent regulations and most
provinces require accreditation from recognized Health or Mental Health bodies
(e.g., Council on Accreditation) to ensure quality service. As collaborative
programme models develop, operators of therapeutic wilderness and/or adventure
programmes in Canada need to understand and carefully build relationships with
licensed and accredited mental health organisations. Ensuring that programming
and interventions remain within standards of practice set forth by the adventure
industry and the professional associations of partnering therapeutic organisations is
of paramount concern (Harper & Scott, 2006). If developed outside of governmental
reach, Canadian programmes may face similar difficulties currently experienced by
adventure and wilderness therapy programmes in the United States (e.g., third party
payment by insurance companies). As part of the managed care system in the US,
parents and programmes seek reimbursement from private health insurance
companies for therapeutic services. With the prevalence of universal healthcare
available to Canadians, it is unlikely that Canadian insurance providers would offer
reimbursement for therapeutic wilderness programmes until research provides clear
indications of their efficacy. Further, the level of adventure industry qualification
demanded by wilderness expedition programmes imposes time and financial
limitations on practitioners desiring to therapeutic qualification. This is in part driven
by the intensity, duration and objective risk undertaken during therapeutic
wilderness programmes (e.g., ocean and river paddling). Although it is possible to
attain dual‐training qualifications, the ability of an individual to maintain a high
standard of practice and competency in significantly expedition‐focused models is
suspect. Leadership and competency levels of each professional domain should be
recognized by the corresponding industry standards, maintained, and held
accountable by professional associations (Harper & Robinson, 2005).
Collaborative models of service delivery paired with community‐based
research and evaluation and efficacy research, though called for by governmental
agencies and grant providers, are foreboding tasks (Jenson, Hoagwood, & Trickett,
1999). With collaborative models beginning to demonstrate, at least anecdotally,
improved systems of care and meaningful change for clients (Anderson‐Butcher &
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Ashton, 2004), support and creative energies are being put forward to develop
effective collaborations and subsequent research agendas (Poland et al., 2004). Of
concern is a significant research‐policy gap in Canadian child and adolescent mental
health (Waddell, Lomas, Offord, & Giacomini, 2001; Waddell, McEwan, Shepherd,
Offord, & Hua, 2005). These studies of policy and practice suggest Canadian mental
health strategies should strive for increased public education and earlier intervention
strategies. The majority of therapeutic wilderness service in Canada is provided to
youth in correctional services or in the care of provincial ministries (i.e., late in the
spectrum of intervention). AT in Canada needs a significant national public education
campaign to encourage further community‐based collaborations and to identify and
refer clients presenting with potential mental health issues earlier. Encouragingly,
more than half the clients receiving service in the six models of AT presented here are
receiving early intervention strategies—a trend supported by governments and the
general public.
Conclusion
Canada has vast areas of accessible wilderness, a rich and colourful history of
adventurous expeditions woven into its culture and psyche, and a demonstrated
interest in using wilderness areas for therapeutic ends. While development of a user‐
and third party‐pay wilderness therapy industry as seen in the United States may not
yet have socio‐political support to establish in Canada, growth in collaborative AT
programme models with meaningful partnerships and creative and sound service
delivery practices for a wide range of clientele has been demonstrated. Canadian
programmes predominantly use meaningful wilderness expeditions and incorporate
indigenous ways—such as travel practices and rituals—to aid in the development of
educational and therapeutic programmes. Clinical practice is provided by recognized
professionals from partner organisations and more often occurs in the non‐
wilderness phases of programmes.
Similar expressions of practice from a number of nations that presented at the
3rd and 4th IATC attempted to describe AT relative to their indigenous peoples’
heritage, connection to the land, and their stage of development of AT as a
profession. The editors of the proceedings of the 3rd IATC declared the field of AT
was “Coming of Age” (Bandoroff & Newes, 2004)—a term that brings to mind
psychologist Carl Jung’s notion of individuation, the search for psychological maturity
that occurs in the second half of life (Jung, 1978). Therapeutic wilderness
programming in Canada has been guided for decades by societal influence and
tradition, and similarly to New Zealand and Australia (Carpenter & Pryor, 2004), it
now seeks its own psychological maturity—its individuation—within the
international context of identifying professional AT practice while recognizing this
country’s cultural and ecological connections.
We are suggesting here that AT in Canada requires further inquiry into its own
national uniqueness. Carpenter and Pryor (2004) expressed the critical importance
of cultural understandings related to national, or in their case regional, AT practice.
In Canada’s case, social and political influence may be the significant determinants of
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practice, more so than the predominance of wilderness and adventure therapy
literature and programme development in its southern neighbour. With 18 distinct
nations and numerous iterations of AT practice represented at IATC, the
development of “best practice” on the international stage seems daunting, and a
possibly inappropriate endeavour. While international AT practitioners will benefit
from “best practice” suggestions (e.g., Crisp, 1997), the unique cultural context of
each nation will ultimately define that nation’s AT practice.
With more Canadian adventure and therapeutic professionals becoming
involved in the international development of AT, the direction and future of this
nation’s AT practice is unknown. Model descriptions reviewed here were presented
at the 4th IATC in New Zealand in February, 2006. The authors have since, with
others, been active in developing a national AT network for practitioners, academics
and students to begin dialogue on the future of AT in Canada. Further understanding
of the scale and diversity of Canadian AT programmes is needed. As such, a needs
assessment is being developed and planned to provide a platform for a public
education campaign and research agenda. It is suggested here that Canadian AT
practitioners and researchers begin dialogues on the collaborative growth of a
socially, culturally, and politically understood model of AT, thus contributing further
to the growth, development and maturation of AT within the international
community.
While acknowledging that this paper does not represent a complete
understanding of all therapeutic wilderness and adventure practice in Canada, we the
authors, with regional representation and over 130 years of combined field and
academic experience, suggest that the current state of AT in Canada is here
reasonably well articulated.
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SECTION 3: DEVELOPING THE PRACTITIONER & THE PRACTICE

Reflexivity: A Relevancy or a Necessity
for Adventure Therapists?
Jean Budge

Abstract
This paper explores what reflexivity is and why I believe it is essential for adventure
therapists. The elements of what is necessary to be reflexive are broken down and
examined; being able to create a space and then listening to what arises in that space. In
order to be able to be reflexive rather than just reflective the self must be taken into
account in this process. The pitfalls of interpretation and judgement are examined, and
observations are made regarding the difficulties faced when meeting yourself in
contemplative spaces. The conclusion covers why, in my opinion, adventure therapists
should have an appropriate level of self‐knowledge for the work they are doing. The
suggested way to gain this self‐knowledge is by cultivating reflexivity.

I will illustrate my journey toward my understanding of the phenomenon called
reflexivity or noticing by writing this paper. I do not write of absolutes, as my
understanding is an experiential and heavily embodied one rather than an
intellectual, knowledge‐based one. I have learnt this way of being over many years,
starting with the 4 years it took me to train as a psychospiritual psychotherapist. The
spiritual underpinning of my training was Buddhist psychology with its
understandings about mindfulness and awareness of all that is encompassed in the
present moment. As I started out on my own practice, supervision gave me many
opportunities to discuss with others how this understanding worked in practice.
When I was asked to tutor on the Reflexive Practitioner module of the MA in
Development Training in the UK, I had to start to explore these ideas as a theoretical
concept to enable me to express these ideas to others.
I have read several papers in recent months calling for professionals to use
reflective practice as a development tool. Reflection is an excellent place to start; but
for adventure therapists, who are asking their participants to look at themselves and
at the source of their behaviour, I feel a little more is required of the practitioner.
They too must look into themselves and take their practice from reflective to
reflexive.
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The Oxford English Dictionary (1994) defines reflection as “The action of
throwing back, or fact of being thrown or driven back, after impact. The action of
turning (back) or fixing the thoughts on some subject; meditation, deep or serious
consideration”. Reflexive is defined as “applied to that which turns back upon, or
takes account of, itself or a person's self, especially methods that take into
consideration the effect of the personality or presence of the researcher on the
investigation”. In his book becoming a Reflective Practitioner, Johns (2004)
definition of reflection is “ being mindful of self, either within or after experience, in
order to confront, understand and move toward resolving contradiction between
one’s vision and actual practice” (p. 3). Johns (2004) goes on to define reflexivity as
“looking back and reviewing self’s development over time ” (p. 4).
Reflection is a great way of starting the process of observing and noticing
what is going on around you. However it is also the breeding ground for projection,
interpretation and judgement. These can focus on the other in the relationship
Pushing the practice from reflection to reflexive encourages us to bring ourselves
into the equation and take back the things that we have put onto the other. It also
acknowledges that we the practitioner by being part of the situation, are having an
effect on what is happening.
So, there are two strands to why you an adventure therapist would want to
develop your own reflexivity. The first is having as much clarity as possible about
what is happening for everyone in a given situation and the second is then using that
information to respond to the situation or using it to guide others to using the
situation skilfully to learn about themselves and their reactions to their world.
Bringing the added skills of reflexivity allows it to be viewed as much as it is possible
from a viewpoint that is not clouded by beliefs, values or judgements, because they
have been named and are part of observed scenario. If it is possible to get this extra
clarity it allows for space for what the other or others are feeling, what is being
sparked off in the practitioner and what is happening as these two meet.
Part of spin off of working in a reflexive way is an enhanced understanding of
yourself as a practitioner and from that your understanding of your co‐workers and
your client group As a professional in your own sphere of practice, I believe that you
are being reflective and reflexive all the time, nothing that this paper contains will be
really very new to you. I am encouraging you to include it in your core practices,
making it integral to your work. I am suggesting that with practice and application a
greater understanding can be brought out. There are varying levels to which you can
take this practice, the amount of space and the depth are up to you. The answer to
that will come from your own beliefs, a willingness to work with what you find and
your own experience of how useful it is.
What Is This Thing, Reflexivity?
Here I am concentrating on the part of the definition that says ‘takes account of,
itself or a person's self’. What does this mean and what would it look like?
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In trying to answer this question, I wondered to myself what a person being
reflexive would look like. This is one of the difficulties, that there isn’t a prescriptive
step by step programme that will get you there, so it is hard to describe. In my
understanding, it would be a person doing whatever activity that they were engaged
in, but occasionally maybe their expression would change and their eyes would look a
little less focused than usual. The biggest difference would not be in how they looked
externally but what was happening in their internal dialogue.
It is this internal space that takes a different shape first with the noticing and
then reflexivity. It helps to create an enquiring mind, capable of critical enquiry, of
holding the bigger picture, of working with and holding onto the unknown. There is
more room for the particular, the smallest details that make up our biggest
impressions and also more scope for the outside influences of history, politics and
culture. It is the creation of a space where at its ultimate, nothing is fixed and in my
experience there are more questions than answers.
When faced with teaching about reflexivity I have struggled with giving a
satisfactory explanation of the actions of reflexivity. As my understanding of
reflexivity is so experiential it is hard to write it down in a concrete form. Many of my
students have laughed at my oft‐repeated catch phrase “it’s the questions that are
important.” This is because for me, this is true. In my view the general purpose
behind reflexivity is to open out the issue under inspection, finding more vantage
points with which to gain a larger perspective. The sense that the larger perspective
gives you at this point is more important than any direction that may arise from it.
Jamie (2005) wrote:

To notice, but not to analyse. To still the part of the brain that’s yammering, ‘My
god, what’s that?’ Sometimes we have to hush the frantic inner voice that says
‘Don’t be stupid,’ and learn again to look, to listen. You can do the organising
and redrafting, the diagnosing and identifying later, but right now, just be open
to it, see how it’s tilting, try to see the colour, the unchancy shape – hold it in
your head, bring it home intact. (p. 42 )
Jamie was talking about trying to identify a bird, but the action is the same.
Reflexivity is looking, listening and noticing, leaving the diagnosis and identification
for later.
I am working at present with a group of young women who are all survivors of
sexual abuse which occurred when they were children. They all experience symptoms
of their early trauma including lack of trust and safety and a need to be cared for and
soothed. I mention these ones in particular because although I have only been
working with them for two months, I have found these feelings appearing in my life. I
am far more conscious of my own physical safety and find myself far more likely to
verbally abuse cars that come too close to my bike.
I also feel a greater need to soothe the need in myself to be cared for. I find
myself thinking more about food and buying myself fun presents, both of which feel
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like they would soothe the inner insatiable need. Now all of these activities could be
argued are normal ways of being. But for the fact that two months ago I didn’t do
them to this extent.
I see this reflexivity as vital information to gaining a greater understanding of
how it might be for the women I am working with, as well as key pointers as to what
is necessary for looking after myself so that I can continue to work with this group
without burning myself out (or going massively into debt).
How Do We Do This Thing, Reflexivity?
The following is a description of the two parts of the process that help create
the container in which reflexivity can happen. The most difficult part of the process
to describe is not so much an action as a state of mind, the sense of enquiry and open
curiosity that encourages reflections on the self.
The two actions are creating space and listening. For the purposes of writing
they are seen as two actions but as neither of these arise on their own they are very
much a chicken and egg scenario. One doesn’t really happen without the other, as
you will see when I start to write about them in detail.
Why do we need to create a space? Because reflexivity requires a different
mental environment than thinking about something. Although we can be reflective
driving along the motorway or doing the dishes, being reflexive requires you to listen
to yourself as you would to a friend. Although it is possible to wash dishes or drive
and listen there is something lacking in the quality of the listening because your
attention is divided. Creating a different kind of mental space will create a different
sustained level of awareness and will enhance your experience of the exploration.
I think it is also the difference between reflective and reflexive. Reflection is
working at the surface level of the image you have got back of yourself from the
mirror. Being reflexive requires you to build a three‐dimension figure behind that
image of what is influencing you in this moment. That act of building the 3D image
takes slightly more concentration and requires more than just your cognitive abilities.
Standing Back
One influence in my psychotherapeutic training was from the work on
focusing by Eugene Gendlin, which helped me with accessing feelings. As adventure
therapists we are not looking at feelings alone, but Gendlin’s methods give the
practitioner a place to start exploring how to access and become more aware of his
or her feeling states. Clearing a space, is described as getting yourself into a state of
body‐mind receptivity. Because the central idea of focusing is about looking at
emotional problems, the book is written in these terms. But I see the same necessity
in reflexivity of being able to step away from the situation in order to observe myself
in the situation. It is a mental construct rather than a reality, this idea of stepping
back, as we can never truly separate ourselves from the situation. However, this act
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of distancing helps us to stand back far enough so that the situation no longer feels
overwhelming but close enough that you can still feel involved in it (Gendlin, 1981).
One of the fundamentals of Gendlin space creation is that you find a place
that feels good, a place where you are more than just your problems. This has
something to teach us too about the space we are looking to create in reflexivity.
The kind of space I wish for you is one where you are sheltered from the judgements
that usually restrict you from achieving all that you could, whether they come in your
own voice, or in the voices of others. For you and me to get the most out of looking
at a situation, we need, at least in the first instance, to be able to do that free from
blame. After some reflexive time with a situation, it is relevant to add the layers of
judgements and to examine their source and relevance. But initially, to aid our
noticing, they need to be absent.
Stillness
As I talked about earlier in relation to reflexivity, let’s explore this idea of
space from many angles. When I first started to teach about reflexivity I used the
word silence quite a lot. We sent our participants out to have time on their own to
give them the opportunity to create an experience of space for themselves. I am sure
that in the description of how this might look we would have used the word silence.
Although silence is a part of the reflective space, it is not all that is necessary.
My first experiences of building my own understanding of this kind of space
was as the new girl on the meditation block, I thought that what I had to do was find
silence and I went about it with vigour and determination. My body would go into
rigid and forced position as I concentrated really hard on quieting my mind and
achieving a place that was silent. This in itself was not helpful, apart from bringing an
awareness of the busyness and monkey like nature of my mind.
The space I had created was not conducive to exploration because it was held
too rigidly in my concentration on having silence. The optimum space for reflexivity is
a relaxed, lightly held gently enquiring space. The main intention should be an
invitation rather than a threat. Ajahn Munindo a western born Theravadn monk
describes it as simple, careful, kind, patient attention where we can experience
whatever is happening with our full attention but with calmness and some degree of
equanimity Munindo (2005).
Maybe a better adjective is stillness. We are looking for a place where through
our efforts (or if we are lucky without needing any effort) we can find a space that
has the still surface of a pond. This way we can see the thoughts as they drop onto
the stillness rather than get hidden amongst the choppy waves of our day‐to‐day
thoughts.
Space as a body posture. Interrupt your reading of this to make an enquiry into
what your body posture is just now. Where are your shoulders? What is your sense of
your mental state, how is it expressed physically? If you are sitting down are your
legs, knees and buttocks relaxed. Is your spine in a natural or unnatural position?
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There are two questions here. How many of these questions can you answer and
how foreign are they to you (and what do they have to do with reflexivity)?
What does body posture have to do with reflexivity? The state of your physical
self will have an effect on your mental state. If your body is held in a rigid and taut
posture due to stress or injury, it is going to be very hard for your mind to find that
relaxed space it is looking for. How you breathe, short quick shallow breaths for
instance, will also inhibit the process of creating a truly open and expansive space.
The use of this question is to highlight and bring into awareness the state of
your physical body and what that can tell you. Here we have strayed into the territory
of listening and this is an example of how you really cannot separate the two.
The initial goal here is to be aware of how you are in that moment, both in
your mental and physical bodies. It is not necessary to change it or make it different,
but to understand and recognise the place you are in.
To incorporate reflexivity fully into your practice it may be necessary to be
able to do it on the go and this may not allow for fancy space making, but at least at
the beginning it is something that needs to be broken down and practised.
Listening
Once the arena has been created there is the action of paying attention to
what arises in that arena. At its most basic this is the action of concentration on
hearing something. Here is an illustration of the interconnection between space and
listening. The act of concentration is in my mind the act of creating the space, but the
hearing something is the listening. To add depth to the definition of listening, I went
to the dictionary for the meaning of notice; pay attention, to become aware,
perceive, note, remark on or take heed. All of which describe my understanding of
what happens in this listening space.
At this point I was going to separate the reflexivity we do for ourselves and
the kind we do to inform ourselves about others, but in fact they start in the same
place, with ourselves. The information about others can only come from my own
experience of them.
Our Beliefs, Values, and Judgements
This is where the questions come in to get the beliefs, values and judgements
to declare themselves. Have any of my core values been questioned in this situation?
Has anybody said or implied that something that I believe in is wrong or right and has
that influenced my feelings or actions?
In a training I was a participant in recently we did a socio‐metric exercise
where we had to place ourselves within a space in relation to each other. This is
almost what you are creating internally, a map of your reactions and feelings.
Declaring to yourself the movements you have made in relationship to everybody
who is present and the influences behind those movements. The listening part is
noting the movements and receiving the information that they give without bias or
judgement.
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When working as a member of a group there are lots of opportunities for
recreating the major influences on our internal working models, from the earliest
family experiences to primary and secondary school playgrounds. The ways that we
have defended ourselves against the rigours of these situations will therefore appear
as part of our own perceived group dynamic. There are plenty of books written on
personality formation and group experience and Ringer (2002) has written a chapter
on internal working models and their relevance to groups.
What matters to me as an adventure therapist is my understanding of my
internal working model and how it might be influencing my way of being or potential
actions and decisions. As the youngest daughter in a family of four children and three
adults (our grandmother lived with us) part of my own internal working model is
trying to keep up with the ‘big’ conversation that is going on around me. I feel it is a
wish to sit up straight and appear taller or bigger than I am, so that I can be taken
seriously and also probably so that I would be seen in this mass of family.
I have to listen reflexively for the echoes of these beliefs. Do I believe I am
being taken seriously? What am I doing to try and make that happen? Am I talking a
lot but without anything particular to say other than the wish to be heard? Where
have I positioned myself physically, do I appear larger in any way? Where are my
siblings in this group? Is there an element of competition in the dynamic?
Only once I have declared all the internal influences, can I be sure that my
proposed actions are not being unduly influenced by my internal working model’s
need for equality or to be taken seriously. I have used the word unduly because we
can’t extricate ourselves from our earliest influences they are always going to be part
of our actions. If the purpose of reflexivity is for clarity then in this situation it is the
knowledge that I am being influenced by this internal belief that is relevant, not the
need to change the belief or the behaviour arising from it. If I am the leader of this
group however and my internal working model is affecting the way I am either
leading it or the way in which I am participating in it, I should consider my course of
action. Do I affect a change in my behaviour or continue with my actions and take
responsibility and own any repercussions should any other group member consider
them unfair or biased?
Vulnerability: What Will I Find
In asking you to question your way of being I realise that I am may be asking
quite a lot. However you are probably doing some of this already. If any
encouragement were needed, I would urge you to still the part of your brain that is
yammering and expand your questions a bit more and include everything
(professionally and personally) that you are willing to explore. The early challenge is
to push the boundaries of where and what you are willing to explore. If you are able
to be reflexive in a group with other adventure therapists about your practice, the
role of the other group members is to encourage you to enter the territory that is just
around the corner from where you would naturally go.
If you are able to create a reflexive space and start to listen, not only will you
meet the questions about the influences of your feelings and actions but you will also
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hear the judgements about the worthiness of these feelings or actions. Again, in this I
go to teachers of meditation because this kind of listening is very similar to that of
meditation. “By saying to ourselves, ‘I shouldn’t be thinking these thoughts or feeling
these feelings,’ we are putting obstacles in the way of our self‐knowledge. We are, in
effect, polluting our awareness” (Munindo, 2005).
What is required is to enter a state that allows us to look at the situation as
openly and without bias as possible. In trying for the states mentioned in this section
we can aim for a mental state where all arguments are welcome and have their place.
None hold more weight than others do; they only help me to be informed about the
true influences present in any situation.
These written teachings come from a Buddhist tradition that acknowledges
the amount of time spent on a cushion just learning to quieten the mind, before you
can obtain any of the relatively free states of mind. I believe that they can be
achieved through a mixture of self‐knowledge, being able to anticipate and identify
the conditioned responses along with the quiet mind that notices the arising
exclusions present in judgmental editing. This state is a place to be aimed for.
So having acknowledged that it requires quite a lot of work both emotionally
and psychologically to attain these states, I think a reflexive practitioner has these as
their ultimate goal and takes the small steps to reach them in their own time. This is
after all one of those goals that moves with the horizon. Can we ever reach a place of
complete self‐knowledge? There is no right or wrong way to do this, as there is only
your way.
Ourselves, the Other, and the Field Between
Having come to the end of the how to do it section it feels important to also
be clear about the key areas to be reflexive about. Because we can only be one
hundred percent clear on our own experience this is the best place to start. As I
become clearer about my own responses and recognise their origins and influences
more quickly I am able to create a clearer space to process and be with my
perceptions of what is happening for the other(s). Not because I have greater insight
but because I am less likely to project or transfer my feelings on to them or make
assumptions about their actions which are based on what mine might have been. I
am also clearer about what is happening in the field between as my experience
meets theirs and they react together.
It is at this point where my ‘stuff’ meets your ‘stuff’ that I can gain the most
insight into how I manifest myself in the world. I feel that if I am to change my
behaviour it will only happen after I have understood it at this level. I can not walk
into this arena with a client or client group without having been there before myself.
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Buddhist Influences
Life Is Impermanent
Buddhist’s believe that one of the causes of our suffering is that we hold onto
an idea that life or situations within our lives are permanent and unchanging. If we
were only able to accept the concept that nothing is permanent then we would be
far happier. This has relevance to reflexivity in that it can help us to be with whatever
we find in our reflexive space. For me the knowledge that this too will pass makes it
easier to accept a realisation that things are difficult for me or for another.
For example, I have been working as a member of a group and one of the
members, Sally, is angry with me because I have not reacted to her as she thinks I
should. During a break I have taken time to be reflexive about my actions towards
her and I have clarified what my motivations are for reacting in the way I have. I have
examined the feelings that have arisen in reaction to Sally’s anger and I have spent
time with my sense of what is happening with Sally. As I prepare to enter the group
again I realise that Sally is still going to be angry with me. At this moment, knowing
that this is not a permanent state of affairs helps me to stick to my inner truth.
Otherwise I could find myself self‐justifying a course of action that is motivated more
by the wish to avoid her anger than from my inner truth. Nice example and it helps
clarify.
The reflexivity has also given me clarity on my feelings and positioning, so that
if Sally wanted to work with what happened I could present my part of the scenario
and we could both find learning from the resulting sharing.
Another way of viewing the fact that things are not permanent is that this is
not all we are that we are a constantly changing movement of emotional and mental
states. This sadness that I am feeling will not last because eventually it will be
replaced by another different emotional state. This concept helps in going forward to
meet Sally. I know that Sally is not only angry with me but many other things as well.
When entering into the ‘work’ of looking at what happened, this belief would allow
me to keep on when the anger was all that I met from her.
Interconnection /Joint Practice
In the same scenario illustrated above one of the concepts of inter‐connection
would also support me. One of the fundamental beliefs of Core Process
Psychotherapy is that the therapeutic work that is being undertaken by client and
therapist is part of a joint journey. It is as much for the therapist as the client. The
inter‐connection is such that work done by the therapist in her or his own therapy
that is around work brought up by working with their clients or which is in a similar
vein to that they are doing in the client work, has an effect on the client’s work.
If I am personally working with resolving issues of presence and dissociation,
then that work will also affect the client’s process, making their journey different
from how it would be otherwise.
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So in the scenario of Sally, my belief in joint practice gives the reflexive space a
greater meaning. My examination of myself, whether done visibly or in private, may
help Sally herself to question what has happened, both to herself, to me and to the
other members of the group. She may not express this openly in the group, but it
may help her to accept my reaction to her.
Conclusion
At the end of the paper I lay down my cards about my feelings about the
necessity of reflexivity for an adventure therapist. In discussions with my peers in the
UK, we have agreed that this term spans a wide variety of practitioners and therefore
there cannot be a blanket expectation for them all. In my opinion all practitioners
who are working with groups and all that aspire to having therapy or therapist in
their practice description should be practising reflexivity. From a place that reflexivity
is a given for any adventure therapist, then the next big question is to what extent or
degree?
The answer to that question comes from the work that the practitioner is
undertaking. In the work place governed by health and safety, it is a requirement that
within the adventure part of the work one person in the leadership of a group must
have a certificate that says s/he is competent to work in this medium. There is an
assumption that although the practitioner may not have been on this particular rock
face or river, they have been in the territory before and will be able to respond to
anything that the territory may throw up. I don’t think that the therapy part of the
work is any different. It would not be right for a practitioner to ask their client group
to venture into territory that they them self have not explored and it is therefore
right that a practitioner should have the appropriate level of self knowledge for the
work they are undertaking. Therefore if you are asking your client group to explore
their team roles within their organisation then you need to have explored this
yourself, including an understanding of the personal issues that were brought up for
you.
At what I consider the extreme end of adventure therapy where you are
working with chaotic client groups who may have psychological or psychiatric input,
there is no question about the necessity for reflexivity. It is not so much that the
practitioner must have explored their own ‘madness’, which will help them, but they
are able to maintain their own ground when surrounded by the affects of the
behaviour of others. I think this is particularly important for wilderness therapists
who practice for periods of time away from their organisations base or supervisory
input.
This understanding is based on the necessity as a practitioner to maintain
safety and integrity, which I feel, comes from the practitioner’s ability to be reflexive
in his or her own thoughts, feelings and actions. I also have a very strong belief that if
facilitators of whatever kind of experiences provide space for themselves to be
reflexive and are able to express this openly to the other(s) they are with, the others
will take the opportunity to be reflective and possibly reflexive as well. I believe that
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this will enable the group members to get added therapeutic value out of the activity
they are doing and then any reviewing or reflecting that may follow.
The breakdown in relationship is the thread that runs through most of the
work in which adventure therapists are engaged. Whether the relationship has been
damaged because the individual didn’t have good guidance in early life so doesn’t
know about how to build or maintain a relationship; or the breakdown has occurred
in the area of the individual’s self‐esteem and it is their relationship with them self
which is in danger. Maybe its organisational change that is in question, a team’s
relationships with each other or their relationship to the organisation as a whole.
Whichever, the relationship has ceased to function as a clear conduit for
communication.
As a therapist (adventure or otherwise) I feel that one of my central
unspecified tasks is to provide a place for the client to explore relationship ‐ with
somebody with whom they do not depend on for their basic needs. Gerhardt (2004)
wrote about a baby’s need to have her earliest feelings processed by her parents and
then reflected back to her. An early form of regulation prior to the baby’s ability to do
this themselves. If the parent(s) are not able to process their own emotions, then
they will not be able to tolerate their child and the child will learn to suppress many
of their feelings, especially those that did not get a positive reinforcement. In a
therapeutic relationship, I see the therapist providing the same support as the good
parent, helping the client to know and process their own emotions (Gerhardt, 2004).
To do work like this we as adventure therapists in using the natural
environment have the greatest ally, but in my opinion the key‐influencing factor to
repairing and rebuilding the ability to relate to others is my understanding of myself.
If I know and can talk about what is happening for me and what I think from my
picking up of what is between us, what may be happening for the other, we may
make steps towards building a relationship. From this work the other may begin to
make connections between their embodied sensation and the feelings named.
At the end, I return again to my own journey and think about what it is that I
am asking of you, my readers. My cultural background (Calvinistic) and personality
influenced me towards self‐examination and taking responsibility and then I chose a
profession that asked me to not only to reflect on my external world but to poke
around in the dark corners of my internal world as well. Why should I then push this
on to you? Because from the richness of what I found in my own exploration I have
been able to stay present to a greater amount of what my clients have brought to me
and I have been a safer and more genuine person in their presence.
I invite my fellow practitioners to give it a go and take as many steps down the
path to self‐knowledge that each individual is willing to take. Similar to the concepts
of experiential learning, it is only in trying it that you will see whether it works for you
or not.
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SECTION 3: DEVELOPING THE PRACTITIONER & THE PRACTICE

Walks on the Narrow Ridge: Exploring Knowlege‐Gaining
Processes in Real‐World Situations
David Stacey

Abstract
This paper has two main sections. The first is to outline the work of the Community of
St. Antony and St. Elias (an organisation based in England involved in the rehabilitation
of adults with severe and enduring mental health problems) and its use of outdoor
activities. The second explores concepts and processes from research in a range of
disciplines that looks at the realm of practice as a ‘domain in its own right not merely a
place for the application of theory’. From these main sections elements will be drawn
together to argue for the potential value of the ‘ordinary’ skills and approaches of
outdoor practitioners when working with what may be considered specialist client
groups and to recognise the range of knowledge gaining processes that also have real
value in practical situations without necessarily drawing on pre‐held theory, planned
approach or specialised training.

The expression ‘the Narrow Ridge’ was used by the Jewish Philosopher Martin Buber
as a way of describing his standpoint, which he summarised as “I wanted by this to
express that I did not rest on the broad upland of a system that includes a series of
sure statements [about the absolute], but on a narrow rocky ridge between the gulfs
where there is no sureness of expressible knowledge but the certainty of meeting
what remains undisclosed”. (Buber, 1947, p.184) Although the quote above was
initially made with a religious focus it captures something of Buber’s dynamic
existential philosophy which crossed several academic fields.
It is used for several reasons: primarily as it has a strong personal and
professional resonance on the topic of this paper which has grown from 15 year’s
experience of working with severely mentally ill adults in the outdoors although my
background is that of teaching not social or medical care. I have no formal training in
mental health. Secondly, it seems an appropriate image that aims to describe that
‘edge’ of the dynamism and fluidity of real world practice and, finally, as an outdoor
practitioner and enthusiast, the experience of travelling along narrow ridges seems
to fit the subject this paper explores well.
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The aim of this paper is to summarise the main elements that formed the
presentation at the Conference. It falls naturally into two sections. The first outlines
the work of the Community of St. Antony and St. Elias and the place of outdoor
activities within this. The second follows a thread that originated in a research project
and unexpectedly led back to the area of experiential learning and learning skills in
real world situations.
I cannot hide the fact that I found it a fascinating area of exploration but also
acknowledge there is scope for much more critical appraisal. As a practitioner new to
the field of adventure therapy and its associated concepts, models and theories, it
gives another angle and freshness to that dynamic edge of encounter with others
and the learning that takes place on that ‘Narrow Ridge’.
The Work of the Community of St. Antony and St. Elias
and the Role of Outdoor Activities Within This
The Community of St. Antony and St. Elias is based in Totnes in the county of
Devon, England and for over 35 years it has provided rehabilitative care for adults
with severe and enduring mental health problems and complex placement needs. It
developed out of the work and home of its founders who used to look after several
individuals who lived with them in their large home as part of their family together
with their own eight children. Over the years the work has consolidated and
developed beyond the originating family to become an organisation employing over
60 staff and looking after up to 28 residents within a network of eight houses. Key
elements of the original family environment have been maintained which include a
domestic, non‐medical environment, small houses, staff ‘living in’ on a shift system
for 48hour shifts and a concentration on the ordinary, down to earth structures and
activities that go into sustaining this. It is a private organisation that provides a
domestic environment for the ongoing medical treatment and support of patients
and works very closely with medical services and the patient’s care team. The
backgrounds of patients placed include schizophrenia, self‐harm, personality
disorder, and acquired brain injury. Residents can be subject to legal restrictions
under the Mental Health Act or Home Office Order.
•
•
•
•
•
•

The broad aims of the organisation are:
To offer care and rehabilitation in a safe, structured, domestic environment.
To create an atmosphere in which problems and disabilities cease to be the defining
elements.
To make possible a natural integration with normal society.
To promote autonomy, self determination and freedom of action.
To encourage a genuine and equal interaction between staff and residents.
To create an environment that promotes individual personality and does not de‐
personalise individuals. (The Community of St. Antony and St. Elias, 2002)
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As part of this the organisation has run an outdoor activities programme for
over fifteen years. Although it was initially established with the broad aims of
providing enjoyment, adventure and physical exercise (it must also be stressed that
the programme is for both residents and staff) it has become an integral part of the
Community and its role has developed so as to be summarised as: ‘to provide
opportunities for creative living using the medium of outdoor activities that embody
the ethos of the Community and meet the needs of residents in accordance with
defined programmes of care’.
The programme includes a wide range of ‘traditional’ outdoor activities
including rock climbing, canoeing, walking, sailing, caving and mountain biking as well
as work on conservation projects. Trips can be for half or full days or up to
expeditions of 10 day’s duration, that can range from being holiday based to more
demanding trips with particular goals or journey focus. Group sizes are normally
between four and nine (including support staff) though some programmes have
included a ‘Community Camp’ for up to sixty people.
The outdoor activities programme is considered to provide a range of positive
opportunities for those taking part, including: enjoyment and fun, physical activity,
challenge and adventure, developing new skills, relationship building, new
experiences, social interaction and inclusion, trust in yourself and others. It also
allows participants to explore fear, risk and danger (perceived and real), develop new
ways of coping and to engage in activities that are non‐illness centred and outward
looking.
Organisation and running of the activities programme has been undertaken by
an activities manager who also leads some activity sessions. Staff with specialist
activity skills may also contribute to the programme and when the necessary skills for
running particular activities are not held within the Community, reputable external
providers are used. Integral to the activity programme is the professional framework
in which it operates which incorporates a wide range of internal and external
legislative guidelines and standards.
The work of the Community, and its use of outdoor activities within its
rehabilitative framework, has continued to grow steadily over several years. Much
anecdotal feedback has been received as to the positive effect it has made on many
residents’ lives. However, little work had been done on what made it effective ‐ it had
grown through ‘doing’ not defining, through practice and not theory. It had
developed a reputation for working with extremely challenging and difficult to place
patients within the mental health service yet, although working closely with medical
services, it is itself a non‐medical organisation. Staff come form a range of
backgrounds, skills and life experiences, yet work (and live) closely and effectively
with severely mentally ill residents. There was a need to explore further what was
contributing to the effective functioning of the organisation and what were its key
elements. This recognition led to the initiation of several research projects in order to
do this.
One of these studies was conducted by myself and centred on looking further
at the ethos and working methods of the organisation. The journey of this research
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project was not without its own unexpected twists and turns. While it is not possible
or necessary to cover all the findings, one area in particular seemed relevant to
adventure therapy and experiential learning, even though it was not anticipated in
the initial stages of research. It is this avenue which is explored in the second part of
this paper.
When Practice Comes Before Theory: Insights From a Research Process
An Unexpected Journey
It was during interviews with staff that the journey began. Unexpectedly,
discussions turned to exploring how they learnt the skills to do their work. A range of
responses came back that contained themes that included learning by doing rather
than formal training and a ‘negative’ expression of skills – “I know I can do it but I do
not know how.” or “I can’t think of a time when I have sat down and trained ‘this is
how to do so and so’, I’ve just joined in with people who know how to it without
actually thinking of the fact that you are learning…” (Stacey, 2003, p. 126)’. Another
‘clue’ came from the limited but valuable literature related directly to the Community
and was in a published interview with the founder, “A lot of what we do is intuitive, it
takes a conscious intellectual effort to explain” (Titmuss, 1991, p. 114).
This was an area that experienced staff struggled to explain. Did this mean
they did not know what they were doing or was there another angle to look at? What
was the meaning behind what they were describing? What followed was a fascinating
journey through a diverse range of literature. A brief exploration of some of the
landmarks on this journey follows:
Knowing Without Knowing Why
The phenomenon of knowing without being able to explain is not unusual.
Michael Polanyi used the expression ‘tacit knowledge’ as a way of describing the
experience that “we can know more than we can tell” (Polanyi, 1967, p. 4). This
experience has been further explored in a range of fields and a concise summary is
given by Guy Claxton (1998, p. 217):
Given a complex practical task to perform expertise develops well in advance of the
ability to articulate, explain or even consciously detect the patterns of information,
picked up, as Reber puts it, ‘by osmosis’ over a series of trials, which are guiding
action. One acts intuitively before one is able to act rationally or even ‘wittingly.’
A range of literature was discovered that acknowledged and explored the
diversity of how humans actually learn in real situations and took seriously processes
that operate in advance of acting consciously and in a way that can be immediately
rationally acknowledged or explained.
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Situated Action: Insights From Artificial Intelligence
The experience of practise coming before theory has been the subject of
considerable debate within the field of artificial intelligence as it explores the
possibility of replicating the complexity of human thinking and learning. Lucy
Suchman coined the term ‘situated action’ and drew on the following quote that
contrasts the differences between European and Polynesian navigation to
highlight this:
Thomas Gladwin (1964) has written a brilliant article contrasting the
method by which the Trukese navigate the open sea, with that by which
Europeans navigate. He points out that the European navigator begins with a
plan–a course–which he has charted according to certain universal principles, and
he carries out his voyage by relating his every move to that plan. His effort
throughout his voyage is directed to remaining ‘on course’. If unexpected events
occur, he must first alter the plan, then respond accordingly. The Trukese
navigator begins with an objective rather than a plan. He sets off toward the
objective and responds to conditions as they arise in an ad hoc fashion. He utilises
information provided by the wind, the waves, the tide and current, the fauna, the
stars, the clouds, the sound of the water on the side of the boat, and he steers
accordingly. His effort is directed to doing whatever is necessary to reach the
objective. If asked, he can point to his objective at any moment, but he cannot
describe his course” (Berreman cited in Suchman, 1985).
Here was an alternative approach to finding your way through terrain. The
Trukese traveller did not have a ‘map’ in which to fit the terrain but by acute
awareness of the environment, local knowledge and experience could find their
way around and reach their objective. This provided the starting point for an
alternative approach to investigating how skills are acquired by practitioners and,
similarly, how skills may be acquired by intelligent machines. It challenges the
notion that skills are acquired from an abstract, theoretical models based
approach centred on planning responses in advance but argues that skills are
learnt from practice and experience in real situations – from going through
situations, struggling and wrestling with problems, and coping with the often
shifting patterns and multi faceted aspects of real world situations, one discovers
how to deal with them.
The dilemma raised in this is to question the assumption that pre‐stored
models or knowledge is needed prior to functioning effectively and that “we [can]
behave intelligently in the world without having a theory of the world” (Dreyfus and
Dreyfus, cited in Boden 1990, p328). The roots of this debate go deep into
philosophical frameworks contrasting the cartesian framework centred on an
abstract, rational approach that creates models and theories then applied to the
world, to that of a phenomenological/existential approach that takes seriously the
embedded and embodied nature of the intelligent agent (Lemmen 1995, Wheeler
1995) (quoted in Stacey 2003).
When this is applied to the design of intelligent machines, Wheeler
summarises as follows:
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Brookes uses the term ‘situatedness’ to capture the fact that intelligent robots
should be guided continuously by their sensors, rather than some internally stored
world model …the robots do not deal with abstract descriptions (of the world) but
with the here and now of the world directly influencing the behaviour of the system
(Wheeler, 1995, p.3). Perhaps from these comes an unexpected angle on experiential
learning–even intelligent robots need to learn from experience.
Situated Cognition/Reflective Practice:
Insights From Psychology, Counseling, and Other Areas
Yet further insights can be found within these areas. As Welwood highlights in
describing the experience of professional therapists, “the therapeutic encounter, like
any intimate relationship, is full of mystery, surprise and unpredictable turns. No matter
how well trained in therapy and technique, the encounter with another human being
who seeks relief from suffering invariably challenges them in ways that their training
has not prepared them for.” (Welwood, 1983, p.ix)
At Roehampton Institute in London, England, a course has been designed as part
of the undergraduate psychology and counselling programme that takes seriously
the situated nature of practise and counterbalances this against the range of
theoretical models within the field. As the course introduction explains:
Models‐led cognition and action are top heavy with anticipated knowledge
of and anticipated control of situations, but situated action accepts that real
world contexts are often not predictable or controllable in any straightforward
sense; thus it frees us to ‘think on our feet’ and ‘improvise’ solutions to the
shifting and ambiguous problems that situations set us’ …’certainly there are a
host of everyday human situations encountered from childhood up, which are
likely to have rendered many people skilful in human interaction, and these
reserves of human skill are going to be of immense usefulness in being a
therapist: this is skill in communicating with people, and both understanding and
dealing with shifting and ambiguous problems that constellate around issues of
damage and healing. Hence, from the situated action perspective ‘untrained’
people can know more tacitly about helping other people than they consciously
think they know; and hence what they need from formal instruction is not to be
de‐skilled by acquiring models‐led theoretical maps that inhibit ‘practical know‐
how’, but rather they need to be helped to release their tacit reserves of skill
more fully…this perspective, then, does not cast the beginner , or learner as
‘empty’ and needing to be ‘filled’ by so‐called expert knowledge, provided by
models. Rather it urges them that they can draw on their previous experience
and practical action to ‘navigate’ through the therapy situation’ (Moran, 1996,
p.3).
As well as describing the ‘situated’ nature of therapeutic practise, here is a
statement that points to the tacit reserves of valuable life experience that we
carry when entering training in a therapeutic profession. Experience that can be a
complement to, not an impediment to formalised training. Further work on
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looking at the characteristics of situated action has led to the following summary
of its key elements:
•
That its skills are not best learnt in a formalised instruction setting.
•
That the situated practitioner knows without being able to say what they
know, functioning using a combination of tacit knowledge and intuition.
•
That the realm of practise is a domain in its own right not merely a place for
the application of theory.
•
Practise can be ahead of theory in the real world.
•
The gold standard for situated action is the ability to operate in uncharted
(unknown) terrain.
By not operating from a pre‐held, models based, store of knowledge it
•
changes the approach from one of having to rely on expectation to one of being
open to discovery of the world (Moran, 2001, p. 1‐5).
Situated Learning
A final element in exploring the area of learning in real world situations
acknowledges the social context in which learning can take place. Jean Lave, a
Social Anthropologist, and Etienne Wenger, from the field of Artificial
Intelligence, proposed the following approach:‐ “…we often assume that
learning ‘has a beginning and an end; that it is best separated from the rest of our
activities; and that it is the result of teaching’ (Wenger, 1998, p.3). But how would
things look if we took a different track? Supposing learning is social and comes
largely from our experience of participating in daily life?” (Smith, 2003, p.1)
Their research takes seriously the social context in which work takes place
and explores the dynamics and characteristics within ‘communities of
practitioners’. McDermott describes it simply as ‘Learning is in the relationships
between people’ (cited in Smith, 2003, p.7).
Keeping in Context in a Professional Setting
Presenting this material is its own ‘Narrow Ridge’ and it is important to
recognise that in looking at the ‘dynamic edge’ at which practise/learning takes
place this does not replace the frameworks that may be part of this –
professional, legislative, management structures and systems etc. Nor is it a
replacement for models/theories or formal training ‐ though it does give a
counterbalance to any assumption that they are the whole story. In the context
of the research project this paper evolved from, there is an argument that the
Community that was the focus of the research is itself in a process of moving
from unconscious to conscious competence as it develops its professional
structures and understanding of the work it is doing. This is an essential
developmental process but, at that existential edge of practise, situated action,
and related concepts outlined above, would suggest that there is an element of
practise that always remains unconscious. It operates in the immediacy of
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handling real world situations and it is only in the midst of encountering these
that it kicks in.
Here it is important to mention the work of Donald Schon, who has
explored the processes and ways that professionals work and argues that it is not
just the straightforward application of prior training, planning or technique, but a
far more dynamic approach sensitive and responsive to the complexity of factors
that are part of real world situations. He uses the expression the ‘reflective
practitioner’ and explores how we ‘reflect in action’ and ‘reflect on action’ while
engaged in real world practice whatever the professional arena (Schon, 1991). In
addition, Hubert Dreyfus has argued for five stages of skill acquisition, starting
with learning rules, breaking down the task moving through instruction and
planning to ‘the proficient performer…immersed in the world of his skilful
activity sees what needs to be done, but decides how to do it’ (Dreyfus, 1998,
p.4). The ‘expert’ draws intuitively an appropriate response to meet the situation
that is faced.
Toward a Conclusion: So Why Is This Relevant to Adventure Therapy?
The initial aim of the presentation and accompanying paper was to describe the
use of outdoor activities in the rehabilitative work of the Community of St.
Antony and St. Elias with adults with severe mental health problems and to share
varying insights into real world learning that, unexpectedly, seemed to provide a
backdoor route to experiential learning from a diverse range of
academic/professional fields.
As a way of trying to link to the field of adventure therapy, here are two
stories from experiences and observations at the conference that seem to embody
some of what I am attempting to describe above:
A workshop presenter gave a personal example of an encounter with a client
that had happened as part of his work in counselling. This centred on reaching
an impasse with a client who, when they met for a regular session, would not
talk or engage about an issue that had been part of several past sessions. He
described how he felt at a loss at what to do (even exclaiming ‘why didn’t my
training prepare me for this!’). Not sure what to do he suggested going for a
walk with the client, who agreed. The walk was in a town environment and
although they walked together no significant discussion took place. At one point
the client misjudged his footing and slipped and fell down a grass verge. It was
not dangerous nor did it result in injury but, after the initial, annoyance and
shock of tripping, the client started to talk and open up about the issues that
had formed part of the counselling process that had taken place over several
previous sessions. This event provided the ‘trigger’ for some genuine
engagement within the session, the rest of which took place as they walked
along.
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If I recall correctly, this story was used by the speaker as a positive example of
outcome when therapy/counselling is taken out of the four walls of a room. From the
subject area of this paper, it could also be an example of a ‘situated’ response to the
particular circumstances the speaker met as a therapist for that session with that
client at that time. Really having to ’think on his feet’ to find a creative response to
what was encountered.
The second example is a personal reflection based on participating in the
workshop which explored working with clients with acquired brain injury. This was
the first formal session on this subject I had attended and I was eager to find out
more, despite having experience over several years of working in the outdoors with
individuals with this background. The session lasted about two hours and took the
form of a role play exercise using a ropes course with several participants portraying
head injured clients, several as helpers and several observing. At the end of the
session the helpers received feedback as to how those they were assisting and those
observing felt they handled the patients and situation. As I played the role of a carer,
it was with some trepidation I awaited feedback – it was clear those feeding back
were not holding back in their comments! As it was, I received positive comments
from both observers and, in particular, the ‘patient’. This included identifying several
characteristics of the interactions taking place between us including; the use of
humour, distraction, giving space, finding a role for the patient etc. When asked why I
had responded in certain ways at certain times I was able to explain but can
remember that I was not necessarily conscious of why I was doing something at the
time of acting.
The purpose of recounting this is not to pat myself on the back for gaining
some positive feedback but to highlight the processes that were taking place
(although acknowledging the slightly artificial context of a role play exercise). The
session did require engagement, attention and awareness for some time in which
one was acutely aware of the movement and responses of another person (and
others in the exercise) and endeavoured to respond appropriately. Although given
some information about your ‘patient’ prior to the exercise, far more was learnt ‘on
the hoof’, as you did not know how the person playing the role would express
themselves ‐ it could only be learned by experience. It could be argued that practising
in this situation I was drawing on a tacit body of knowledge from many years of work
with clients with this background yet I also had to really be involved and engaged
with the unique situation encountered within the exercise and respond to the
patient, group, task and environment as it arose. Neither could I be complacent or
over confident in ‘getting it right’, I just had to be alert, responsive and get on with it.
It is worth mentioning that the feedback at the end of the session was very valuable
in helping identify elements that were not previously recognised in an explicit way.
Recognising The ‘Natural’ Skills We May Bring
When Working in the Outdoors With Specialist Client Groups
It is acknowledged that this is only the beginning of exploring this area but it
is the author’s belief that concepts discussed above have a relevance to the growing
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and developing field of adventure therapy. While recognising the explicit practise of
adventure therapy is its own specialist field, there are three points that I would like to
make as a way of concluding. Firstly, a competent outdoor practitioner is bringing a
range of valuable skills and qualities to working with specialist client groups. These
are not just technical or safety management skills relating to activities but also the
‘ordinary’ skills and experience they may have in relating to individuals/groups in the
outdoors. These may be valuable as, in one sense, the outdoor practitioner is not
‘pre‐programmed’ to relate to a specialist group in a specialist way. The very ordinary
way of engaging—both in bringing natural helping skills and a ‘common sense’
approach to situations—may well be of therapeutic value precisely because the
expectations and interactions are ordinary. At one level this could be labelled as a
recreational use of outdoor activities but this contains the risk of undervaluing the
therapeutic potential that may be implicitly present in this. Secondly, that we have a
range of knowledge gaining skills that are of immense value in engaging with real
world situations: implicit skills that are operating without us being conscious of them
and primarily coming to the for in the situated context being faced and reflective
skills as a means of assessing situations both while within them or considering them
afterwards. Thirdly, and to finish with a slightly more academic comment, perhaps it
is a particularly Western characteristic to devise rational constructs, models and
theories to explain and pass on to others the ‘how’ and ‘why’ of working. Without
denying the importance and place of these, how does one cope when practice comes
first or one encounters situations that one’s training has not prepared you for? Is the
real world just a place for the imprint of theory and models or a murkier, more
complex place? After all, don’t we live life before we theorise about it?
The concepts explored above show that humans carry a range of knowledge
gaining faculties to explore, wrestle and process information within real world
encounters. Perhaps the example of the contrast between Polynesian and European
navigation is particularly fitting for a conference based in New Zealand as it is from
Polynesia that the Maori claim much of their ancestry. In fact, surely ‘situated action’
is a strong element in how many indigenous peoples function?
So when one is faced with a situation/client/adventure that your training has
not prepared you for, takes you beyond what you know, or just does not fit what you
expected, you may be on that ‘Narrow Ridge’ where all your experience,
concentration and skill are drawn into focus. Where you wrestle and struggle to find
that particularly unique response to that unique situation and encounter that breaks
through to the other side. Like the Trukese navigator, you may feel out on the open
sea without a map and out of sight of land but that does not mean you are not
without resources and skills to navigate your way through.
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SECTION 3: DEVELOPING THE PRACTITIONER & THE PRACTICE

Sense and Sensibility:
Reality and Romanticism in Human/ Nature Relationships
Valerie Nicholls & Dr. Tonia Gray
Abstract
The use of remote locations to evoke the transformative and restorative powers of
nature is both well documented and regarded as the key characteristic that
differentiates wilderness therapy (WT) from more traditional forms of
therapy/counselling. But how does wilderness therapy access the healing powers of
nature? Drawing upon relevant literature and the voices of participants in an ongoing
qualitative study this presentation explores the therapeutic potential of human/nature
relationships and gains a deeper understanding of some of the conditions, attitudes and
approaches may impact upon the transformational potential of wilderness experience.

Introduction
The use of remote locations to evoke the transformative and restorative powers of
nature is both well documented and regarded as the key characteristic that
differentiates wilderness therapy (WT) from more traditional forms of
therapy/counselling (Burns, 1998; Gass, 1993; Roszak, Gomes & Kanner 1992).
However, the impetus for this paper grew out of a sense of unease. Compared to
some of the realities of practice, much of the human/nature literature seemed
romantic and remote from our experience as facilitators of WT. For example, a
Facilitating Wilderness Therapy student manual (Project Hahn, 2005:7) poses a
hypothetical that is typical of some participant’s behaviour, particularly in the early
days of a program:
You come back to the campfire after setting up your tent and find participants
throwing grasshoppers into the fire to watch them explode. How would you
respond?
Barbequing grasshoppers, terrorising possums, defacing rocks, abusing the
weather, flora and fauna are common realities within WT yet, from our perspective,
rarely discussed in the literature. Perhaps it would be fairer to say that the literature
is less romantic than incomplete. Much of it focuses on outcomes and therefore does
not address the kind of questions about WT process that the grasshopper and similar
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incidents provoke. Such realities beg the question “How might participants with a
destructive attitude to the natural environment access the therapeutic powers of
nature? In pursuit of a response this paper turns first to the literature and then to the
voice of participants.

Reality or Romance: Exploring the Literature
Edward O. Wilson (1984) and Theodore Roszak (2001) might well argue that
the question was redundant. From their perspective, humans are genetically
predisposed towards a need and desire for immersion in nature. Wilson (1984) and
his colleagues maintain that humans have an innate affinity for the natural world and
have developed a theory about “biophilia” to explain the human “urge to affiliate
with other forms of life” (Wilson, 1984 cited in Louv, 2005: 43). Whilst not universally
accepted by all biologists, Louv (2005) suggests that the theory is supported by “a
decade of research that reveals how strongly and positively people respond to open,
grassy landscapes, scattered strands of trees, meadows, water, winding trails, and
elevated views” (p.43).
Theodore Roszak et al (1992; Roszak, 2001) explore relationships between
ecology, the human psyche, and contemporary scientific insights into systems in
nature. He, with colleagues Gomes and Kanner introduced the concept of
ecopsychology in their publication Ecopsychology: Restoring the earth healing the
mind (Roszak, Gomes and Kanner, 1992). “Ecopsychology seeks to heal the
fundamental alienation between the person and the natural environment and
explores the relationship between our own sanity and the greater‐than‐human life”
(Roszak, 2001: 321). Building upon the work of Carl Jung (1969) and his conception of
a non‐material collective unconscious that contained the evolutionary history of the
human race they proffer the notion of an ‘ecological unconscious’ residing within the
collective unconscious. (Roszak et al, 1992) “Just as the body has its evolutionary
history and shows clear traces of various evolutionary stages so too does the
psyche” (Jung, 1952, cited in Roszak, 2001:302). From Roszak’s perspective the
expression of the ecological unconscious is integral to the mental health, welfare and
survival of the human species.
McIntyre and Roggenbuck (1998) offer some useful insights when suggesting
that experiences within a natural setting result from a transaction between people
and the natural environment.
These experiences are not determined simply by nature, but instead are
partially based on active cognitive processes that involve interpretation of
stimuli from the environment (Leff, 1978). People to a large extent create their
own experiences based upon past learning, their needs, and selective focussing
(Leff, 1978). Thus the environment becomes the product of perception not the
cause (Ittleson, Franck & O’Hanlon, 1976 cited in McIntyre & Roggenbuck, 1998:
405).
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In simple terms, McIntyre and Roggenbuck (1998) are expressing the view that
people enter natural and remote locations with preconceived ideas and expectations.
As neutral as the bush may be, the personal histories and cultural values of
facilitators and participants will shape and colour the character of their attitudes and
behaviours within the natural environment. On the question of how the process of
wilderness therapy works, Russell (2000) quotes one participant as explaining; “Just
the nature part of it. I had always looked at it pessimistically. After talking with
[wilderness therapist] and after not being depressed anymore, I looked at it
optimistically. I mean, I just hadn’t noticed the real beauty of it” (Russell, 2000:173).
Claxton (1999) argues that Buddhist notions see things not as ‘they are’ but as ‘we
are.’ Which raises the question, how may WT assist participants whose vision is
blurred by anger, fear and negative self‐talk, to access the healing powers of nature?
East Meets West in Wilderness Therapy
McKenzie (2003) and Trace (2004) regard the unfamiliarity of the wilderness
environment as one of the key components in the therapeutic process of change.
McKenzie and others (Gass, 1993; Priest & Gass, 1997) assert that within this novel
context participants attempt to adapt and regain their lost sense of equilibrium and
efficacy, by experimenting with new skills, attitudes and behaviours (Gass, 1993;
McKenzie, 2003; Priest & Gass, 1997). Luckner and Nadler (1997) explain the process
as:
The individual experiences a state of disequilibrium by being placed in a
novel setting and a co‐operative environment while being presented
with unique problem solving situations which lead to feelings of
accomplishment which are augmented by processing the experience
which promotes generalization and transfer to future endeavours
(p.258).
Traditionally, processing of experience is done via a reflective ‘debrief’. This
group discussion is generally cognitive in nature and initiated and maintained by the
facilitator. Without negating the power and purpose of the debrief, Trace (2004)
draws upon her understanding of Buddhist philosophy and psychology and
advocates an alternative method of processing experience: the practice of
‘mindfulness’. As “the most powerful ‘active ingredient’ of the Buddhist repertoire”
(Claxton, 1999:11) mindfulness is described as:
...simply the knack of noticing without comment whatever is happening in your
present experience. It involves seeing from moment to moment what the mind
is up to: the endless succession of ideas and feelings and perceptions and body
sensations and memories and fantasies and moods and judgements arising and
passing away. Purely from this patient observation, insight arises into what is
true and helpful, what is false, misguided or damaging. (Claxton, 1999:111)
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As potent as mindfulness may be, it is neither unusual nor mysterious (Claxton,
1997), it may occur staring at the campfire, or alone on a beach listening to the surf.
Thus, from Trace’s (2003) viewpoint, facilitators of bush and adventure therapy may
introduce exercises such as sitting and spending time in nature noticing thoughts and
feelings within the body as they arise, or simply focussing for a while on the natural
environment. From this perspective the significance of the wilderness environment
lies in its inherent ability to slow down the body, calm and open the mind and to
provoke different ways of being and doing that in turn raise the possibility for
broader definitions of self.
Adventure therapy can allow us to slow down the entire nervous system,
access calm emotions, and form new neural networks and patterns which in
turn, influence our perceptions, emotions, and cognitions…the mind slows
down and looks more deeply into what is present in self and the world, and is
more able to consider how to create well being. (Trace, 2004:107)
To develop and integrate insights, we first slow down our thinking,
habits, and strong emotions so that we can see them more clearly. Slowing
down accesses a calmness and openness to seeing what is here and what is new
in our immediate experience. Then we can practice looking deeply to
understand self, and to generate choices regarding how best to be, and what to
do and what not to do to create wellbeing. (Dalai Lama, 2000 cited by Trace,
2003)
This seminal work of Trace (2003, 2004) opens up the possibility that the
experience of ‘slowing down’ to nature is as potent in terms of fostering new and
constructive senses of self as the experience of disequilibrium from challenge based
activities. Within the context of a multi day wilderness therapy program therefore, a
rock climb that inspires challenge, concentration and focus is possibly no more
valuable in terms of its ability to provoke new senses of self than the spontaneous
focussing on the gentle rhythms of ones breath during a quiet rest on a rock, gazing
at the moon or other such experiences that invoke a sense of peace and equilibrium.
How might this perspective impact upon practice? If we endeavour to encourage
spontaneous and facilitator initiated opportunities for quiet focus within nature, can
we assume that the youths happily terrorizing animals and ripping up shrubs on
Monday may be enjoying spontaneous moments of mindful focus and insight in
nature by Friday? Maybe, maybe not.
Theory Meets Practice: Some Participant Perspectives
As part of an ongoing doctoral research project 15 residents of a drug and
alcohol rehabilitation centre were interviewed about their experiences of relaxed
quiet time during a four‐day challenge‐based adventure therapy program. Embedded
within their responses were indications that being prepared to open up to an
experience of quiet absorption in nature was as challenging and novel an experience
for some as a twenty metre abseil.
Prior to admission to the Drug and Alcohol Recovery Centre, sitting by oneself,
with no specific task at hand other than to “be” was, for all of the 15 interviewees,
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regarded as a situation to be avoided. There was an expectation that sitting with
oneself would force an encounter with ones feelings and screamin’ mind that was
likely to be negative, frightening, overwhelming and best avoided. To respect
confidentiality participant names are given as pseudonyms.
I had baggage, when you have baggage, you get disgusted with yourself,
ashamed of yourself ... (sitting quietly with oneself) would give me some time
to think...and you can get sucked into that reality of not good enough or
trying to become somewhere else, you know, or someone else. (Ben)
Nonetheless during the course of the four‐day program all participants
experienced one or more significant experiences of mindfulness or intuitive knowing
that was mediated by nature.
But when you stop you've got nothing else to do but look around and see
what's happening, just different colours of trees like red's because we were
so far away from society it felt like everything was just bush even though
when we got to see some of town and stuff like that, I couldn't give a stuff
about the houses and that really, I just more concentrated on the bush. It's
like they say, in society you've got to have value and belonging and (pause)
something else, well I had value out there, I belonged out in the bush. (Ben)
Yes I went down on the rocks just in front of the hut there and just looked
out over Hobart I tried to put the thoughts of what I'm going through with
my kids and their mother out of my head but in fact that's what I ended up
basically thinking about. I didn't come up with any answers, not any answers
at all, but, it was clear thinking and after coming away from there I knew
inside myself basically where I stood, which is basically the same place I knew
I was but I felt at ease with it, if that makes sense...a change in my attitude
and the way I see the problem. (Gus)
The interviews indicate that, for people who preferred to avoid thinking and
feeling, at least three conditions need to be in place in order to feel comfortable when
it was ...just dead silent and you had nothing else to concentrate on except the view and
how you actually felt. The three conditions take their title from the words of
participants and are described below as: Dropping the wall, Right frame of mind and
the Right to choose.
Dropping the Wall
Most of the participants talked about the stress of being a drug addict. Stress
was described in terms of sustained physical and emotional tension. This tension was
conceptualised by some, as a defensive wall. Being able to drop the wall was
connected for some with being able to relax sufficiently to let nature in.
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...it was just everything your body is taking in, you know what I mean, its,
like when you, its like that wall thing again, even still not with people but
when I was out there, when the wall was dropped you just noticed things
more and you take everything in, the surroundings, the atmosphere with
people, the noises, you know what I mean. The views and things like that,
yeah. And it, oh how would you put it? ... it just takes, yeah, that's where it
just took that drug addict thing away, it just flushed it all away, you know
what I mean, like its replacing it with something new. (Andy)
Given that any relaxation was synonymous with a dropping of the wall, and
therefore increased exposure and vulnerability, certain participants actively
experimented within the group, especially on the first day, to discover whether or not
the wall should be maintained or lowered.
Just testing the water getting to know the people that were there, I guess.
Like in my case, you pick up on people's body language pretty quick and you
know if they’re interested or not. (Dan)
I thought well he's from the army, and I know what army blokes are like,
and I was thinking, oh this is going to be a competition. Not as in a walking
competition or anything like that, it's going to be going to be a WTtle of
who done the worst thing, you know and that sort of thing. But uh, yeah,
no, it didn't turn out like that. (Ben)
Coz the first day I definitely put out feelers or ‘testers’, ‘testers’ being more
the way to put it, just to gage other peoples reactions...Just because of uh,
the mannerisms, how you guys spoke, you spoke to everyone as equals, not
as um, “I know everything and you’re going to learn this or you’re going to
learn that.” Um, the fact that you guys came with the approach that you’re
walking on the journey with us, and not necessarily behind or in front of us,
even although as facilitators you need to be both in front and behind, um,
yeah, but yeah, I think your, your philosophies were, were “we’re walking
this journey with you guys and we’re a part of this group” which worked
out for me, it definitely helped. (Jack)
The Right Frame of Mind
Andy suggested that having the right frame of mind was pre requisite to
experiencing a therapeutic relationship with nature. For him at least the right frame of
mind was associated with an enthusiasm for the landscape and the activity orientation
of the program.
Well this is something I was doing I enjoyed and I was happy to do that, you
know what I mean, I was happy to go walking, bushwalking, and be out
there. (Dan)
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Certain other conditions may be linked to the right frame of mind. The data
suggests that the general pace of the journey and a focus on process rather than goal
was deemed important for participants to be able to relax and create their own
opportunity for moments alone in nature.
...there was no rush that was the best thing to start with, no rushing. (Dan)
there was no rush in anything there was no, um, real pressure, you know
what I mean, there was no real pressure to get anywhere, if we didn't make
it we didn't make it. (Andy)
Always in a hurry, always in a hurry to do things, like I've been for quite
some years...it does build up the stress because some people can't handle it
sort of thing, when you're relaxed and you're open and you don't mind
what people talk about and that makes it real easy for the group to relate
and to let their guards down and to know your not in any rush and just be
ourselves. For some of the guys, just trying to find meself is hard enough let
alone catching the extra stress. (Matt)
Having no formal rules and regulations, targets or other perceived
performance benchmarks, participants felt free from the risk of failure and all its
familiar connotations.
Well we were basically in control, we set the pace and we made the
decisions, how fast we went, what we done. (Dean)
...you haven't got them pressures of what people think of you, all of them
were dropped, gone away. So I think the body was more receptive to take it
in more, yeah. (Ben)
I was just me, and that's all I had to be, and that's, no one expected
anything different of me, no one wanted anything different of me and it
just actually felt good. Basically I didn't let me hair down as such but at the
same time I didn't put walls up neither. Basically, like you said, there for the
here and now, and took it all in two hands, loved every bit of it. (Gus)
The Right to Choose
It became clear from observations and interviews that whilst some
participants were disposed to spontaneously seek out opportunities for ‘quiet time’
or ‘being in nature’, others were not. For individuals less inclined to ‘slow down’
opportunities initiated by a facilitator were the only occasions that the participant
took time to simply sit quietly in the bush. Participants indicated that how a facilitator
initiated an opportunity to ‘slow down’ and take some moments to “soak up the
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surroundings” was significant. Their comments infer that participants were willing to
join in an experience they generally found challenging when it was presented as an
invitation rather than a directive. Presented as an invitation provided participants with
a Challenge by Choice (Rohnke, 1984) option that no one declined but several
appreciated.
I think what I meant by the pressure is like, you know when someone makes
you do some, makes you sit down, oh, you gotta sit down now for ten
...Well that's to me when a little, that little rebellious wall comes up and
says "naw, I'm not doing that" so you know, I go as far away as possible.
(Ben)
Some of those experiences, that may otherwise have been avoided, were
transformational.
When we were going to have quiet time I was already to keep on ...yes, just
keep on going. But once we had that quiet time, it was in that quiet time,
everything just changed. I felt really, really small in the big picture. Because
there's so much air and space when you look down through the valley, it's so,
it's high, I'm not scared of heights but it's just like, just so small, like my
problems just seem so small compared to that open spaces. (Dean)
Discussion
This section was introduced with the question “How might participants with a
destructive attitude to the natural environment access the therapeutic powers of
nature?” The reading and research cited here indicate that an improved relationship
with self may facilitate an enhanced relationship with the natural world. Trace (2004)
suggests balancing the activity orientation of WT with opportunities for simply sitting
in nature. From the perspective of Buddhist psychology opportunities for ‘being’
rather than ‘doing’ enhance the power of the wilderness to calm the body and open
the mind to new and positive experiences of self. WT participants interviewed in an
ongoing research project affirm the therapeutic value of quiet experiences of ‘being’
in nature. However, they also suggest that practitioners of WT may be wise to
appreciate that the act of sitting still with oneself is for some participants a
challenging activity. Like other challenging activities sitting in nature is better done
when the group has attained a level of trust and security, when motivation is high
and when participation is voluntary.
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Conclusion
This paper grew out of curious spirit and a desire to contribute to a body of
knowledge about wilderness therapy that incorporates the realities of researchers
and theorists with those of practitioners and participants. Collectively, McIntyre and
Roggenbuck (1998), Trace (2004) and participants in the research project, vitalise our
enthusiasm to continue to find discreet and creative ways of fostering human/nature
relationships within our practice as a facilitators of wilderness therapy. We conclude
with a memory of Scottie, a pseudonym for a 14‐year‐old participant whose attitude
to nature had, on day one, much in common with the grasshopper exploding youth
described earlier. Scottie threw stones at the possums, cursed the ground and yelled
abuse at the rain and the f...ing trees. However, he soon found himself to be in the
midst older men who cared for him and young girls who begged him to sing them to
sleep. Throughout the program he struggled with physical and emotional challenges
but did his best to adapt and to express his thoughts and feelings. One night we sat
on a cliff top starring in silence at a starry sky and a silver sea; one morning we spent
a minute or two listening to the birds. By day six his growth in self‐esteem was
palpable. As the group struggled its way up a steep and slippery slope, he grabbed
hold of a sapling and turned to me with a huge grin and said You know what? I’m
starting to like these f...ing trees!
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SECTION 3: DEVELOPING THE PRACTITIONER & THE PRACTICE

Existential Psychology:
How Does It Influence Wilderness Therapy?
Al Adams, Gr.Dip.Ed.
Abstract
A key assumption of Existential Psychology is that people have the capacity to shape
their destinies by taking control of the choices in their lives. Wilderness therapy
programs (WTPs) regard freedom of choice as a pivotal ingredient in facilitating
personal change. Clients are equally free to choose both the level of challenge at which
they participate and the degree of responsibility they assume in decision‐making
process.
Despite this, there are moments on WTPs when choice is clearly restricted. For
the participant trekking wearily to reach a campsite before nightfall, the choice of
alternatives appear limited. Issues of survival, safety and comfort dictate that
persevering in reaching the campsite is a wiser alternative than an impromptu bivouac
on an unsheltered mountainside. The choice available for the client in this situation is
restricted to the type of attitude they adopt towards their predicament. This paper
explores the influence that Existential Psychology has on the philosophical
underpinnings of WTPs. It will contend that the givens of human existence provide the
practitioner with a foundation on which to base their model of practice.

Introduction
A decade of wilderness therapy practice has paved the way to construct a
philosophical foundation for my work with clients. Surprisingly the content has arisen
not from the fields of wilderness therapy literature but has been derived from
mainstream psychology and psychotherapy. Whilst it is clear that no single school of
thought dominates our wilderness models, it is from within Existential Psychology
that I have found principles that clearly fit with my model of practice.
The concept of self‐determination with its emphasis on shaping human
destiny and our innate need to create a meaningful existence resonates deeply with
wilderness therapy practice. Other schools of psychology such as orthodox
psychoanalysis and radical behaviourism reject the significance of self in shaping our
lives (Corey, 1996). For example the Freudian view of human nature maintains that
our thoughts, feelings and behaviour are determined entirely by unconscious
motivations and instinctual drives. From the classical behaviourism perspective,
comes the argument that our motivation for learning is not innate and thus our
existence is shaped as a response to environmental stimuli (Skinner, 1971).
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History of Existential Psychology
In the 1950’s the humanistic movement emerged as a new force in psychology
with the themes of self‐determination and meaningfulness as the centrepiece
(O’Hara, 2005). Drawn from the European philosophy of existentialism, self‐
determination emphasises the freedom individuals have in exercising choice to
manage their circumstances in spite of external forces that challenge this capability
(Yalom, 1989). Grounded in the approach subsequently known as Existential
Psychology, is the belief that we are authors of our lives and we draw up the
blueprints for its design (Corey 1996). Finding meaning for what we are uncertain
about is a view substantiated by Carl Jung (1959). Jung, clearly no existential
advocate, argues that we constantly try to interpret and assign meaning to all we fail
to understand in the world.
Victor Frankl (1959) believes that we have choices in any given situation even
when great suffering and misery are involved. Frankl, who was imprisoned in Nazi
concentration camps between 1942 and 1945, cites Nietzche who maintains that the
individual who has a reason for living can bear almost any situation forced upon them
(Boeree, 2005). Existential Psychology conveys that we are not the victims of
circumstance but instead we are largely what we choose to be (Corey, 1996). Corey
argues that choice brings with it the responsibility to live out our potential and that
courage is required to face the suffering and uncertainty that accompanies change.
Existential Theory and Other Schools of Psychology
Despite the contrary views of existential theory to those of other schools of
psychology (O’Hara, 2005), some contemporary theorists highlight the significance of
self‐determination and meaningfulness in the shaping of the person. Psychoanalytic
forefather Carl Jung (1959) writes that mankind woke up in a world lacking meaning
and therefore is constantly striving to interpret events. Developmental psychologist
Erik Erikson acknowledges that Freud’s theory of the psyche fails to explain the
impact the conscious self has on individual development. Erikson’s psychosocial
theory argues that the completion of meaningful activities and key developmental
tasks are necessary to generate healthy development (Corey, 1996). These support
the more pessimistic outlook offered by Frankl (1959), which suggests that often,
“the modern person has the means to live by, but often no meaning to live for.” For
the existential practitioner, the practice has always focused on engaging the client to
strive toward uncovering meaning in their lives (de Avila, 1996).
Four Givens of Existence
Existential Psychology is based on the belief that our suffering springs from
how we relate to the four existential givens of death, freedom, isolation and
meaninglessness (Yalom, 1989). These givens of existence are inescapable (de Avila,
1996) and the apparent inevitability of our death is foremost. The finiteness of death
defines the parameters for our existence and provides the motivation to pursue a
fulfilling existence. Freedom brings with it the responsibility to become aware of the
choices we have in shaping our lives. Frankl (1959) writes, “everything can be taken
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from man but the last of human freedoms and that is to choose one’s attitude in any
given set of circumstances, to choose one’s own way” (p. 75). The unfolding of
abstract thinking during adolescence allows us for the first time to become aware of
our aloneness in the world (de Avila, 1996). This newfound sense of self highlights
the separation that exists between self and others and though we strive to connect
to the other, the realisation occurs that we are doomed to live and die alone (Yalom,
1989). Meaninglessness implies an absence of any obvious purpose to our existence
(de Avila, 1996). Jung (1959) argues that nothing in life holds any meaning because
before mankind existed, events happened, but there was no one there to interpret
them. The paradox clearly expressed by these four givens is that we are equipped
with a biological immediacy for living life; yet lack any definite meaning as to why we
are here.
Wilderness Therapy Programs and Freedom of Choice
Wilderness and adventure therapy programs are defined as therapeutic
interventions that utilise activities that are experiential, risk taking and challenging in
nature (Crisp, 1999). One of the essential tenets of wilderness therapy is that
existential understanding develops through freedom of task choice and challenges,
which extend participants to their perceived personal limit (Adams, Denholm &
Sveen, 1999). Such programs involve conscious choice and openly stated
commitment to engage in healthy risk taking (De Bever & Price, 1999). In some cases,
particularly in the early stages of a wilderness program, clients may choose the easy
way out of a difficult activity or situation. Yet in other situations, clients have few
options other than to commit to the experience because choosing to abandon it
appears to have more onerous implications.
Strategic Use of Challenge‐by‐Choice
Itin (2005) describes one means of confronting clients with their choices. He
draws our attention to a potential downside of the challenge‐by‐choice concept in
cases where clients make choices that allow them to back out of tough situations
unchallenged. When this behaviour remains unchallenged by the wilderness
practitioner, he uses the term “professional enabling” as he maintains it allows
clients to persist with old ways of being. Itin suggests an alternative strategy by
which wilderness facilitators might empower their clients. By confronting clients with
their behaviour and exploring with them the real nature of their choices, the
practitioner helps them become aware of the implications of their current choices
and encourages them move beyond their old patterns of behaviour.
Limited Choice Bushwalk
A less obvious strategy for confronting clients with their choices is by way of
intentionally limiting the choice available to the client. An illustration of this concept
of limiting choice is where the practitioner designs a bushwalking route that features
significant difficulties towards the end of the hike. During the hike, when group
members deliberate on their options, they tend to choose the way forward despite
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its unknown factors rather than choosing to retrace their steps of the last few days
(Adams & Sveen, 2000). Kurt Hahn supports the approach of subtle coercion stating
that the one essential component in our role as educators is to urge participants into
value forming experiences (Itin, 2005).
The limited choice bushwalk fails to allow participants to back away from
commitment and is an example of an activity that reduces the risk of professional
enabling and relapse by individuals into old patterns of being. It impels participants
to find the courage to step into the unknown and face their anxieties about change.
The assumption made by the group is that going forward in spite of the uncertainty is
on face value an easier option than retreating. Retracing their steps is not considered
a real option because the group have mastered all the difficulties up to this point
(Bandura, 1969) and thus feel confident about their chances of success. The group
believe emphatically that they have made the choice to proceed solely on their own
initiative, yet it would seem otherwise. The group’s confident attitude, the ease of
their experience to this point and their assumption about the way ahead have all
conspired to subtly coerce them into taking this course of action.
Attitudinal Choice
On one hand, the choice available to this group is limited, yet on the other
hand considerable scope exists in how they choose to confront the situation. As the
group navigates deeper into unknown territory, fear and anxiety become elevated
and opportunities for conflict arise as the situation stretches the resources of each
group member. They discover that backing out now is no longer an option at almost
the same moment that they realise the full extent of their predicament. It is simply a
choice of attitude that prevails. Either they choose to pool their resources to counter
the tough environment ahead or they disintegrate into conflict and disunity. The
issues of survival and safety for the group tend to constrain emotional outbursts
from gathering momentum since it becomes abundantly clear that this is a futile
strategy. Group members use their energy to support one another and the
uncertainty of the external environment further encourages them to pull together
and rationally deal with solving the issue of reaching their destination.
The limited choice bushwalk provides a metaphor for the participant that symbolises
that each of them have choices in life, which they have not acted upon through fear
and ignorance (Corey, 1996). Anxiety was at the crux of this group’s experience when
they chose to move beyond known territory into the realms of the unknown. The
only means of escaping this anxiety is by not venturing (May, 1981). The following is a
description of a wilderness program and a group whose experience resembled that
of a limited choice bushwalk (Project Hahn, 2000a).
The turning point for the group came on the second day of the bushwalk
where the group met its greatest challenge. Conflict reared its head before we had
even left [that morning]. There was heated debate about continuing on with the
planned route. It came close to the group making a decision to turn back. Eventually
the decision was made to push on with the original plan and this decision was the
undoubtedly the most crucial one the group made. As a result they experienced a day
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of emotional and physical hardship, which ended in the dark well after 8pm. There
was rain, leeches, mud, snow and endless walking to contend with and it pushed
everyone beyond their limits. Both laughter and tears came and went and the group
oscillated between hope and despair of ever reaching the campsite at Wurragurra
Creek. The group made it despite all this and were brought together emotionally due
to it. They felt quite rightly that they had survived an ordeal.
One participant described his observations about the tension in the group,
“emotional conflict sometimes brings people closer together [and as a consequence]
I’ve learned that I am closer to this group than any other I have been in.” In regards
to his possibilities for the future, this participant commented, “I can pull through
anything pretty much now.” And as to the personal suffering he endured on the
bushwalk, “I don’t think I am smiling on the outside but I am smiling on the inside”
(Project Hahn, 2000b).
Non‐Directive Facilitation
Professional enabling can be the result of either a dominant leadership style
or unintentional assistance given by the wilderness facilitator. Common to several
humanist approaches including existential therapy are the goals of fostering
independence and promoting empowerment (Adams & Sveen, 2000). For the
wilderness practitioner, using non‐directive strategies gives the client the control of
making their own choices [and mistakes] and finding their own solutions (Handley,
1999).
Lucy’s Choice
An illustration of non‐directive facilitation in action is this story of Lucy’s
choice. Lucy was introduced in a previous article (Adams & Sveen, 2000), however in
this paper we explore her story to establish the relationship between non‐directive
facilitation, suffering and self‐determining behaviour. Lucy is a sixteen year old with a
learning difficulty and is participating in a wilderness program. Her goal for the
program is to make decisions independently of others that affect her well‐being. At
one point, Lucy is walking through an overgrown scrubby section of track that is
scratching her legs. As a result keeping up with the group is becoming harder and she
calls out to the group to wait. She considers the option of getting her overpants out
of her pack and putting them on. She decides to ask the facilitator for advice. This is
the first time she has been assertive enough to ask the group to wait and sensing
that there is some urgency within the group to get going, the facilitator adopts a
non‐directive approach and deflects the question back at Lucy to see what happens.
After a while Lucy seems to be moving toward some type of resolution. She has
made a decision to don her overpants and subsequently is able to keep pace with the
group without scratching her legs any further. Later on when asked how she came up
with the answer and what difference it had made she replied, "I had no choice, I had
to make a decision. The difference is that I now know that I am capable of making
decisions when I have to." Having asked her what happens in similar situations back
at home when she did have a choice she answered, "I get flustered and someone
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usually my mum makes the decision for me. I just have to figure out now how I am
going to stop her."
Limited choice appears to be working quite effectively for Lucy in this
instance, however the driving force behind her decisiveness is in part due to the
suffering she is experiencing. Frankl (1959) suggests that what people actually need
in life is not some tensionless state as psychoanalysis suggests, but rather that a
certain degree of tension is necessary when striving towards goals of relevance
(Boeree, 2005). The tension Lucy experiences is the result of her tussle between
several factors; her indecisive behaviour, a deliberate lack of assistance by the
facilitator and her need to take responsibility for her predicament. The task of the
existential aligned practitioner is to help Lucy recognise how she has allowed others
to make decisions for her (Corey, 1996) and encourage her to engage in behaviour
that reclaims her sense of personal agency (Yalom, 1997). Lucy’s goal to make
decisions independently of others clearly sought to build a meaningful connection to
self‐determining behaviours. Did Lucy recognise the connection between her
suffering during the bushwalk and the newfound awareness of the possibilities in her
life? Her comments suggest so, though it was never determined how she fared on
returning home. Frankl (1959) states categorically that without suffering and death,
life cannot be complete. An unmistakable connection therefore exists between
suffering and meaningfulness. Boeree (2005) suggests that for prisoners in the Nazi
concentration camps, those who held onto a vision of their future were the most
likely to survive their suffering.
The Significance of Death
In a review of Existential Time‐Limited Therapy by Freddie and Alison Strasser,
Mike Harding (1999), relates the story of a novelist who as a young man was
informed he had but six months to live. As he lived well into his eighties, this was a
mis‐diagnosis of major proportions. However the initial news sent him into a writing
frenzy and he completed four novels within a year. Death framed within such finite
parameters ensures that our priorities are fewer and more sharply defined (Rowe,
1992). The line of reasoning proposed in the Strasser’s approach is that determining a
limit on a client’s time in therapy evokes the possibility of powerful encounters
occurring in the time allocated (Harding, 1999). For the therapist the metaphor of
death places finiteness at the centre of their relationship with clients, committing
both to meaningful experiences before their time together is over. The inevitability of
death infiltrates wilderness therapy by demanding that clients see the ‘death’ of the
wilderness experience is inevitable also. Wilderness practitioners are required to
divide their time between encouraging the participant to engage fully in the
possibilities of the moment and preparing the group for their imminent loss.
Program Finiteness
For the practitioner, framing up the finiteness of the program is essential if
they are going to prepare group members for the possibilities associated with this
loss. A statement such as, “this time on Thursday it will be all over and this group will
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cease to be,” introduces the idea of time‐limited possibilities. Goal setting arises from
this concept, urging participants to ask themselves what meaningful things do they
want to achieve in the time available. A report written about a wilderness program
for African refugees made this observation, “members [of this group] focused on the
present [regarding] each moment as precious” (Project Hahn, 2005). A probable
cause of the ‘now’ focus for this group, is that during the civil wars in their respective
countries many of these individuals witnessed the violent and sudden death of family
members (Salopek, 2003). The ever‐present specter of death encourages those who
witness traumatic loss to focus heavily on the possibilities of the present moment. As
Frankl (1959) states of his experience in the Nazi death camps, “Regarding our
provisional existence as unreal was in itself an important factor in causing prisoners
to lose hold on life; everything in a way became pointless.” If as (Rowe, 1992)
suggests, all we ever experience is a life time of moments in the here and now then
the wilderness practitioner clearly has a duty to urge their participants to pay
attention to the possibilities offered by focusing on the here and now.
Facilitating for Post‐Program Loss
The other responsibility of the wilderness facilitator is to prepare group
members for re‐entry to their communities. Grief counsellors know implicitly that
resolving loss is easier if the person experiencing it has had time to prepare for it and
is positive and robust in nature (Glassock & Gresson, 1992). It is hardly surprising that
access to a support network of peers or a professional counsellor is a protective
factor in dealing effectively with feelings of loss. In some cases participants return to
their community in the aftermath of the wilderness program without this support
and are subsequently placed at risk of severe post‐course loss. However, clients who
are referred through collaborative ventures between wilderness therapy outfits and
agencies such as substance rehabilitation programs are better equipped to cope with
this phenomenon on the basis that follow‐up and outreach support can be
guaranteed for clients at the end of the wilderness component (Adams, 2001). The
participation in the wilderness program by a counsellor from the rehabilitation
agency further reduces negative re‐entry responses by providing the agency with
first‐hand knowledge of participants’ experiences. Sharing a wilderness journey with
a client is undoubtedly a powerful experience for the counsellor in this instance, for
when they take their professional ‘hat’ off and share their fears and anxieties with
other participants; they connect to the group in an authentic way (Adams, 2000).
Despite the best efforts by wilderness practitioners to mitigate the feelings of
loss experienced by participants, refusal to accept that the program has ended can
sometimes precipitate setbacks. One such participant discharged himself from his
rehabilitation program the same night he returned from a wilderness program
(Adams, 2000). What was essentially a major life decision compounded his sense of
loss significantly (Glassock & Gresson, 1992) and subsequently he spent much time
trying to relive his wilderness experience by going back up the mountain where the
program had been based. In hindsight he agreed that staying on at the rehabilitation
centre for few extra nights would have allowed him to make better use of its support
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network. It seems that in spite of the wilderness practitioner’s best efforts to flag the
idea of ‘brief intervention’ as a clue to the group’s brief time together (Harding,
1999), some participants on wilderness programs will always struggle to let the
experience go. For many participants, their experiences on the wilderness program
are ones of extraordinary significance. Hidden behind a comment such as this, "I love
it out here, it's beautiful and the consequences are better” (Project Hahn, 2000c), is a
warning for the practitioner that the client may be reluctant to accept the inevitable
‘death’ of the wilderness experience and find the will to let it go.
Conclusion
Existential Psychology has its roots planted squarely in the world of
philosophical thought (de Avila, 1996) and critics of the approach decry its lack of
empirical validation (Corey, 1996). Despite this censuring tone, Existential Psychology
tackles the principle human concern of inner emptiness in a direct and formidable
way, which few other modalities dare to attempt. Abraham Maslow, equally criticised
for his lack of validation, argues that it is vital for practitioners of all theoretical
persuasions to look closely at the principles of Existential Psychology. He believes
that they offer psychology an underlying philosophy, it currently lacks (May, 1961).
While not rejecting the contributions other schools of psychology have made
to my personal model of practice, I have found in the existential approach an exciting
philosophical grounding for working with people in the wilderness milieu. The
existential concerns of death, freedom of choice, isolation and meaninglessness
(Yalom, 1996), offer me a tangible framework from where I can address the core
struggles of the client in a real and meaningful way. While it might appear that
adolescents have little in common with these existential givens, I would argue that
amongst all the populations with whom I have worked, it is with this client group that
these principles most strongly resonate.
To cite Sartre "we are our choices," (Corey 1996, p. 174) and we accept
responsibility for the results of these choices. For the participant engaged in the
wilderness experience, the suffering and anxiety that is integral to the activity is the
key to shaping new ways of being. When things get tough during the program and
the choice to back out is withdrawn, then the only option for the client is to venture
forth with courage to face the uncertainties ahead. In the midst of the stress and
intensity of the moment, the participant is required to throw everything into the
experience and the way they approach this uncertainty is a test as to whether their
choice of attitude will help them prevail. One participant sums up their choice of
attitude with this metaphor, "In order to get through the mud you have to tread in it ‐
in life you can't avoid it because where ever you step there is going to be crap,"
(Project Hahn, 2000d).
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SECTION 3: DEVELOPING THE PRACTITIONER & THE PRACTICE

Toward a Common Understanding: A Method
for Organizing Terminology in the Field of Adventure Therapy
Samantha Yamada, MEd
York University
Pine River Institute

Dr. Donna San Antonio, EdD
Harvard University
Appalachian Mountain Teen Project
There are several issues that contribute to the difficulty in establishing a common
language in adventure therapy. First, several distinct disciplines contribute to
professional training in the field. Adventure therapy practitioners come from schools
of education, psychology, social work, physical education, recreational therapy, and
resource management, all with a different orientation to their work and diverse
conceptual frameworks and terminology to describe what they do. Another powerful
force that shapes language, at least in the United States, is funding streams. Third‐
party payments, private foundations, and public funds will compensate only the
people and programs that can demonstrate that they exist within very specific sets of
criteria, including clinical training and supervision of adventure therapy staff. Third,
cultural differences within nations and across the globe bring distinct and disparate
viewpoints regarding the meaning of “therapy” and “therapeutic” in the adventure
context. Finally, in this dynamic and growing field there are unresolved questions
about the primary features that characterize adventure therapy and other forms of
activity‐based programs (i.e., population, program type, location, etc.). With inclusive
dialogue across locations and disciplines, these issues present both challenges and
opportunities for a fuller, deeper understanding of the meaning of adventure
experiences.
The purpose of this paper is to further propel the discussion about
terminology by proposing a way to order and define parameters around the meaning
of adventure therapy. First, we discuss the way assumptions and values are
embedded in language and impact our practices and expectations. Next, we review
definitions of adventure therapy and related terms and summarize core defining
elements that distinguish adventure therapy from other similar and related fields of
practice. A list of critical elements that can be used to differentiate the sub‐types of
adventure therapy is presented. Finally, the paper will close with a look at the
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limitations and suggestions for next steps. We hope that this contribution will prove
useful in the on‐going discussion concerning criteria for hiring, professional
development, the roles of front‐line practitioners, evaluation design, the goodness of
fit between participant needs and program design, criteria for licensure and
accreditation, and standards of program practice and structure.
We come to this project with a combined total of 38 years of practice in
programs that use outdoor adventure to strengthen healthy development in youth.
As citizens of northeastern United States (second author) and Canada (first author)
we have worked as educators, counselors, program designers, professional trainers,
and evaluators in Ontario, Utah, Montana, and New England. As practitioners, we
have asked ourselves why we are continuing this discussion of language in yet
another iteration. Shouldn’t we get on with the hard work at hand and stop what is
likely to be a never‐ending project of linguistic hair‐splitting? Can we realistically
expect to get at something essential about the nature of adventure therapy that we
can actually agree upon? Wouldn’t it be better to agree that the field is multi‐
potentialed and should not be constrained by categorical definitions?
While we ask these questions, we also believe that it is critical to reflect upon
the meaning inherent in the terms that we use because it affects how we understand
our field of work and it has implications for how we approach our practice in general.
When some of the ideas in this paper were presented in February 2006 at the Fourth
International Adventure Therapy Conference in New Zealand, we learned that the
dialogue in search of common meaning in this field is at least as important as the
outcome of that dialogue. Participants at the conference responded in ways that
made evident to us that the language we use is a charged and value‐loaded issue
indeed.
What’s in a Name? How Understanding and Action Are Based in Language
Language not only facilitates the communication of ideas, it influences the
way we make meaning in the world. Shaun Gallagher (1992) wrote about the
centrality of language in interpretation and action: “Understanding is not an abstract
mental act; it is a linguistic event. Language has a central role in understanding the
world” (p. 5). He goes on to quote Palmer (1984):
Language shapes man’s seeing and his thought…His very vision of reality is
shaped by language. Far more than man realizes, he channels through
language the various facets of his living–his worshipping, loving, social
behavior, abstract thought; even the shape of his feelings is conformed to
language (p. 9). 1
There is a systematic relationship between the grammatical categories of the
language a person speaks and how that person both understands the world and
behaves in it. Because language, understanding, and action are connected to one
another, it is important that we reflect on the language that we use to define our
field of practice.
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The language we use has evolved over time along with shifts in the focus and
methods of our practice. From a North American perspective, the introduction of the
Outward Bound model to the United States in the early 1960’s heralded a language
for wilderness challenge that had roots in “rugged individualism” and the notion of
wilderness as a naturally healing space. Over the last few decades, we have heard
expanding views of adventure, from high‐challenge backcountry experiences
focusing on technical skills and self‐reliance to personal growth‐oriented experiences
focusing on intra‐psychic and interpersonal processes. Early adventure programs
were predominantly populated by white, middle and upper class men but, over the
last twenty years, school and community‐based outdoor and experiential education
programs have combined teaching, mentoring, and group process in empowerment‐
oriented programs that are intended to be highly inclusive across class, race, and
ability. Each new development brought with it new language and new language in
turn brought new developments. As counselors we thought of our work differently
than we did as educators. We have considered and reconsidered our roles,
objectives, and program designs, including content, location, length, and purpose of
our programs.
We believe that how we talk about our work and the people we work with
both reflects and impacts our values, how we act, and how we understand the
participants in our programs. For example, programs for “at‐risk youth” often focus
on remediating academic, social, and behavioral failings by emphasizing
responsibility, self‐esteem, and cooperation through adult‐centered leadership and
extrinsic motivation. Programs for “youth leaders” on the other hand focus on
strengthening academic and social assets and emphasize independence, self‐reliance,
and intrinsic motivation through youth‐centered leadership. Making these
distinctions explicit supports the development of critically conscious practitioners
and exposes tacit assumptions that may otherwise go unexamined.
Based on the work that has been done previously on this topic, we have
developed a classification of educational and therapeutic activity‐based programs
within proposed parameters of meaning. In this work, we attempt to clarify terms
that describe similar or related, yet different, types of practice. In addition, we
articulate subtypes of programming within each category and a language that
reflects those subtypes consistently. This proposed classification will surely draw
criticism and suggestions for change. We hope that a refined classification will draw
from many points of view that may eventually facilitate the creation of program‐
specific standards of practice, accreditation, and professional training. It could also
help consumers to make more clearly informed choices regarding which types of
programs best suit their needs. In the following sections, we review and summarize
the discussion on this topic over the last fifteen years, with a specific focus on
adventure therapy.
A Review of Definitions–the Establishment of Core Categorical Elements
A review of numerous definitions of adventure therapy and similar terms found
throughout the literature reveals that a variety of elements are addressed in each author’s
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definition (see Table 1). A careful review of these definitions reveals that, along with the
obvious emphasis on the “nature of the activities” in describing adventure and/or wilderness
therapy, the authors also tended to focus on various additional elements. More specifically,
many authors discussed the importance of “setting” whether it be wilderness or other (Davis‐
Berman & Berman, 1994; Kimball & Bacon, 1993; Powch, 1994); several authors underscore
the importance of “therapeutic intent” when approaching activities (Davis‐Berman &
Berman, 1994; Newes, 2001; Powch, 1994); “participant characteristics,” specifically
suggesting in some definitions that participants must have identified needs (Davis‐Berman &
Berman, 1994; Itin, 2001; Russell & Hendee, 2000); and finally “program format” such as
length of stay or structure of activities were discussed by some authors (Crisp, 1998; Kimball
& Bacon, 1993; Russell & Hendee, 2000). Each of these elements – nature of activity, setting,
intent, participant characteristics, and program format – appear to represent core
characteristics of the construct of adventure therapy as it is currently defined. These five
core elements are used to discern differences across categories. We believe that “participant
characteristics” is the primary element to consider in determining subdivisions because the
needs and characteristics of participants dictate our intent and thus the type of programming
that we provide. Other authors have given primary importance to other elements. Friese
(1996) for example, discussed the way in which the wilderness setting is the leading
characteristic that distinguishes programs. Authors have rarely specified participant
characteristics, emphasizing the nature of activities and setting instead.
Core Elements for Contrasting Adventure Therapy with Other Similar Practices
Intent: Therapy vs. Therapeutic. By reflecting on the aforementioned elements,
relationships between fields of practice and types of programming can be established. In
order to more clearly delineate the construct of adventure therapy from similar and related
fields of practice, we ask, what criteria and elements make adventure therapy unique from
other related fields? This question focuses on those elements that reflect the core definition
of the term and those that refer specifically to the techniques and tools of the field.
There has been a great deal of discussion to date on the “therapeutic” aspect
of the field (Itin, 2000; Newes, 2001; Williams, 2004). Williams’ 2004 work
differentiated “therapy” and “therapeutic” and summarized, compared, and
contrasted the characteristics of programs that could be considered to be therapy
programs to those more validly considered to be therapeutic and preventive (See
Table 2). According to Williams, the primary difference in the meanings of those
terms lies in the “intention” of a therapy program, which is to address or remediate a
specific problem condition or concern. He argues that a program that contributes to
the promotion of well‐being – a more generalized sense of wellness – would best be
considered “therapeutic.” The second and third items in his table reflect these
claims. In the table below we have added a third column to Williams’ table to discern
core elements of adventure therapy.
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Table 1
Elements Addressed in Definitions
Year

Author

1993

Gass

Term
Defined
*
WT

Source of Definition

1993

Gass

AT

Gass, M.A. (1993).
Adventure therapy:
Therapeutic applications of
adventure programming.
Dubuque; Iowa: Kendall
Hunt.
Same as above

1993

Gass

LTRC

Same as above

1993

Kimball &
Bacon

WT

1994

Powch

WT

1994

Ringer

AT

Kimball, R. & Bacon, S.
(1993). The wilderness
challenge model. In M. Gass
(Eds.), Adventure Therapy:
Therapeutic applications of
adventure‐based therapy
programming. Dubuque, IA:
Kendall/Hunt.
Powch, I. (1994). Wilderness
therapy: What makes it
empowering for women?
Women and Therapy, 15, 11‐
27.
Cited in Newes, S. (2001).
Adventure‐Based Therapy:
Theory, Characteristics,
Ethics, and Research: A
paper written to fulfill the

Primary Intent

Target
Participan
t

Clinical

To produce
“functional
client change”

Nature of
Activity

Primary
Setting

Program Format

Wilderness
experience

Wilderness

Multiple‐day,
round‐the‐clock
intervention in
small groups

Contrived
adventure

Facility
based

Survival and
life skills
training
Challenge

Outdoor
camps

Long‐term
(e.g. 1 year)

Unfamiliar

Varied length

Therapeutic

Wilderness

Change
oriented,
group
based
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Critical Elements

Positive peer culture;
dealing with natural
consequences

Group and
therapeutic
techniques

Group process
Confront fear

Relationship
orientation

1994

Davis‐
Berman &
Berman

WT

1995

Gillis

AT

1996

Gillis &
Thomsen

AT

1997

Crisp

AT

comprehensive examination
requirement
Areas: Psychotherapy,
Ethics, Methodology.
Comprehensive Examination
Answers, The Pennsylvania
State University,
Pennsylvania.
Davis‐Berman, J. & Berman,
D. (1994). Wilderness
therapy: Foundations,
theories and research.
Dubuque, Iowa: Kendall
Hunt.
Cited in Alvarez, A.G. &
Stauffer, G.A. (2001).
Musings on adventure
therapy. Journal of
Experiential Education,
24(2), 85‐91.
Same as above

Enhance
personal
growth

Clinical

Outdoor
adventure
and other

Out of
doors

Group and traditional
therapy

Behavior
change

Adventure

Activities themselves

Behavior
change

Active,
experiential

Group and family
psychotherapy;
facilitation before
during and after the
activity. Use of
real/perceived risk
Therapeutic
intervention
Use of psychological
theory and
assessment

Cited in Newes, S. (2001).
Adventure‐Based Therapy:
Theory, Characteristics,
Ethics, and Research: A
paper written to fulfill the
comprehensive examination
requirement
Areas: Psychotherapy,
Ethics, Methodology.
Comprehensive Examination
Answers, The Pennsylvania

Wilderness
and/or
adventure
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1998

Crisp

WT

1998

Crisp

AT

State University,
Pennsylvania.
Crisp, S. (1998).
International models of best
practice in wilderness and
adventure therapy. In C. Itin
(Ed.). Exploring the
boundaries of adventure
therapy: International
perspectives. Boulder, CO:
Association for Experiential
Ed.
Same as above

1998

Crisp

WAT

Same as above

1998

Friese,
Hendee, &
Kinziger

WEP

2000

Russell &
Hendee

OBH

Friese, G., Hendee, J.C., &
Kinziger, M. (1998). The
wilderness experience
program industry in the
United States:
characteristics and
dynamics. Journal of
Experiential Ed, 21(1), 40‐45.
Russell, K.C. & Hendee, J.C.
(2000). Outdoor behavioural
healthcare: definitions,
common practice, expected
outcomes, and a nationwide
survey or programs.
Technical Report #26,
Moscow, Idaho. Idaho
Forest, Wildlife and Range
Experiment Station. 87 p.

Personal
growth,
therapy,
rehabilitation,
education, or
leadership/
organizational
development
Change
destructive
behaviors
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Clinical
adolescen
t

Living
community

Isolated
natural
environmen
t

Contrived,
experiential
, risk‐taking,
challenge
Wilderness,
adventure
therapy
“type”

Indoors or
urban

Educational
and
therapeutic

Expedition
(contained or
continuous
flow)
Base camp

Social process with
emphasis of natural
consequences

Framing, metaphors,
and other verbal
facilitation

Natural, but
not
necessarily
isolated
Wilderness

Not overnight or
extended length

Outdoors

Contained
expedition;
continuous flow
expedition; base
camp
expedition;
residential
expedition

Paying customers

Clinically supervised
therapy

Adventure
Group processing,
Newes, S. (2001). Adventure‐ Therapeutic
Based Therapy: Theory,
“focus”?
individual
Characteristics, Ethics, and
psychotherapy,
Research: A paper written to
overall therapeutic
fulfill the comprehensive
milieu
examination requirement
Areas: Psychotherapy,
Ethics, Methodology.
Comprehensive Examination
Answers, The Pennsylvania
State University,
Pennsylvania.
2001 Itin
AT
Itin, C.M. (2001). Adventure
Clinical
Adventure
Master’s level
therapy – critical questions.
practitioner
Journal of Experiential
Education, 24(2), 80‐84.
2001 Alvarez &
AT
Alvarez, A.G. & Stauffer, G.A. Personal
Adventure
change towards
Stauffer
(2001). Musings on
therapeutic
adventure therapy. Journal
of Experiential Education,
goals
24(2), 85‐91.
2004 Newes &
AT
Newes, S. & Bandoroff, S.
Therapeutic
Adventure
Activities as catalyst
Bandoroff
(2004). What is adventure
focus
for processing, group
therapy? In Newes, S. &
level processing,
Bandoroff, S. (Eds.), Coming
individual
of Age: The evolving field of
psychotherapy.
Adventure Therapy. Boulder,
CO: Association for
Experiential Education.
*Terms defined: Adventure Therapy (AT); Wilderness Therapy (WT); Long‐Term Residential Camping (LTRC); Wilderness‐Adventure Therapy (WAT);
Wilderness Experience Programs (WEP); Outdoor Behavioral Healthcare Programs (OBH); Activity‐Based Therapy (ABT)
2001

Newes

AT /
Activity
‐Based
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Table 2
Key Differences Between “Therapy” and “Therapeutic”
and Core Elements of Adventure Therapy
Adventure Therapy
(Williams)
1

2

Therapeutic Adventure
(Williams)
No diagnosis or identified problem
required

Specific problem identification or
diagnosis that requires a clinical
intervention
Specific remedial outcomes are
intended

Recreational, personal growth,
well‐being, non‐specific or
serendipitous outcomes are
intended
More generalized in nature

3

Involves targeted intervention that
treats the identified problem

4

Program design and decision‐
making based on a body of
theoretical knowledge

Need not rely on guiding
framework

5

Systematic research and evaluation
of both process and outcomes

6

Facilitation by trained therapists

7

Describes a process and outcome

Does not rely so heavily on
research
Research is less specifically
targeted and reflects broader
range of outcomes.
Specialist training in therapy or
counseling not needed
Focus on process

*Table adapted from (Williams, 2004, p. 203)
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Implications for Core
Elements of “Therapy”
(Yamada and San Antonio)
Participants must have an
identified problem
Intention must be to
consciously remediate an
identified problem
Program intervention is
structured to purposefully
address specific identified
issues
Program design, intensity,
and methods are based in
theories of human
development and
psychology
Research and evaluation
evidence back up program
design; outcome evaluation
is considered important or
necessary
Program staff include
trained clinicians
Process and outcomes are
explicit and clearly described

If the term “therapy” requires an intention to address an identified problem
condition, as Williams proposes, then participants of those programs must, by
definition, have a problem condition to address. According to Williams then, the field
of adventure therapy necessarily includes the critical elements of intentionally having
a curative or remedial goal.
It is both intent and population that differentiates adventure therapy from some
similar forms of experiential practice. The primary intent for adventure therapy
practitioners is clinical in nature. In contrast, some authors agree that therapeutic
adventure practitioners promote wellness. Williams (2004) used the term “personal
development” (p. 200) and Friese (1996) used the term “personal growth” to
describe those programs that focus on wellness. The term “therapeutic” then
appears to be more aligned with a strength‐based approach with objectives that are
determined by the individual participant rather than a problem‐based approach with
objectives and strategies that specifically respond to a clinical need.
The notion that a participant has an identified problem to address is an
accepted construct in conventional therapy. However, we join others in the
adventure therapy field to wonder if by adopting conventional language from the
medical field we risk compromising fundamental principles such as transparency,
egalitarianism, choice, agency, strength, and empowerment.
While Williams provides a useful clarification of core aspects of adventure
therapy, his depiction in Table 2 of therapeutic adventure is less helpful. Programs
providing therapeutic adventure often do have clear target populations, objectives,
and guiding frameworks, and require their staff to have specific expertise and skill in
a human development field.
We propose an extension of Williams’ work to include a more differentiated
description of therapeutic adventure. In Table 3 we suggest a differentiation of
adventure activities that have a therapeutic effect, such as summer camps for
general, non‐specified populations (column 1), and adventure activities that are
designed to be for referred or selected participants (column 2). Program participants
in the latter category have factors in their lives that place them at‐risk for difficulties
such as learning challenges, trauma‐related stress, lack of opportunity because of
race or social class, etc.
Practitioners working with more vulnerable populations may not be clinicians
but they have a combination of skills needed for technical instruction, group
development, and behavioral management and often hold graduate level degrees.
Youth in this category are selected into adventure programs that are set up to
specifically address issues that pose threats to healthy development (i.e., poverty,
family disruption, difficulty with peer relationships). The Appalachian Mountain Teen
Project, for example, works with referred youth who bring hopefulness, courage,
resilience, and a desire for connection, and who may experience economic hardship,
feel disaffiliated from school, and have substantial losses in primary family
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relationships through death, divorce, separation, or mental illness. Outward Bound’s
Discovery Programs are another example of programming in this category.

Table 3
Differentiation of “Therapeutic” for Universal and Referred Populations
Therapeutic Adventure
Universal Population
(Williams, 2004: 203)
1

2

3
4
5

6

7
8

No diagnosis or identified
problem required;
participants are not in need
of clinical intervention or
receiving therapy by other
means
Intent: Recreational,
personal growth, well‐being,
non‐specific or serendipitous
outcomes are intended
More generalized
programming in nature
Need not rely on guiding
theoretical framework
Does not rely so heavily on
research

Specialist training in therapy
or counseling not needed;
emphasis is on teaching
technical outdoor adventure
skills
Focus on process
Participant‐determined
purpose and intent; process
is collaboratively determined
by participants and staff

Therapeutic Adventure
Referred Population
(Yamada & San Antonio)
Participants are referred because they
experience or demonstrate known risk
factors (i.e., poverty, loss of a parent,
disengagement from school, difficulty
making friends, etc.)
Intent: Strengthening protective factors
in order to promote healthy development
and prevent worsening problems is
intended
Involves targeted intervention that
ameliorates the impact of risk factors
Program design and decision‐making
based on a body of theoretical knowledge
Draws from research and evaluation of
other prevention‐oriented youth
development efforts; concerned with
both process and outcomes
Trained outdoor educators, prevention
specialists, and/or counselors most often
have dual role of teaching technical skills
and facilitating group and individual
process
Primary focus on process and secondary
focus on outcome
Process and outcomes are determined
collaboratively between participants and
staff

Programs for referred populations have preventive and developmental
objectives that are clearly defined. These programs may not identify themselves as
“adventure therapy” programs but they have an explicit structure of support
through individual and group mentoring or counseling; a purposeful interaction
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among participant needs, program objectives, and program methods; and strategies
to optimize the adventure experience to address issues participants face back home.
In order to achieve the objectives of the program, there is often an after care
component to these programs where participants and staff mentors meet to transfer
their new skills and self‐confidence back home.
The Primacy of Population: “Who” Determines “What” and “How Much.”
Thirty years ago, Walsh and Golins (1976) provided a useful summary of the key
elements of Outward Bound. They described the ingredients of the process in this
way:







Take a ready, motivated learner,
into a prescribed, unfamiliar physical environment,
along with a small group of people,
faced with a series of incremental, inter‐related problem‐solving tasks,
which creates in the individual a state of dissonance requiring adaptive coping, and
leads to a sense of mastery or competence when equilibrium is managed.
They observed that these experiences lead to a “re‐organization of self‐
conceptions.” Note that in this definition, Walsh and Gollins start with a “ready,
motivated learner.” In programs that work with referred and clinical populations,
there may not be ready, motivated learners (at least at the outset of the program).
Every element that follows – environment, make‐up of the group, level of difficulty
and challenge, and intent – will be determined by the first primary ingredient: who
the participants are and their motivation/readiness.
Adventure‐Based vs. Activity‐Based Programs and the Role of Risk. Many
authors have focused on understanding the phenomenology of personal growth in
adventure therapy (Davis‐Berman & Berman, 1994; Gass, 1993; Kimball & Bacon, 1993;
Newes, 2001) and yet, despite the common inclusion of unfamiliar environment,
physical challenge, and risk in the definition of adventure programs, it is interesting
to note that there has been comparatively limited interest in setting parameters for
the meaning of “adventure.” Alvarez and Stauffer (2001) claim that “the use of these
[adventure] tools provides an important distinction between adventure therapy and
other experiential therapy approaches such as art therapy, psychodrama, or
sculpting techniques;” however, they say that the tools of adventure can “range
from wilderness experiences to using a spider’s web created with masking tape
across a doorway” (p.87). While these authors prefer more open parameters that
include activities like the spider web, others call for a tighter set of parameters that,
at the very least, specify that there needs to be a perception of physical risk on the
part of the participant (Gillis & Thomsen, 1996). Most agree that adventure exists in
the participants’ perceptions of an activity being unusual, exciting, daring, perhaps
even dangerous, and having an unknown outcome. Depending upon one’s
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interpretation of “dangerous,” which reflects the perception or reality of risk, it
could be argued that such things as performing a musical piece in front of an
audience could be an adventure so long as the outcome was unknown and the
performer viewed the experience as exciting and risky with regards to emotional and
social risk. The presence of an unknown outcome, which exists in so many different
experiences, may be linked to the concept of risk by the experience of non‐control
being perhaps connected to the idea of potential “danger.”
If in the example our musical performer ended up considering her experience
to be successful, the experience had the potential to shift her assessment of herself
in a positive direction; what was once thought to be an impossible challenge is now
in the realm of possible achievement. The possibility of a re‐organization of self‐
conceptions (Walsh and Golins, 1976) or a “corrective experience” is considered to
be the fundamental purpose for placing people in high‐challenge situations (Alvarez
and Stauffer, 2001, p. 90). However, the presence of “adventure” is somewhat
dependent upon one’s interpretation and perception of the activity as containing a
level of risk.
In an effort to better understand the nature of “adventure,” it is important to
further explore the nature and different aspects of risk. Many activities, such as
public speaking or starting at a new school contain elements of social and emotional
risk. Experiencing appropriate levels of emotional risk is useful in therapy (Gass,
1993), but it is the perception of physical risk that truly differentiates an adventure
activity from other unusual, exciting, and dangerous activities. When there is a sense
of heightened emotion as a result of real or perceived physical risk, participants may
look to social connections for emotional (and even physical) reassurance. An
adolescent’s sense of social‐emotional safety is based in the presence or absence of
trust among peers and towards adults. It is the salience of this trust and social‐
emotional safety in the face of perceived physical risk that can create critical
opportunities for corrective experiences.
The meaning of adventure is necessarily co‐created by the nature of the
activity itself and the participant’s own perceptions. The element of subjectivity
inherent in the definition of the term has implications for the way in which we
define the field of adventure therapy – namely, that we must take into
consideration how our participants perceive the activities that are being used in
order to accurately use the term “adventure.”
Group Process and Use of Traditional Psychotherapy. The way in which
participants make meaning of their experiences also has implications for other
critical elements of adventure therapy. Authors frequently discuss the role of
group process in effecting therapeutic change by elucidating personal meaning‐
making and drawing parallels between the adventure experience and the actual
lives of the participants (Kimball & Bacon, 1993; Davis‐Berman & Berman, 1994;
Newes & Bandoroff, 2004).
Similarly, many authors commented on the use of traditional psychotherapy
techniques in their definitions of adventure therapy (Davis‐Berman & Berman, 1994;
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Kimball & Bacon, 1993; Newes & Bandoroff, 2004; Russell & Hendee, 2000). Most
authors argue that adventure therapy integrates multiple psychotherapeutic and
activity‐oriented methods using creative and eclectic formats. The use of specific
psychotherapeutic techniques implies the importance of having professionally
trained staff. It is likely that programs that operate without well‐trained,
experienced, and supervised front‐line staff are less successful in having their
participants reach therapeutic goals. Thus if the use of traditional psychotherapy
techniques is a critical feature of adventure therapy – those programs must also have
appropriately trained staff.
Summary of Core Elements for Adventure Therapy
Returning now to a clarification of adventure therapy, we assert that core
elements require that, 1) there is a conscious intent on the part of the program staff
to address/remediate an identified problem condition in the participant. This
condition in turn requires that, 2) the participant presents an identified problem that
is consistent with what the program is intended to impact. Next, in order to
distinguish adventure therapy from more traditional types of psychotherapy, 3)
activities must be a focus of the treatment modality. In order to distinguish
adventure therapy from other forms of activity‐based therapies, 4) the activities must
be adventurous in nature, meaning that they are perceived by participants as
containing a level of physical, social and emotional risk and having an unknown
outcome. The participants’ perceptions of risk make salient an awareness of trust in
relationships thus creating the opportunity for corrective experiences. Finally, for
the experience to have a corrective effect that is recognizable to the participant, 5)
the experience must be mediated by well trained staff persons who have skills to
assess participant needs, set realistic and appropriate goals, match activity type and
intensity to the needs and skills of the participants, clearly frame and debrief the
activity, and prevent physical, social, and emotional harm.
Differentiating the Sub‐Types of Adventure Therapy Programming
Adventure therapy programs can exist across a variety of settings and in
various formats. It is important that practitioners and researchers are able to
distinguish between the sub‐types of adventure therapy programs so that they can
train and communicate appropriately and also that consumers are able to come to
the same understanding so that they can make educated choices as to which
programs best fit their needs. We suggest that two criteria to help distinguish sub‐
types of adventure therapy programming are the setting in which the program takes
place and the format of the program.
Setting: Wilderness and Non‐Wilderness Settings. Based on the
aforementioned understanding of “adventure,” it becomes apparent that adventure
activities can take place in either a wilderness or non‐wilderness setting (i.e. indoor
climbing, initiative games) so long as the participant experiences some degree of
perceived physical risk in combination with an unknown outcome. Setting is thus an
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example not of a core element that differentiates adventure therapy from other
fields of practice, but rather of an element that serves to distinguish between
different sub‐types of adventure therapy programming. The most obvious sub‐type
of adventure therapy programming that is dependant upon setting is that of
“wilderness therapy,” which can only take place in a “wilderness” setting, defined as
a place that contains the elements of naturalness and solitude (Friese, 1996).
Whether a program is residential or non‐residential may influence the program
setting due to the fact that traveling to remote and isolated natural spaces takes
time. Thus, although wilderness therapy programs may be either residential or non‐
residential, it is likely that a higher proportion of such programs have a residential
format.
Program Format. Beyond the distinction between adventure therapy
programs that take place primarily in a wilderness setting vs. non‐wilderness setting,
other more detailed aspects of program format such as referral and intake patterns,
length of program, residential or non‐residential programs, and program intensity,
continue to differentiate sub‐types of adventure therapy. For example, in North
America, those programs where the therapist and guides comprise a treatment team
that remains with the group for the fixed duration of the program are considered to
be “contained intake” type programs. Those where the program leaders rotate in
and out of the field, new participants join and exit existing groups at various different
points in time, and a supervising therapist visits groups on a weekly basis are
considered to be “continuous flow intake” type programs (Russell & Hendee, 2000).
These two elements of “setting” and the various aspects of “program format” are
two core elements upon which we can differentiate the various sub‐types of
programs.
The Model and Implications
By using the criteria presented in this paper to distinguish both adventure
therapy from other fields and to determine sub‐types of programming within the
adventure therapy field, relationships between similar and related terms become
increasingly clear. These relationships have been illustrated in Figure 1. We propose
that within this framework of meaning‐making in adventure therapy, any program
that exists farther down on the figure could be accurately described by any of the
terminology that is found above it and will also tend to have the qualifying elements
that are listed above it on the figure. For example, an “expedition format” program
that engages “clinical participants” in “adventure activities” within a “wilderness
setting” using “clinical intent, could be accurately described as being a “wilderness
therapy program,” an “adventure therapy program,” or an “activity‐based therapy
program.” Each level of the figure contains a more detailed or specific description of
meaning. The terms that are lower down in the figure are simply more detailed
descriptions of more specific or narrow constructs that could be properly although
less accurately described by the terms that exist above it on the figure. An example
of similar shifts in the level of specificity of meaning within different terms would be
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to say “a class,” “a university class,” “university social science class,” “university
psych100 class” and so on.
The clarification of the flexibility and use of terminology, including the
relationships that exist between terms, may facilitate a more concrete sense of
identity for the adventure‐based field by limiting the variation of interpretation that
can occur when the meaning and use of terms is more arbitrary. This increase in the
consistent use and meaning‐making of terms in turn can lead to a more common
conceptualization and even a more clear definition of the field. Such a clear
conceptualization will be necessary for setting the boundaries of the field, a critical
step before establishing purposeful and effective standards of practice,
accreditation, and professional licensure. Within the fields of adventure therapy and
outdoor learning, criteria that can be used to establish sub‐types of programming will
not only facilitate the creation of program‐specific standards of practice,
accreditation, and professional training, but will be useful to consumers, allowing
them to make well‐informed choices as to which types of programs would best suit
their needs. If, through educated choices, consumers can select programs more
appropriate to their needs, there may be an increase in the number of participants
who experience success in treatment. In addition, the consistent use of terminology
will increase the accuracy with which ideas are exchanged in research, facilitating the
credibility and even validity of the work being done. Increased participant success
and more consistent and valid research may lead to increased growth of the field in
general.
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Appendix A: Adventure Therapy within Experiential Programming and Therapy Frameworks
Therapy Programming
Experiential
Participants: clinical
Intent: remediate an
identified problem

Intent: educational

Experiential Education

Participants: any –
universal, selective, or
clinical

Focus of modality:
activity-based

Participants: any – universal,
selective, or clinical
Activity: non-adventure

Focus of modality:
non activity-based

Participants: clinical
Intent: remediate an
identified problem

Non-Activity-

Activity: any
Intent: wellness

Participants:
selective Participants:
clinical
Intent to address
Intent:
threats to healthy
development remediate an
identified
Activity: adventure
problem

Therapeutic
Experience

Differentiation of
Fields of practice
based on

Activity:
adventure



Participant /Population
Characteristics

Intent

Nature of Activity

Preventive &
Developmental
Adventure-based
Counseling

Therapeutic
Adventure

Experiential-Based
Therapy

Activity:
adventure

Other ExperientialAdventure

Setting:
Classroom

Differentiation of
Sub-types of
programs
based on



Setting
Program Format

Classr

Setting:
Outdoor

Outdoor
Education

Setting: wilderness

Outdoor Behavioral
Healthcare
A subset of WT programs
that meet standards
common to mental health
practice
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Participants with increasing needs: universal

based Therapy

Setting: nonwilderness

Wilderness Therapy

Setting: primarily or
exclusively wilderness

Format: contained
intake

Activity:
Non-adventure

Setting: Combined
wilderness and nonwilderness

Format: continuous
flow intake

Long-term residential camping
(or Base-Camp or Therapeutic
Camping)

Continuous

selective

clinical

Conclusion: Shortcomings and Next Steps
The language we use is loaded with ideological, political, and practical
meaning. Changes in language have reflected historical shifts and the evolution of
the field. Language changes have also paralleled shifts in funding, resources, and
the perceived hierarchy of methodological status. External factors, such as market
demand, public and private funding, third‐party payment, and compensation for
serving special needs students, play a heavy hand in how we define ourselves. In a
field that has traditionally had a strength‐based focus, there is now a shift toward
adopting the use of medical, deficit‐based language. We are deeply worried that
with this shift in language we may risk compromising cherished principles in the
adventure field. How we understand and approach our work and how others
understand our field of work will be driven by these external factors unless we
continue to engage in an inclusive, open dialogue.
The model presented here, using hierarchical core criteria to distinguish
adventure therapy from similar fields of practice, and to differentiate the sub‐
types of adventure programming, is based exclusively upon a western cultural
concept of therapy and healing. The concept of therapy has been reduced to
participant need for remediating identified problem conditions and the program’s
intent to facilitate or conduct that remediation. There is little mention of “internal
processes” of human development, of “level of change” (i.e., individual vs.
systemic), of “type of change” (emotional, spiritual, physical), ways to measure
the “effectiveness of change”, or of the “elements that might be necessary” to
create effective change (i.e. intensity of intervention, ongoing assessment,
individual treatment plan, professionally trained staff). Applying this
conceptualization to other cultures would challenge western ideas of what
constitute both therapy and adventure.
Although the benefits of establishing a common understanding and ways
of making meaning in the field of adventure therapy are salient, many factors such
as the multi‐disciplinary foundation, the multi‐cultural contexts, and the subjective
elements of some core terminology create for us a real challenge in moving
forward together and with clear communication of our ideas. Only through
continued dialogue within and across disciplines, cultures, and nations, can we
continue to clarify the meaning of adventure activities when used for the purposes
of therapy, prevention, or personal growth.
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University Purkyně in Ústí nad Labem, Faculty of Education, The Czech Republic
Oto Louka
University Purkyně in Ústí nad Labem, Faculty of Education, The Czech Republic
Andy Martin
University of Massey, New Zealand
Abstract
This paper focuses on the accreditation, preparation, and content of a new bachelor
degree (BOS), ‘Outdoor Studies’ at Purkyně University, Ústí nad Labem in the Czech
Republic, where there is a long tradition of outdoor sports, turistika activities, and
outdoor and experiential education programs. Turistika activities include games,
active movement (travelling by bike, skis, canoe, or on foot), and outdoor and
cultural activities (learning about nature, local history and sights, life of local people).
Turistika is often translated as ‘tourism’, but that begins the process of diluting
something that is culturally unique and specific to the Czech context and
environment (Turčová, Neuman, & Martin, 2005). During the preparation process we
have integrated these Czech outdoor traditions together with European and world
trends in this field, and established cooperation with the Departments of Outdoor
Studies in Ambelside, England and Edinburgh, Scotland. Therapeutic adventure is one
part of the degree.
Context
The area around Ústí nad Labem was always weighed down with big
ecological problems. Historically many outdoor activities were impossible due to
the poor environmental conditions (i.e. it wasn’t good for health). However, today
the ecological system is better and many people like to participate in outdoor
activities. That’s why we wanted to provide more interaction with the outdoors
and prepare accreditation for the BOS.
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Connecting With the Long‐Term Plan of the University and Workplace
The project connects and is co‐coordinated wit the long‐term University plan. Its
priorities are to:
•
Integrate forms of education into the EU system
•
Develop foreign relationships ‐ other contacts
•
Promote student mobility
•
Expand the BOS and doctoral fields of study
•
Develop a stronger exploratory base
•
Focus on young academic workers
Project Aim
The project is focused on educational innovations and processes in outdoor
studies, which are an important part of the. Masters (5yr Mgr diploma) and
Bachelor programs concerned with sport and physical education. Thanks to the
teacher’s qualities at our University and the rich history of activities in the
outdoors, our department has prepared accreditation for a new field of study,
‘Outdoor Studies’. Our aim has been to integrate the different approaches of
Czech and other European outdoor environments, and also use our traditions,
experiences and contacts. We have co‐operated with other European and world
Universities which are accredited for Bachelor and Masters Programs in outdoor
studies and with other scientific workplaces from the Czech Republic, which have
specialties for individual fields of study. The project has been identified from a
review of Czech tertiary study programs with priorities for:
•
safety and survival in critical adventure situations
•
integration into the National curriculum for experiential education
•
integration into the European university’s system ETC
The Present Situation In The Field Of Sport, Education, and Outdoor Activities
In the area of sports and education in the outdoors, there currently exist 4
Universities in the Czech Republic: UK FTVS Prague ‘Department of Turistika,
Outdoor Sports and Outdoor Education’, UP FTK in Olomouc ‘Recreology
Department’, the Faculty of Information and Management at University Hradec
Kralove, and now the Faculty of Pedagogy in Usti nad Labem. The major focus is
on skills and performance using practical activities. In Europe and around the
world the emphasis is often on psychological, philosophical and ecological
aspects. There are many countries with accredited majors in the area of ‘Outdoor
Studies’, for example: USA (Outdoor Education, Adventure Education, Outdoor
Leadership), Great Britain (Outdoor Activities, Outdoor Studies, Outdoor
Education, Outdoor Management Training), Germany (Erlebnispadagogik,
Abenteuerpädagogik), Norway (Friluftsliv), Sweden (Outdoor Environmental
Education), Finland (Adventure Education), Austria (Outdoor Aktivitäten),
Australia and New Zealand (Outdoor Education). It is hoped to prepare material
for new subjects, which respects EU trends in this field (in teams working with
students from accredited fields of study and with Universities in Great Britain,
Canada, New Zealand, Australia, Slovakia). Graduates of the bachelor degree
‘Outdoor Studies’ will be qualified specialists with basic theoretical, practical and
applied experiences and commands from outdoor activities and its applications for
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groups. Graduates of the BOS will be able to work in the related fields of tourism,
leisure, and education involving youth and civic organizations.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Degree Structure
The aim is to prepare a program structure in outdoor sports, education and
outdoor activities which will be the same as in Europe. At this time the structure of
subject area of sports, education and outdoor activities in accredited fields of
study are:
Course of Skiing I & II.
• Selective course – skiing &
snowboarding
Course of Snowboarding and carving
• School snowboarding instructor
Indoor climbing (mountaineering)
• In door climbing instructor
Turistika course
• School skiing instructor
Course of turistika on water
• Selective course‐ snowboarding
Course of basic mountaineering
Winter and summer mountaineering • Selective course‐ skiing
Course of high mountain turistika
The subjects and prepared materials should be of the standards of sports and
outdoor education in the EU.
The integration potential of
outdoor activities
Ecological and environmental
problems
Philosophical and historical sports
and outdoor education aspects
Cultural aspects
Psychology of resistance and
endurance
Adventure therapy
Facility experiences
Canoeing and rafting on wild water
Outdoor recreation
Research and methodology in the
outdoors
Geography and meteorology
The educational potential of sports
and outdoor education
Motivation and behavior
Safety standards in outdoor
activities
Critical management and
intervention
Specifics of Czech concepts in
outdoor activities
Kinestherapy
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Outdoor activities and concepts will be understood with emphasis on
crossovers to other fields and activities. Themes are divided into three groups:
Theoretical competences, practical competences, and applied competences. A
balance of individual competences will be performed resulting from analysis of the
present situation and critical assessment of study of programs in outdoor studies
in the EU, Czech Republic, and around the world.
•

•

•

Year 1 ‐ graduation of wide kinathropology base – science about motion, history,
pedagogy, psychology etc. Basic courses with emphasis and introduction into
problem solving, managing skills and theoretical terms, and cultural and ecological
connections.
Year 2 – expanse of skills and experiences acquired on basic courses. Graduation
of basic qualifying grades in this field: games and outdoor exercises, ropes courses
and activities, climbing, performance and turistika applications (bicycle, ski, high
mountains climbing‐winter, summer, winter camping, wild river, ski touring and ski
alpinism). Philosophical and ethical connections, psychological and pedagogical
theory applied in outdoor activities. Interdisciplinary connections‐applications and
connections to outdoor activities, other subjects/majors/disciplines of human
activity. Information from the applied sciences disciplines especially with focus on:
didactics, training, educational applications‐ drama education, team‐building, and
facility experience
Year 3 – international dimension of outdoor activities, scientific thesis on special
area in outdoor studies. Practice‐ work with groups (youth, adults, people with
special needs, older adults, managers…)
Therapeutic Adventure
The course ‘Therapeutic Application of Outdoor Activities’ is included in the
third year of the BOS. This course results from previous competences which are
acquired in the two preceding years, namely, basic psychosocial theories and their
application focusing on nature activities. These theories are part of subjects aimed
at psychology, pedagogy and sport psychology, communication and group
dynamics. This course is also based on previous experience in the field of biology
and medical science. Thematic lessons are focused on anatomy, body burden
physiology, theory of sport practice, and application into the field of nature
activities. Psychological and physiological aspects of formation and design of the
lessons are emphasized. The aim of this course is to engage students in
therapeutic adventure programs, so they become familiar with the necessary
conditions, and also begin psychotherapeutic training. This course enters the
domain of psychotherapy, but the graduates are primarily focused on education.
Adventure therapy is connected to the field of kinesiotherapy (also known as
psychokinetic therapy), which has been recently established in the Czech Republic.
The course attends to the adventure phenomenon in the therapeutic profession. It
reflects modern trends and research from the field of Adventure and Outdoor
Education. This course also deals with concepts and approaches to adventure
program creation which are used as part of treatment of special needs, for
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example, hyper or neurotic children, drug addicts, and people with various mental
and physical handicaps.
Lectures:
1. Historical background, field development, adventure therapy – information
sources
2. Adventure Therapy limitations from Outdoor Education
3. Adventure, risk and hazardous behavior. Sensation seeking problems in
connection with adventure therapy.
4. Adventure therapy – a form of kinesiotherapy
5. International adventure therapy organizations
6. Czech adventure therapy organizations
7. Adventure therapy research and methods
8. Overview of mental and physical disabilities
9. Use and application of various program components for particular target groups
10. Principles (psychological, social, pedagogical) of creating adventure programs for
various target groups (drug addicts, children, delinquents)
11. Practical generation of an adventure program for chosen target groups
12. Evaluation of the programs

•
•
•
•
•

Present State
Purkyně University obtained accreditation from the Czech Ministry of Education
for the BOS from May 2007 for the next 4 years. All information about its structure
can be found on www.outdooractivities.cz. Our target is to prepare not only
projects for academic settings, for example,
Organization of an Experiential Education and Outdoor Studies Summer School
involving cooperation between European Universities
Accredited courses for instructors in many fields of Outdoor Activities
Books and textbooks for public and students
Outdoor management courses
Outdoor courses with therapeutic approaches
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SECTION 3: DEVELOPING THE PRACTITIONER & THE PRACTICE
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Abstract
Professionals working with groups of young people often experience the following
challenge: “How do we develop the motivation and cohesion of this group to allow us
to work on the key objectives we are here for?” This paper begins by exploring the
process of group development and then goes on to map out a conceptual framework
for leadership of these groups. It suggests that professionals must be prepared to
adopt a range of leadership styles and that the match between these leadership
styles and the groups needs at any given time is a crucial factor in this group
development. The paper then goes on to explore potential issues in adopting a
situational leadership style including congruence with each professional’s values and
‘natural’ style, and the dilemmas that result from having to develop a ‘new’ style to
match the developing needs of the group.

The group of twenty‐five 16‐year‐old young people sit quietly as the
instructor says; “As we look forward to the next 5 days together here
on the island, I would like you to think about what guidelines we should
put in place to guide us in how we operate as a group. I would like you
to write your ideas here on this poster and I will come back in twenty
minutes to see how you have got on.” Twenty minutes later the
instructor returns to find the task completed but with ‘guidelines’ such
as; “We will stay up all night”, “we can swear as much as we like...”,
“we can smoke...”, “we can do whatever we want...” and all the young
people have signed their names to the ‘contract’.
Professionals working in Adventure Therapy often work with groups of
young people and the dynamics in these groups can vary widely. Sooner or later
we can be faced with a group where we begin to despair at their attitudes and
actions and wonder if it is possible to work with them. Sometimes this can be like
watching a herd of stampeding cattle and we wonder if it is wise to be standing in
front of them! As in the anecdote above these groups often leave us wondering if
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the leadership style we adopted with them was really what they needed or did we
miss the mark somehow?
On the other hand, perhaps we have also experienced leading a group
where over time they transform into a close knit, supportive and enthusiastic team
making significant changes in their lives. It can leave us wondering, “What creates
such a group?”, “Does this happen randomly or can we actively catalyse this
process?” and “How can I move this difficult group in that direction?”
Programmes are generally designed around a range of educational,
therapeutic or developmental objectives, perhaps depending on the setting (ie:
achieving goals, correcting thinking errors, behavioural change etc). Functional or
cohesive group culture is seldom one of these overt outcomes as the outcomes
generally focus on the needs of the individuals in the programmes rather than the
group as a whole. However, professionals running programmes like this would be
likely to agree that a functional or cohesive group culture is an essential pre requisite
for all these other outcomes. Is there a ‘secret recipe’ for developing a healthy group
culture? Several years ago the author worked alongside a psychologist on a
programme with young offenders where the psychologist would often state; “You
know it doesn’t make any difference how fancy our therapeutic model is or how
clever we thing we are, if we can’t engage with the young people, it won’t work!”

Development of Group Culture
Conceptual frameworks relating to individual and group development
often involve a process of moving from less functional group culture to a more
functional culture. (see Figure 1). Numerous researchers have worked to order,
number and name the stages such as the well known model by Tuckman and
Jensen (1997); Forming, Storming, Norming Performing, Adjourning. Not every
group experiences all of these stages and the stages are not necessarily in this
order but we do notice that groups often change dramatically over the period we
are working with them.
Eric Schusser (2005), an experienced teacher at Dunstan High School in
Alexandra recognises Stephen Covey’s developmental stages of Dependence,
Independence and Interdependance. He describes how his classes transition
through these stages over time as he works with them;
My students are highly at risk when they enter the programme. Most students are
dependent on me to guide them down the bumpy road………..”.. “In the second
and third term a change starts to occur……our relationship deepens and they
experience a class feeling that they like and want more of…a feeling of respect,
dignity and trust. In this setting independence grows, skills grow and students are
challenged on their selfishness….”. “In the third and forth term magic occurs,
challenges to behaviour are met with consideration rather than cursing, acceptance
and apologies rather than violence. People are feeling more empowered and
interdependent. They help each other and some of this is transferring into other
areas of life. (Schusser, 2005, p107‐108)
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It is interesting to consider other conceptual frameworks which may also
mirror this process such as a progression from ‘extrinsic motivation’ (where an
individual is motivated by rewards and consequences provided by someone else)
moving towards ‘intrinsic motivation’ (where an individual is motivated for their
own achievement). Likewise another related concept is ‘external locus of control’
(where an individual believes that all the decisions in their lives are made by
others) through to ‘internal locus of control’ (where an individual feels that they
can make their own decisions).

Figure 1: Group Development Continuum
Dependence
Forming

Independence
Storming

Norming

Extrinsic motivation

Interdependance
Performing

Adjourning
Intrinsic motivation

External locus of control

Internal locus of control

As professionals working with young people it is interesting to consider the
following; ‘Do we see our role in education, development or therapy fitting with a
group development continuum, ie: developing groups of young people who begin to
take responsibility for their own lives, develop maturity, and become self
determining?’ As a teacher the author can recall 13 year old students arriving at the
secondary school looking and feeling a bit lost and being really dependant on
external guidance. However as these same students matured though the years at
school they became more and more interdependent and finally once they began
considering leaving school they had to become largely independent. Most would
agree, this process is integral to our work with young people.
Situational Leadership Models
Leadership has been described as ways we express our influence and there is a
plethora of leadership models and theories. (Leithwood, Jantzi, Steinbach, 1991). A
group of these leadership models use a sliding scale model with styles varying based
on how much authority is exercised by the leader and how free group members are
to contribute to decision making.
Hersey and Blanchard (1963) created a model called Situational Leadership in
the late 1960’s that allowed leaders to analyse the needs of the situation they are
dealing with, and then adopt the most appropriate leadership style. Their 4 point
scale is a follows; Directing, Coaching, Supporting, Delegating and each stage is
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characterised by the level of direction and support given by the leader to the person
or group being lead.
Simpson and Gillis (1997) describe a leadership model which moves from
‘Control’ to ‘Empowerment’ which is used in Project Group Adventure’s therapeutic
programmes in Atlanta Georgia. This model is a 10 step process, where ‘1’ is total
external control of the group, with the staff initially imposing and enforcing all rules,
with the power dynamic shifting towards more and more group control or
empowerment, till at ‘10’ where the group is completely self governing. The author
has spent several months working in this programme in the past and was impressed
to see groups of challenging young people taking a high degree of responsibility for
themselves and each other in the programme.
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Tannenbaum & Schmidt (1973) have a similar scale with the six categories
of; Telling, Selling, Testing, Consulting, Joining and Delegating. Heron (1989)
describes the dynamics involved in educational decision making and highlights the
possibility of leaders adopting a range of decision making roles. These involve
Hierarchy – I decide, Cooperation – we decide, and Autonomy – you decide.
This continuum of control to empowerment has also been recognized by
many writers in Education (see Figure 2). Lewis (1996) describes a range of
approaches to classroom leadership, two of these being ‘teacher orientated’ and
‘group orientated’. In the teacher orientated model, the teacher assumes the
right to decide the rules for appropriate behaviour, and also uses recognitions and
punishments to ensure these expectations are met. The group orientated model
involves power sharing between the teacher and the class, where both rules and
consequences are determined by classroom meetings and although the methods
of monitoring this may look similar to the teacher orientated approach, the goal is
no longer simply the students conforming to the teachers demands;
In the teacher orientated approach, the use of ‘choice’ for students to do as they are
told or be punished is largely a fake choice. However in the group orientated
approach the choice is genuine, and practitioners using this approach believe that
only through genuinely free choice can students come to set limits on their own
behaviour. (Lewis, 1996, p. 2)
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Alton‐Lee (2003) in the Best Evidence Synthesis describes numerous
research outcomes which indicate sustained higher achievement where students
were empowered to take charge of their learning. Wilson‐Hill (2006,) describes
how; “a transformative and facilitative teacher style to promote students
participation can be developed and nurtured, making a gradual change from a
more transmissive model of teaching.”
Correlation Between Leadership Style and Group Development Stage
What role do we have at each stage with a group and what options does
this give us as leaders? It seems that what is required on the left side of the
continuum is a leader who is directive, sets boundaries and parameters which are
not negotiable or that young people have any input into. On the contrary, what is
required on the right side of the continuum is a leader who has become much less
directive, where their role is now facilitation of the decisions that are being made
by the group.
Hersey & Blanchard (1982) describe how the particular leadership style
chosen (S1‐S4) is based on the developmental level of the individual being lead.
They designed four categories (D1‐D4), each of which are a blend of the follows
‘competence’ and ‘commitment’. In their model each developmental stage has an
appropriate leadership style; ie: S1 to D1 etc. Priest and Gass also describe a
correlation between leadership style and group development stage:
In the past, leaders have often relied on repeating past occurrences and the ‘magic’ of
groups to reach their intended goals. By understanding group development, however,
you can choose activities, leadership styles, and effective strategies that are
appropriate for the needs of the group in a particular stage. When you accomplish this
your program will “flow”, or have a sense of natural timing that allows participants to
get the most out of their experiences. (Priest & Gass, 1997, p. 70)
This implies that if we choose to adopt a group development model as in
Figure 1 above then we must also adopt a contingency or situational leadership
model where our style and role varies as the group develops. In reality it is seldom
that leaders will give total responsibility to a group, however from the young
persons perspective even a small amount of choice can feel a lot different than no
choice at all which is often their experience.
A practical way in which this model can play itself out is in the aspect of
group rules, contracts or guidelines which state the acceptable ways of interacting
in any particular group. A leader using this model needs to use a flexible method
of setting contracts. This may mean that initially expectations are set totally by
the leader, ie; “These are my expectations of everyone in this group: mutual
respect and one person talks at a time.” However, within a few sessions or weeks,
the leader could then facilitate a discussion with the group along the lines of “How
do you think our group guidelines are going?, What should we change?” following
the progression of the “I decide, we decide, you decide” model. This model not
only relates to who sets the guidelines, but also who is responsible for
implementing and enforcing the guidelines. The opening anecdote in this article
illustrates what happened when the author relinquished too much control of the
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group too soon resulting in chaos. It also put the author in the position of having
to take back control and effectively mandate new group guidelines which was not
well received by the group. The lesson in this experience was to be more
conservative with the process of handing over responsibility to a group in the early
stages of work with them.
How does this model impact our initial leadership starting point with a
group? Not all groups start on the less cohesive side of the continuum, some may
already have a strong degree of interdependence and maturity in place so a leader
may not always begin their leadership style on the directive side either. Some
factors that influence the group’s development and can act as indicators of their
current development needs may be; the age of students, the size of group, how
well the leader knows the group, the setting and type of activity, prior experience
and competence of the group.
‘Natural’ Leadership Style
Another key determinant of what leadership style we use with a group is
our personal preference as leaders, or what could be called, ‘natural’ style. Priest &
Gass (1997) describe how a leaders orientation to approaching leadership issues is
a result of their own emphasis on the two dimensions of ‘task’ and ‘relationship’.
Task focus is related to the level of concern the leader has with getting the task
done, whereas relationship focus is the concern the leader has with maintaining
positive group interactions. Task focussed leaders are most comfortable at the
left end of the situational leadership continuum which relationship focussed
leaders are more comfortable on the right.
However when leadership style is correlated with group development level
it is clear that the leadership style chosen in given situation must be determined
more by the groups needs rather than the leaders preference. This inevitably puts
leaders in the perhaps challenging position of having to allow for flexibility in their
leadership style and chose at times to operate in a style which is not ‘natural’ for
them and which may feel uncomfortable.
For some leaders, the directive side of the continuum is most familiar,
where they are quite comfortable giving strong direction and guidance to their
groups. However this role may soon become redundant as the group develops
because it leaves very little room for the group to take responsibility and
ownership. On the other hand, other leader are very comfortable in the facilitator
role, in fact they may have an ideal in their head of how a group should interact
and are greatly surprised when the group doesn’t seem to meet these
expectations. In these cases they may find themselves not giving clear guidance
and firm boundaries and as a result the group loses cohesion and control. In this
case a situational leadership model can be extremely insightful in that it can allow
a leader to be more comfortable in taking a more directive role at the start of a
groups development, not because its necessary how they would like to be as a
leader, but because they can see that the boundaries are a means to an end, that
in effect a period of control can lead to empowerment.
Similar themes emerge from the writing of Celia Lashley, an author who has
undertaken extensive research in boys schools in New Zealand, prior to which she
managed several jails for Correction Services. She describes how the year 9 boy
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(13 year old) needs to know where his boundaries are, that they need to be
brightly coloured and firm because he is going to hurl himself into it on a regular
basis over the next few years and he must be able to bounce off without hurting
himself. She goes on to explain that there needs to be the beginnings of real
consequences for him pressing against this boundary using the metaphor of an
electric fence:
As he walks the boundary for the first time, he’ll touch it to check out how it feels,
how real it is and as part of his learning he needs to feel the light tingle in his fingers.
It’s this that tells him that the boundary is real, that the people in his life are
watching, that they do care and are genuine in their desire to keep him safe…
(Lashley, 2005, p. 78)
This metaphor continues in a similar way for the Year 10 boy, in fact
perhaps increasing the levels of direction, overt reinforcement of boundaries,
swift implementation of consequences and making sure there’s a limit to the
amount of debate about breaking the rules. However this escalation of the
consequences reverses as the young person continues to mature:
In Year 12 the electric current can be safely switched off as the maturation process is
now fully under way. “In year 13….there is a point where the boundary needs to be
removed all together and replaced by a white picket fence with a number of large
clearly marked exit gates. This is the area that appears to present the greatest
challenge to boys schools. It’s a relatively new experience to consider the complete
removal of the boundary which used to be in place so long and which teachers have
grown used to. I could detect some trepidation at the suggestion that Year 13 boys
need to be given a strong sense of the control they have over their own destiny”
(Lashley, 2005, pp. 92‐ 93)
This hesitancy in leaders to relinquish control of their groups emerges in
other literature too. Results from Lewis’s research with teachers (discussed
earlier) showed that the group orientated approach is most supported by teachers
with the teacher orientated approach a close second, However, what was very
interesting is that when Lewis analysed the data based on the year level that was
taught, there was a tendency for teachers to desire an increase in retention of
power when teaching older age groups:
Clearly there would seem to be a gap between what teachers would ideally like to
utilize in schools and that which is practicable. (Lewis, 1996, p. 3)
With regard to policy, the research findings highlight the need to develop a discipline
policy that progressively provides more decision making for students as the ages and
relevant skills of the students increases. (Lewis, 1996, p. 4)
This increase in control with age may be related to external measures such
as the need to push students to succeed in gaining qualifications. Perhaps
another reason for the hesitancy of some leaders to devolve control and
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responsibility to the group is also partly due to concerns regarding risk
management and the need to maintain safety parameters.
This task of selecting and implementing an appropriate leadership style is
complex and challenging and there are many factors to consider. Priest & Gass
(1997) have formulated a Conditional Outdoor Leadership Theory Model where
leadership style is not purely determined by group needs but selected based on a
mixture of the following 5 factors; environmental dangers, individual competence,
group unity, leader proficiency and decision consequences. This also implies that
the situational leadership scale is not uni directional, always moving towards
increased group responsibility, but that the leader may need to regain ‘control’ in
some situations. Broadwell (1994) highlights this issue and proposes an adaption
of Situational Leadership called Bi‐Polar leadership where leadership style is linked
not only to groups development stage but also to external measures such as
forces acting on group as well as from within.

Conclusion
This paper begun by stating that the development of cohesive group
culture is an essential prerequisite for working with young people using Adventure
Therapy. It then explored the link between the process of group development
and leadership style. The model of situational leadership being described here
requires the leader to be tuned into the needs of the group and adapt their style
and role to suit the current group needs. It also requires the leader to continually
be looking for opportunities to induct the group into taking responsibity for some
of the choices in the programme, to share some of their power. It has also
suggested that leaders are likely to have a preferred style and that challenges exist
when the leadership style required to match the developmental stage is different
to this ‘natural’ style. However unless these challenges are met, it is possible and
even likely that the leader can in fact impede the development of a group and the
individuals within it.
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SECTION 3: DEVELOPING THE PRACTITIONER & THE PRACTICE

Adventure‐Based Interventions for Families at Risk
Within a Multi‐Systemic Therapy Framework
Chris Carey‐Smith, Justine Harris, David Clegg, Eric Messick,
Kath McDonald, Brighid Jamieson
Abstract
Wellington Boys’ and Girls’ Institute (BGI) have been providing programmes to
complement the clinical work carried out by MST teams. This paper assesses these
programmes and provides some insights to the practice and issues of this
collaborative work.
We will focus on the question of how the treatment modalities of Multi‐
Systemic Therapy and Adventure Therapy can work together without compromising
the empirically proven principles of MST. An overarching issue is whether the
therapeutic approach drives the adventure‐based intervention or alternatively,
whether the adventure expert incorporates appropriate therapy techniques into
their practice.
Adventure Therapy interventions are part of the repertoire of possible
solutions that MST may use to achieve its objectives. Ideally they should be used with
close involvement of the family system and the MST therapist.
A model is developed for realising this collaborative process to ensure its long
term integrity and effectiveness. This involves ensuring that the interventions are
focussed on the required outcome before, during and after the adventure‐based
programme.
Multi‐Systemic Therapy
Multi‐systemic Therapy (MST) is relatively new to New Zealand but is
becoming popular because of its evidence‐based efficacy. It offers new hope to
young people with serious behavioural disorders and their families. Too often,
traditional mental health approaches for serious, violent, and chronic juvenile
offenders and programmes for treating adolescent drug and substance abusers
have failed to substantiate their effectiveness to reduce or correct undesirable
behaviours. The MST model, developed in response to the lack of scientifically
validated, cost‐efficient treatment options, has proven effective in reducing
antisocial behaviour among diverse populations of serious and chronic juvenile
offenders (MST NZ, 2005).
MST is a family‐ and home‐based treatment that strives to change how
youth function in their natural settings (home, school, and neighbourhood) in
ways that promote positive social behaviour while decreasing antisocial behaviour.
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This “multi‐systemic” approach views individuals as being surrounded by a
network of interconnected systems that encompass individual, family, and extra‐
familial (peer, school, neighbourhood) factors and recognizes that intervention is
often necessary in a combination of these systems. Most significantly, the
conceptual framework of MST fits closely with the known causes of delinquency
and substance abuse. MST addresses these factors in an individualised,
comprehensive, and integrated manner (MST NZ, 2005).
Based on the philosophy that the most effective and ethical route to help
children and youth is through helping their families, MST views parent(s) or
guardian(s) as valuable resources, even when they have serious and multiple
needs of their own. The primary goals of MST are to: (a) reduce youth criminal
activity; (b) reduce other types of antisocial behaviour such as drug abuse; and (c)
achieve these outcomes at a cost savings by decreasing rates of residential care
and out‐of‐home placement. MST targets chronic, violent, or substance abusing
male and female offenders at risk of out‐of‐home placement. The “typical” MST
youth is 12‐17 years old; lives in a single‐parent home that is characterised by
multiple needs and problems; has multiple arrests or is a chronic offender; is
deeply involved with delinquent peers; has problems at school or does not attend;
and abuses substances (marijuana, alcohol, cocaine) (MST, NZ 2005). MST has also
proven effective in reducing antisocial behaviour among diverse populations of
serious and chronic juvenile offenders. Research has shown that this approach is
effective with youth (and their families) of different ages, socio‐economic status,
and cultural backgrounds. Studies are underway to determine the effectiveness of
using the MST model with other populations of youths who have serious clinical
problems (e.g., youths experiencing psychiatric emergencies, sex offenders) (MST,
NZ 2005).
MST typically uses the family preservation model of service delivery, where
therapists have small caseloads (4‐6 families); are available 24 hours a day, 7 days a
week; and provide services in the family’s home at times convenient to them. The
average length of treatment is about 60 hours of contact provided during a 4‐
month period. The family preservation model reduces the barriers that keep
families from accessing services. MST therapists focus on empowering parents by
using identified strengths to develop natural support systems (e.g., extended
family, neighbours, friends, church members, parent support groups) and by
removing barriers (e.g., parental drug abuse, high stress, and poor relationships
with partners) to improve their capacity to function as effective parents. This
process is viewed as collaboration between the family and therapist, with the
family taking the lead in setting treatment goals and the therapist suggesting ways
to accomplish these goals. Once engaged, the parent(s) or guardian(s) consult
with the MST therapist on the best strategies to, for example, set and enforce
curfews and rules in the home, decrease the adolescent’s involvement with
deviant peers and promote friendships with pro‐social peers, improve the
adolescent’s academic and/or vocational performance, and cope with the criminal
sub‐culture that may exist in the neighbourhood.
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Adventure Programme
While it could be argued that all adventure‐based programmes could be
considered therapeutic at some level, there are clearly differing categories ranging
from adventure recreation, adventure education, adventure development,
therapeutic adventure and adventure therapy, and wilderness therapy (Itin, 2001).
It may be useful when working with families to differentiate between ‘the goal of
strengthening families that are already doing well’ and the ‘focus on therapeutic
change for families with severe problems.’ (Burg, 2001, 119)
Adventure Therapy Evidence Base
Many authors emphasise the lack of robust research in the areas of
adventure and wilderness therapy (Berg, 2001). There is no doubt that there are
positive benefits in a various areas of the clients’ lives from adventure‐based
programmes (Hattie et al. 1997) This substantial meta‐analysis provided two major
findings; ‘that participants made gains on a wide range of outcomes, and that
those gains increased in the months following programme participation.’ (Barwick
2004, 23). Russel (2000) provides further investigation into the outcomes from
four wilderness therapy programmes. He states, ‘little is known about the process
by which wilderness therapy promotes change in problem behaviours of
adolescents.’ (271) This is reinforced by Mulvey, Arthur & Repucci (1993) in their
review on wilderness therapy effectiveness, concluding that the ‘nature, extent
and conditions under which positive outcomes occur is unknown.’ (cited in Russel
2000, 271)
The goal of Russel’s paper was to answer the questions, ‘How does
wilderness therapy work, and with what specific outcomes.’ (2000, 271) It also
assesses longer term progress, after a four month period. Four factors emerged
which seemed important to the change process: a unique experience; time alone
and reflection; a non‐confrontive and caring approach; the wilderness, physical
exercise, scenery, isolation. The follow up interviews, although limited, resulted in
3 of 4 cases relapsing. This highlighted the need for aftercare services which are
closely connected to the wilderness therapeutic intervention. Also discussed were
the need for careful clinical assessment and individual treatment plans and
ongoing evaluation by skilled professionals (Russel 2000, 270 after Davis‐Berman &
Berman). Finally the usefulness of the wilderness experience as an initial
assessment tool was highlighted. (Russel 2000, 275)
However, a number of questions remain:
•
•
•

Does the merging of adventure‐based experience and therapeutic
interventions provide a cumulative outcome?
How can the effects of the outdoor experience separately evaluated with the
therapeutic interventions?
Which aspects of the adventure therapy process provide long term sustained
outcomes?
The research base for AT requires further long term and specific studies to show
the direct relationship between therapeutic input and AT outcomes.
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Adventure‐Based Counselling
Adventure‐Based Counselling (ABC) is another name for therapeutic
adventure and is reflective of Project Adventure programming (Schoel et al., 1988)
Gilbert (2005) propounded improvement of self concept as the main goal of
Adventure‐Based Counselling. He emphasised that it was a developing discipline
utilising an eclectic range of therapeutic techniques.
The key elements of ABC presented by Gilbert are; Goal Setting, Problem
Solving, Challenge/Stress, Trust, Peak Experience, and Humour.
Each of these is commented on below about how they are relevant to or
generalisable within the MST framework:
•

Goal setting – A practical aspect of behavioural modification used in MST; Ability to
develop SMART goals ‐ measurable by achievement of goals important part of
MST process; Strengths based – recognition of the usefulness of positive goals;
Transferable to other life areas – generalisable MST principle

•

Problem Solving – Related to dealing with life’s issues – necessary learning should
be transferable to rest of life; Compatibility with MST as can provide measurable
behavioural changes; Success during challenging activities provides capability to
perceive success in changing difficult behaviours or issues.

•

Challenge, dealing with stress – Coaching during adventure‐based activity on
cognitive response; Compare to situations in street environment; Difficult to
measure – Generalisation not straightforward

•

Trust – Model positive relationships – (peer to peer, parent); Communication and
language important, positive reinforcement; Difficult to measure; Developed
through behavioural changes and positive experience in MST.

•

Peak experience – Offending and drugs/alcohol are often to get highs, excitement
– Many young males need this sense regularly – Adventure‐based activities can
provide this – and show that the excitement may be gained through positive
activities – difficult to show link to behavioural changes

•

Humour – Model friendly interactions versus aggressive, macho ones – Role
modelling not behavioural intervention – No specific connection to behavioural
interventions
Family Therapy and Therapeutic Adventure
Therapeutic adventure with families may have a number of levels of
intensity, including enrichment, adjunctive therapy and primary therapy (Burg
2001, 118 after Gillis 1991). In the context of interfacing with MST the more
intensive therapeutic approaches would be relevant to ensure there are specific
outcomes as a result of the intervention. Adjunctive therapy might describe the
MST process which leads to an intervention using adventure experience.
Alternatively the situation where the client has individual adventure‐based
interventions which have positive results for the MST goal and family system, may
also fall into adjunctive experience. Whether MST and adventure‐based
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interventions have a close enough fit to describe their interaction as a primary
therapeutic approach will be further developed during this paper.
Burg contends that, ‘therapeutic adventure may benefit in the future is in
the incorporation of some empirically effective and highly researched family
therapy models for working with extreme problems such as functional family
therapy and multi‐systemic therapy’ (2001, 119). The evidence based philosophy
and overarching principles of MST would not be compatible with its incorporation
into an adventure‐based programme, if it were done so in the absence of the
family systems and day to day context.
Use of adventure‐based experiences to facilitate the MST process however,
may be achieved in a number of ways. An example is a ‘focus on inducing stress in
the family system, highlighting the family system’s roles, rules and hierarchy’ (Burg
2001, 119). This relates to Minuchin’s structural family therapy techniques and was
integrated into AT by Gass (1993).
This might be one approach which provides part of the multiple assessment
of the families ecosystem allowing the therapist to gain insights not normally
available. For this to work well, the therapist must either be the person conducting
the adventure experience or partner with an adventure practitioner. In its
weakest form the family therapist must attend the adventure‐based activity with
the family, or provide guidelines of behaviours to be focussed upon and a report
of the interactions during the programme and significant positive and negative
issues that were highlighted.
The use of ‘therapeutic paradox and basing change on the simple concept
of “doing something different” have also been adapted to adventure therapy’
(Burg 2001, 119). Bacon (1988) was the first to suggest the place of paradox in
adventure‐based work. Paradoxical work is also compatible with MST practice, in
that ‘any change in the system ecology will have an effect on the behaviour of its
members… However in the context of the adventure‐based setting, if the
therapist is not involved in the experience it is much more difficult to ensure that
the changes are applicable and transferable back to the home and community
environment.
Solution focussed approaches are an important part of AT and relevant to
MST (Gass & Gillis, 1995). The short term intense problems that are dealt with
during the adventure‐based experience need to be carefully debriefed to provide
connection to issues in the client’s normal context. Appropriate reference to
positive experiences as examples the therapist can build on in the home context is
required for any sustainable and transferable results from these interventions.
Multi‐Systemic Therapy Process for Intervention Assessment
MST therapists carry out a weekly assessment of the goals for the client.
This uses a “Fit Circle” (see Figure 1) which analyses the contributing factors of the
behaviour to be addressed. Various interventions may be utilised to mitigate one
or more of these causes. An adventure‐based programme may be utilised as one
option for intervention if it is determined to be the most appropriate intervention.
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Figure 1: Example of MST Fit Analysis

Poor parent‐child
interaction and
affect
Lack of parental concern
about safety of young
person

Few communal family
activities – little
opportunity for positive
interaction

Poor communication
and lack of specificity
when setting limits

Intermediate Goal:
Poor parental
monitoring and limit
setting

Lack of affirmation for
good behaviour

Lack of parental concern
about effects of YP
behaviour on others

Parental disinterest in YP
plans, whereabouts;
No enforcement of
curfews or consequences
on failure to comply

Multi‐Systemic Therapy as the Impetus for AT Interventions
The question of whether AT or MST is the driving force for interventions in this
context must be clarified.
As MST is an ecological, home based service, it would preclude a predominant use
of wilderness therapy. However, home‐based or community‐based adventure
therapy activities could be used. However, the MST therapist must incorporate as
many and varied interventions as are necessary for the specific issues being
addressed, and not only focus on adventure‐based activities. The “multi” nature
of the model, directs the therapist toward multiple interventions and approaches.
MST is not a set of techniques which can be simply incorporated into adventure
experiences. MST represents a total system of beliefs about interacting with
clients to assess their needs. The majority of techniques which might be
recognised within MST practice may be derived from other cognitive behavioural
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or pragmatic family therapy approaches. Adventure Therapy may utilise any of
these techniques and provide a variety of developmental programmes outside of
MST or therapeutic approaches.

AT Interventions
sourced from MST
assessment process

MST
Interventions

Adventure‐Based
Interventions

Figure 2: Overlap between MST and Adventure‐based Interventions
MST Principles and Compatibility with Adventure Therapy
1. Finding the Fit– Adventure Therapy (AT) interventions must be driven by the
assessment in the home environment. The more separate the adventure
experience is from the home environment the more difficult it may be to
reintegrate into the home ecology.
2. Positive & strength focussed – Both MST and AT would claim to be strengths
based (Layton 2005)
3. Increasing responsibility – Related to being goal focussed, or problem solving,
approaches used in AT and MST are aimed at developing personal confidence and
abilities
4. Present focussed, action oriented, well‐defined – This is a very relevant concept
for AT as the environment requires decisiveness, and practical solutions to real
problems. MST also has a very here and now, tangible solutions to current and
existing challenges.
5. Targeting sequences – These sequences are readily available in the challenging
contexts of AT and the real life elements of the home context. In the AT context
consideration must be given to the relevance of these sequences to the normal
ecology and a process of reinterpreting to generalise back to the home
environment
6. Developmentally appropriate – Activities and sequencing are important within
both MST and AT.
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7. Continuous effort –one‐off adventure experiences (varying between a few hours
or weeks), may be less effective or less congruent with MST. Long term
involvement of the wider system must be creatively introduced and systems
transferred back to the home context if one‐off adventure experiences are used.
8. Evaluation & accountability – Research has shown positive outcomes from AT, but
assessing the specific value attributed to the adventure component and its long
term efficacy is difficult. MST only includes programmes which have had thorough
evaluation and show significant positive results from empirical studies. The
combined effectiveness of MST and AT has no research base and therefore cannot
be attributed an evidence based status.
Generalisation – This is a major deficiency of any intervention outside the normal
context of the young person. Adventure‐based activities with other family
members overcome this to some extent. Any positive development must be
processed in such a way that it becomes contextualised back to the home
environment, and related to issues or behaviour in that context. Consultation with
a clinical team to provide adaptable interventions and to be accountable for long
term outcomes with families and young people, is an inherent part of the process.
There are two main requirements for the adventure‐based programme if it is to
work in collaboration with MST practice;
• Firstly, the activities and interventions must be determined with regard to the
causes of the behaviours which are targeted for change.
• Secondly, any positive change or new behaviour must be generalisable to ensure
sustainability in the long term in the normal environment of the family.
MST evidence‐based criterion means that MST is not used with client
groups or in situations where there is not empirical evidence that it has been
successful in the long term. This would imply that to have MST as an add on to
adventure‐based programmes, or to utilise MST principles during adventure‐based
activities would have no integrity in terms of MST philosophy.
MST Evidence‐Based Practice
MST is a well‐validated treatment model (Kazdin & Weisz, 1998), with eight
randomised clinical trials completed (including three with violent and chronic
juvenile offenders, one with inner‐city delinquents, one with substance abusing
and dependent juvenile offenders, one with adolescent sexual offenders, and one
with youth presenting psychiatric emergencies), and several others underway. The
studies with violent and chronic juvenile offenders showed that MST reduced long‐
term rates of re‐arrest up to 70% in comparison with control groups. Compared
with control groups, MST studies have consistently demonstrated improved family
relations and family functioning. MST has reduced drug use in juvenile offenders in
comparison with control groups. Studies have shown that key youth outcomes
(i.e., re‐arrest, out‐of‐home placement) are significantly associated with a
therapist’s adherence to the MST principles (hence the emphasis on maintaining
quality assurance).
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Involvement of the Family System
A predominant part of the MST process is working with the parents to
modify their interaction and response to the young person’s behaviours. The
adventure‐based environment provides an intensive opportunity in which this may
be monitored and interventions implemented. There may be opportunity to
encourage positive behaviours or interaction not normally encountered in the
usual environment. There may be behaviours which are accentuated in this
extreme environment and can be highlighted for discussion or further
modification.
Any useful input is more readily transferred back to the home setting when
a majority of the players are present in the environment of change. As a
foundation of MST is to work with a systemic basis, it is clear that involvement of
the family system in any adventure‐based intervention is paramount.
Therapist Involvement
Therapeutic practice must be part of every aspect of the process of
adventure therapy programming. The process, including goals and outcomes,
must be documented by the practitioner. Involvement of the MST therapist in
planning the adventure‐based programme and subsequent follow up is important.
The MST approach requires that therapists have weekly peer supervision to
evaluate practice and interventions. This includes consultation to ensure principles
are adhered to and interventions are purposeful. This mechanism ensures
therapists are well supported and provides the capability for the team to generate
further creative intervention options.
To ensure the maximum benefit is made of the adventure‐based
experience, the therapist should conduct the adventure experience or at minimum
be present, as the unusual environment may provide opportunity to observe
different relational interactions. There may be both positive and negative
behaviours which are accentuated in this environment, giving insights as to further
possible intervention strategies. The use of the adventure activity as an
assessment tool for MST intervention planning has been shown to be one
important benefit.
The specific intention may be either partially or totally transparent to the
client. This however would provide obstacles to the transferability to the ‘whole of
life’. A further and most important reason for the therapist to be present is to
encourage significant learning, and to ensure that these are transferred back to
the home environment. Examples used during the session would be highlighted
and related to issues in everyday life.
Peer Relationship Building
One of the main aims of MST is to discourage anti‐social peer association
and encourage pro‐social peers. This is based on the evidence that the majority of
offending behaviours have anti‐social peers as a key driver. Therefore the use of
adventure programmes should only be used if it can be ensured that all peer
contact is positive and monitored. Adventure programmes may be useful if they
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are more therapeutic in nature. However, simply using an adventure program may
be counter to the aims of MST.
Finally, programmes with specific objectives regarding pro‐social
relationships and interaction may be designed for use with clients and selected
pro‐social peers. Alternately it may be advantageous to include an anti‐social client
with a group of pro‐social young people even if from a different context.
Developing Adventure Activities in MST
Proponents of Adventure Therapy often emphasise the process which
ensures the interventions are purposeful (Itin, 2001). Consistent with the
systematic nature of MST, Table 1 presents a detailed example of the process for
using adventure‐base programming in an MST process.
Table 1: Process for developing MST interventions utilising adventure‐based
activities
PROCESS

EXAMPLE

MST Therapist initiated
Sourced from Over‐Arching Goal

Reduce Offending

Fit to specific issue (Intermediate goal)

Poor Parental Boundaries (show FIT)

Identify measurable behaviour that needs
modification

AWOL without parents approval

Determine process or interaction which
needs changing

Inability to provide & set limits –
communication between parents and YP,
infrequent, dysfunctional and non‐specific.
e.g. Poor listening, aggressive, YP ignores or
absents self from discussion, parents
distracted during discussions by business,
social or family needs, discussion initiated at
inappropriate times.

Brainstorm interventions which may
produce positive change in behaviour –

Incentives for YP for communicating well
Coaching parents on
listening/communication strategies

AT may be one of many possibilities
[Cyclic process which may occur over a
number of weeks, using team
collaboration]

Creative choice of discussion times
Eliminate distractions, eg. phone
Pre‐empting need for decision about limits

Show that other interventions have been
tried or that AT is the most effective in this
case ⇒ Decision to utilise AT intervention
Identify advantages of AT intervention

Opportunity for interaction between YP and
parents without distraction
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Controlled environment for behavioural
interventions
Determine limitations of intervention in
adventure environment

Different issues for discussion than at home
Artificial environment provides different
relational interactions

Develop an intervention to model or
modify a behavioural process or
interaction

Discuss each instruction, activity and obtain
consensus decision about roles, safety issues,
etc.

Consult with Adventure Expert to brief
about client and discuss intervention
strategies
Determine what are the pre‐intervention
requirements – Briefing, Buy in, Health &
Safety

Discuss specific issue with parents, explain
importance of improving communication and
links to home issues
Set limits – remain on ropes course to enable
communication

Determine how the learning may be
transferred back to the home/whanau
environment‐ de‐brief ‐ parallels

Involvement of MST therapist for modelling
and transfer of intervention into normal
therapeutic process
Debrief – discuss experience, positive
aspects; situations when discussion needed
at home, when & how it might happen at
home

Develop reporting and assessment
structure for post‐intervention

Family to record all consensus discussions
Weekly intentional discussion to be initiated

Pragmatic Issues for MST/AT Collaboration
The cost of adventure‐based programmes is a possible obstacle for its use
in the MST setting. Interventions which cannot be continued in the long term due
to the resources or costs being prohibitive to families are seldom utilised. As has
been previously mentioned, the use of interventions outside the local ecology;
home and community, provide obstacles for generalisation, and support in the
future. Using adventure activities that are more local is one solution to this
programmatic issue. Because of the global and pervasiveness of the effects of
involvement in AT on clients the benefits are often difficult to measure or see in
adventure‐based work. The more that true adventure therapy is used the more
likely that there will be multiple and unforeseen benefits associated with using AT
in an MST context Given the evidenced‐based nature of MST, these generalised an
pervasive effects may impact the measures traditionally used in MST.
Criteria for Utilisation of AT as MST Intervention
• Must have intentionality related to over‐arching referral goals
• MST therapist initiated, subject to MST cyclic assessment process
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•
•
•
•
•

Specific intervention strategies linked to causes from FIT assessment
Other more cost effective options have been tried or ruled out
Connects with specific strengths of family system – involves parents/guardians
Involvement of therapist
Intervention plan includes intentional strategies throughout the programme
process
• Outcomes and interventions must be generalisable to the home environment
Summary
A survey of some of the important aspects of the adventure therapy field
indicates that there is much compatibility with MST principles. For the purposes of
the interaction of MST with AT, it is clear that any AT intervention becomes one of
a number of possible solutions to the MST referral goals.
For the best collaborative outcomes, the use of AT interventions should be
the result of an intensive therapeutic assessment process utilising MST principles.
This means that in the context of collaboration with MST the interventions utilised
in the AT environment should be driven by the MST process.
For each client the advantages of different interventions must be assessed
and compared for efficacy before implementation. The clinical process of
integrating the AT interventions into the MST process, ensures effective long term
outcomes, and therefore justification for utilising AT interventions in the future.
The AT intervention becomes part of a broader therapeutic intervention,
mainly focussed in the natural ecology of the young person, the family, community
and school. AT will be one of many intervention approaches utilised by MST
clinicians.
This does not proscribe the use of AT independently, or adventure activities
as purposeful incentives within the MST framework. The additional advantageous
benefits provided by adventure experiences must also be acknowledged,
providing changed attitudes and relational interaction.
Both for the therapeutic integrity of Adventure Therapy approaches as well
as for MST, a planned intervention strategy is essential to ensure consistent and
effective results. In each situation the process must include a clear path for the
intervention to be transferred to the ‘whole of life’ environment. This principle of
generalisation for long‐term effectiveness means the involvement of the family
system in AT interventions is important. For this to work well the MST therapist
must be involved in the whole process of intervention, to ensure that the desired
outcomes are able to be transferred back into the home setting.
The possible additional positive side effects of an Adventure‐based
intervention are acknowledged, but the focus of the MST intervention must
remain with the over‐arching goal which derives from the referral behaviours, and
the sub‐goals that result from this.
In conclusion, AT as a collaborative tool for use with MST has a number of
advantages, but must be utilised for intervention as part of the MST cyclic
assessment process.
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membership association dedicated to experiential education and the students,
educators and practitioners who utilize its philosophy. We strive to:
• Connect educators in practical ways so that they have access to the
growing body of knowledge that fuels their growth and development
• Publish and provide access to relevant research, publications and resources
• Raise the quality and performance of experiential programs through our
accreditation program
• Increase recognition of experiential education worldwide

Our Vision
The vision of the Association for Experiential Education is to contribute to making
a more just and compassionate world by transforming education.

Our Mission
The mission of the Association for Experiential Education is to develop and
promote experiential education. The association is committed to supporting
professional development, theoretical advancement and the evaluation of
experiential education worldwide.

Our Ends
The Association for Experiential Education exists to expand educators’ and
practitioners’ capacity to enrich lives through the philosophy and principles* of
experiential education.
1. Educators and practitioners have access to a professional learning
community dedicated to experiential education.
a. This community is inclusive of diverse peoples and professional practices
and collaborative with other communities, all within reasonable means.
2. Authoritative information for implementing and advancing the philosophy
and practice of experiential education is accessible.
a. Standards are identified to improve professional practice and to safeguard
the well being of participants.
b. Research about experiential education is coordinated, conducted, and
disseminated.
3. Decision‐makers value and support experiential education.
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Who AEE Members Are
Representing 30 countries, AEE has more than 1,500 members engaged in the
diverse applications of experiential education.
• 41% Colleges or Universities
• 23% Outdoor Programs
• 20% K‐12
• 18% Wilderness and Adventure Programs
• 17% Leadership Development
• 15% Challenge or Ropes Courses
• 13% Therapeutic Adventure or Wilderness Therapy
• 11% Environmental Education
• 10% Organizational Training or Consulting
• 10% Camps
• 9% Mental Health
• 5% Residential Treatment
• 4% Service Learning
• 4% Parks and Recreation
• 3% Addiction or Recovery

Benefits for All Membership Levels Include:
*AEE's Membership Levels Include: Full‐time Student, Individual, Family of Two,
Organizational, Institutional and Accredited.
• Complimentary subscription to the peer‐reviewed Journal of Experiential

Education, three times per year, ($100 value)
• 10% to 25% discounts on EE publications, DVDs and videos through our

eStore. More than 90 titles available!
• Regional‐, profession‐ and affiliation‐based groups, such as the Therapeutic

•

•

•

•
•
•

Adventure Profession Group (TAPG), which provide networking
opportunities through conferences, newsletters, workshops, and websites.
The AEE Accreditation program, which works continuously with outdoor,
adventure, and therapeutic programming experts to establish safety,
efficiency, and general best practices.
Reduced business or educational costs with discounts offered to you by
AEE’s Preferred Partners including NOLS, Outdoor Prolink Pro Deals,
Project Adventure, Leap‐Ware, and Stratus.
Annual recognition of member achievements including outstanding
practitioners, professionals, teachers and progressive EE institutions and
organizations .
25% to 40% discounts to AEE International and Regional Conferences
Online job referral network (Jobs Clearinghouse) including free resume
postings and discounted job postings
Listing in and access to AEE's online Member Directory

To learn more about AEE, our conferences or publications,
or to become a member, go to www.aee.org
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